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ABSTRACT

This report documents a study performed on the set of common-cause
failures (CCF) of motor-operated valves (MOV) from 1980 to 2000. The data
studied here were derived from the NRC CCF database, which is based on US
commercial nuclear power plant event data. This report is the result of an in-
depth review of the MOV CCF data and presents several insights about the MOV
CCF data. The objective of this document is to look beyond the CCF parameter
estimates that can be obtained from the CCF data, to gain furiher understanding
of why CCF events occur and what measures may be taken to prevent, or at least
mitigate the effect of, MOV CCF events. This report presents quantitative
presentation of the MOV CCF data and discussion of some engineering aspects
of the MOV events.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides insights related to motor-operated valve (MOV) common-cause failure
(CCF) events. These events were obtained from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (USNRC)
CCF Database. The MOV CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in the
understanding of: completeness of the failures, occurrence rate trends of the events, MOV piece part
affected, causal factors, coupling or linking factors, event detection methods, and MOV system.
Distributions of these CCF characteristics and trends were analyzed and individual events were reviewed
for insights.

General Insights. The study identified 149 events occurring at U.S. nuclear power plant units
during the period from 1980 through 2000. Twenty-eight units each had one CCF event during the
period; 42 units did not experience a CCF event. About 64 percent of the units had zero or one CCF
event. Eleven percent of the units have experienced four or more MOV CCF events. Of the 149 events,
22 (15 percent) were Complete common-cause failures (failure events with all components failed due to a
single cause in a short time).

Failure Modes. The events were classified as either fail-to-open or fail-to-close. The failure
mode for the majority of the MOV CCF events is fail-to-open (60 percent). The fail-to-close failure mode
accounted for the other 40 percent of the events. Most of the fail-to-close CCF events were caused by
improper settings of the torque and limit switches that inhibited the full closure of the MOVs.

Trends. Figure ES-1 shows the trend for all MOV CCF events. The decreasing trend for all
MOV CCF events is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.0001. Based on the review of failure data
for this study, improved maintenance and operating procedures, as well as increased maintenance focus
and emphasis on equipment reliability from initiatives throughout the industry (NRC, utilities, NPO, and
EPRI), appear to be reasons for the observed reduction of the occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years
of experience included in this study. The failure mode trends were both decreasing. The trend for the
Complete events from 1980-2000 is decreasing and is statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0019.

Method of Discovery. When the method of discovery was investigated, Testing accounted for
61 events (41 percent), Demand for 57 events (38 percent), and 31 events (21 percent) were discovered
during Inspection or during Maintenance activities. The high percentage of events discovered by
demands appears to indicate weaknesses in the MOV testing programs. However, a review of MOV CCF
by event dates and method of discovery shows that prior to 1990, 35 percent of events were discovered by
Testing while 45 percent were discovered by Demands. Since 1990, 52 percent of events have been
discovered by Testing while only 24 percent have been discovered by Demands. Therefore, it appears
that industry MOV testing programs have increased the effectiveness of common-cause failure discovery
via testing.

Sub-Component. The highest number of events occurred in the actuator sub-component (127
events or 85 percent). However, the fraction of Complete CCF events is similar between the actuator and
valve sub-components. The torque switch piece part had the largest effect on the actuator. The limit
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switch piece part had the second largest effect on the actuator. About half of the actuator CCF events
were the result of problems with these two piece parts.
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Figure ES-1. Trend for all MOV CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with a p-
value = 0.0001.

Proximate Cause. As shown in Figure ES-2, the leading proximate cause groups are
OperationallHuman Error, DesignlConstruction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy, and Internal to
Component. These three accounted for 27, 26, and 21 percent of the total events. The Operational/
Human Error cause group accounted contributed the largest number of Complete events (10 out of 22
Complete events, 45 percent).

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group is the most likely for the MOV and
represents causes related to errors of omission or commission on the part of plant staff or contractor staff.
Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures or following
inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration, and testing.
This proximate cause group may also include deficient training.

The Design/Construction/Installation /Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is the next
most likely for the MOVs and encompasses events related to the design, construction, installation, and
manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in this category are
events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material specifications, and
calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.

The Internal to Component proximate cause category is important for the MOVs and
encompasses the malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component. Internal causes result from
phenomena such as normal wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms, which are influenced by the
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ambient environment of the component. Specific mechanisms include erosion, corrosion, internal
contamination, fatigue, wear-out, and end of life.
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Figure ES-2. Proximate cause distribution for all MOV CCF events.

Coupling Factors. Maintenance is the leading coupling factor with 83 events (56 percent).
Maintenance coupling factors result from common maintenance procedures, practices, and personnel.
Design, with 42 events (28 percent), accounts for the majority of the remaining events. These two
coupling factors account for the top 84 percent of the events.

System. Figure ES-3 shows the distribution of MOV CCF events by affected system. There
were distinctly more events occurring in the BWR residual heat removal (RHR-B) system than any other
system (29 percent). The high-pressure safety injection (HPI), auxiliary feedwater (AFW), PWR residual
heat removal (RHR-P), and containment spray (CSS) systems have the bulk of the remaining events. The
review of the data does not suggest that there is any specific causal relationship, other than the installed
population of MOVs per system, between the systems and the number of observed CCFs.
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FOREWORD

This report provides common-cause failure (CCF) event insights for motor-operated
valves (MOVs). The results, findings, conclusions, and information contained in this study, the
initiating event update study, and related system reliability studies conducted by the Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research support a variety of risk-informed NRC activities. These include
providing information about relevant operating experience that can be used to enhance plant
inspections of risk-important systems, and infornation used to support staff technical reviews of
proposed license amendments, including risk-inforned applications. In addition, this work will be
used in the development of enhanced performance indicators that will be based largely on plant-
specific system and equipment performance.

Findings and conclusions from the analyses of the MOV CCF data, which are based on
1980-2000 operating experience, are presented in the Executive Summary. High-level insights of
all the MOV CCF data are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the events by sub-
component. Section 5 presents MOV CCF insights by the MOV system. Section 6 provides
infonration about how to obtain more detailed information for the MOV CCF events. The
information to support risk-informed regulatory activities related to the MOV CCF data is
summarized in Table F-1. This table provides a condensed index of risk-important data and results
presented in discussions, tables, figures, and appendices.

Table F-1. Summary of Insights from Motor-Operated Valve Common-Cause Failure Events.

Item Description
1. CCF trends overview
2. CCF sub-component overview
3. CCF proximate cause overview
4. CCF coupling factor overview
5. CCF discovery method overview
6. CCF system overview
7. Engineering Insights - Actuators
8. Engineering Insights - Valves
9. Engineering Insights - RHR

(BWR) system
10. Engineering Insights - HPI

system
11. Engineering Insights - AFW

system
12. Engineering Insights - RHR

(PWR) system
13. Engineering Insights - Cont.

Spray system
14. Complete Events - Actuators;

Valves
15. Piece Parts - Actuators; Valves
16. Piece Parts - Systems

17. Data Summaries

Text Reference
Section 3.2
Section 3.3
Section 3.4
Section 3.5
Section 3.6
Section 3.7
Section 4.2
Section 4.3
Section 5.2

Section 5.3

Section 5.4

Section 5.5

Section 5.6

Sections 4.2; 4.3

Section 4
Section 5

Appendix A, B, and C

p age(s) Data
12 Figure 3-1 -Figure 3-4
14 Figure 3-5
15 Figure 3-6
18 Figure 3-7
20 Figure 3-8 - Figure 3-9
22 Figure 3-10
27 Figure 4-1 - Figure 4-3
33 Figure 4-4 - Figure 4-6
37 Figure 5-1 - Figure 5-4

40 Figure 5-5 - Figure 5-8

42 Figure 5-9 - Figure 5-12

44 Figure 5-13 - Figure 5-16

47 Figure 5-17 - Figure 5-20

27; 33 Table 4-4; Table 4-6

25 Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-6
37 Figure 5-3; Figure 5-7,

Figure 5-11; Figure 5-15;
Figure 5-19
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The application of results to plant-specific applications may require a more detailed
review of the relevant Licensee Event Report (LER) and Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
(NPRDS) or Equipment Perfornance Information and Exchange System (EPIX) data cited in this
report. This review is needed to determine if generic experiences described in this report and
specific aspects of the MOV CCF events documented in the LER and NPRDS failure records are
applicable to the design and operational features at a specific plant or site. Factors such as system
design, specific MOV components installed in the system, and test and maintenance practices
would need to be considered in light of specific information provided in the LER and NPRDS
failure records. Other documents such as logs, reports, and inspection reports that contain
information about plant-specific experience (e.g., maintenance, operation, or surveillance testing)
should be reviewed during plant inspections to supplement the information contained in this
report.

Additional insights may be gained about plant-specific performance by examining the
specific events in light of overall industry performance. In addition, a review of recent LERs and
plant-specific component failure information in NPRDS or EPIX may yield indications of whether
performance has undergone any significant change since the last year of this report. NPRDS
archival data (through 1996) and EPIX failure data are proprietary information that can be
obtained from the EPIX database through the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). NRC
staff and contractors can access that information through the EPIX database.

Common-cause failures used in this study were obtained from the common-cause failure
database maintained for the NRC by the INEEL. NRC staff and contractors can access the plant-
specific CCF information through the CCF database that is available on CD-ROM and has been
provided to the NRC Regions and NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR). To obtain
access to the NRC CCF Database, contact Dale Rasmuson [dmr@nrc.gov; (301) 415-7571] at the
NRC or S. Ted Wood at the INEEL [stw@inel.gov; (208) 526-8729].

Periodic updates to the information in this report will be performed, as additional data
become available. In the future, these insights will be available on the RES intemal web page.

Scott F. Newberry, Director
Division of Risk Analysis & Applications
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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CSS containment spray (PWR)
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MCC motor control center
MOV motor-operated valve

NPP nuclear power plant
NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
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PM preventative maintenance
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RHR-P residual heat removal (PWR)
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GLOSSARY

Application-A particular set of CCF events selected from the common-cause failure
database for use in a specific study.

Average Impact Vector-An average over the impact vectors for different hypotheses
regarding the number of conponents failed in an event.

Basic Event-An event in a reliability logic model that represents the state in which a
conponent or group of components is unavailable and does not require further development in
terms of contributing causes.

Common-cause Event-A dependent failure in which two or more component fault states
exist simultaneously, or within a short time interval, and are a direct result of a shared cause.

Common-cause Basic Event-In system modeling, a basic event that represents the
unavailability of a specific set of components because of shared causes that are not explicitly
represented in the system logic model as other basic events.

Common-cause Component Group-A group of (usually similar [in mission,
manufacturer, maintenance, environment, etc.]) components that are considered to have a high
potential for failure due to the same cause or causes.

Common-cause Failure Model-The basis for quantifying the probability of common-
cause events. Examples include the beta factor, alpha factor, basic parameter, and the binomial
failure rate models.

Component-An element of plant hardware designed to provide a particular function.

Component Boundary-The component boundary encompasses the set of piece parts that
are considered to form the component.

Component Degradation Value-The assessed probability (0.0 5 p < 1.0) that a
functionally- or physically-degraded component would fail to complete the mission.

Component State-Component state defines the component status in regard to its intended
function. Two general categories of component states are defined, available, and unavailable.

Available-The component is available if it is capable of perfonning its function
according to a specified success criterion. (N.B., available is not the same as
availability.)

Unavailable-The component is unavailable if the component is unable to
perforn its intended function according to a stated success criterion. Two subsets
of unavailable states are failure and functionally unavailable.

Coupling FactorlMechanism-A set of causes and factors characterizing why and how a
failure is systematically induced in several components.
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Date-The date of the failure event, or date the failure was discovered.

Defense-Any operational, maintenance, and design measures taken to diminish the
probability and/or consequences of common-cause failures.

Degree of Failure- The Degree of Failure category has three groups: Complete, Almost
Complete, and Partial. The degree of failure is a categorization of a CCF event by the magnitude
of three quantification parameters: component degradation value, shared cause factor, and timing
factor. These parameters can be given values from zero to 1.0. The degree of failure categories
are defined as follows:

Complete-A common-cause failure in which all redundant components are failed
simultaneously as a direct result of a shared cause; i.e., the component degradation
value equals 1.0 for all components, and both the timing factor and the shared
cause factor are equal to 1.0.

Almost Complete-A common-cause failure in which one of the parameters is not
equal to 1.0. Examples of events that would be termed Almost Complete are:
events in which most components are completely failed and one component is
degraded, or all components are completely failed but the time between failures is
greater than one inspection interval.

Partial-All other common-cause failures (i.e., more than one of the
quantification parameters is not equal to 1.0.)

Dependent Basic Events-Two or more basic events, A and B, are statistically dependent
if, and only if,

P[A c) B] = P[B I A]P[A] = P[A I B]P[B] P[AP[B],

where PX] denotes the probability of event X.

Event-An event is the occurrence of a component state or a group of component states.

Exposed Population-The set of components within the plant that are potentially affected
by the common-cause failure event under consideration.

Failure-The component is not capable of performing its specified operation according to
a success criterion.

Failure Mechanism-The history describing the events and influences leading to a given
failure.

Failure Mode-A description of component failure in terms of the component function
that was actually or potentially unavailable.

Failure Mode Applicability-The analyst's probability that the specified component
failure mode for a given event is appropriate to the particular application.

Functionally Unavailable-The component is capable of operation, but the function
normally provided by the component is unavailable due to lack of proper input, lack of support
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function from a source outside the component (i.e., motive power, actuation signal), maintenance,
testing, the improper interference of a person, etc.

Impact Vector-An assessment of the impact an event would have on a common-cause
component group. The impact is usually measured as the number of failed components out of a set
of similar components in the common-cause component group.

Independent Basic Events-Two basic events, A and B, are statistically independent if,
and only if,

P[A - B] = P[A]P[B],

where P[X] denotes the probability of event X.

Mapping-The impact vector of an event must be "mapped up" or "mapped down" when
the exposed population of the target plant is higher or lower than that of the original plant that
experienced the common-cause failure. The result of mapping an impact vector is an adjusted
impact vector applicable to the target plant.

Mapping Up Factor-A factor used to adjust the impact vector of an event when the
exposed population of the target plan is higher than that of the original plant that experienced the
comnon-cause failure.

P-Value-A p-value is a probability, that indicates a measure of statistical significance.
The smaller the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally
considered statistically significant.

Potentially Unavailable-The component is capable of performing its function according
to a success criterion, but an incipient or degraded condition exists. (N.B., potentially unavailable
is not synonymous with hypothetical.)

Degraded-The component is in such a state that it exhibits reduced performance
but insufficient degradation to declare the component unavailable according to the
specified success criterion.

Incipient-The component is in a condition that, if left un-remedied, could
ultimately lead to a degraded or unavailable state.

Proximate Cause-A characterization of the condition that is readily identified as leading
to failure of the component. It might altematively be characterized as a symptom.

Reliability Logic Model-A logical representation of the combinations of component
states that could lead to system failure. A fault tree is an example of a system logic model.

Root Cause-The most basic reason for a component failure, which, if corrected, could
prevent recurrence. The identified root cause may vary depending on the particular defensive
strategy adopted against the failure mechanism.

Shared-Cause Factor (c)-A number that reflects the analyst's uncertainty (0.0 < c < 1.0)
about the existence of coupling among the failures of two or more components, i.e., whether a
shared cause of failure can be clearly identified.
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Shock-A shock is an event that occurs at a random point in time and acts on the system;
i.e., all the components in the system simultaneously. There are two kinds of shocks distinguished
by the potential impact of the shock event, i.e., lethal and nonlethal.

Statistically Significant-The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too
closely correlated to be attributed to chances and consequently have a systematic relationship.

System-The entity that encompasses an interacting collection of components to provide a
particular function or functions.

Timing Factor (q) -The probability (0.0 < q < 1.0) that two or more component failures
(or degraded states) separated in time represent a comnon-cause failure. This can be viewed as an
indication of the strength-of-coupling in synchronizing failure times.
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Common-Cause Failure Event Insights for Motor-
Operated Valves
1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents insights about the common-cause events that have occurred in the motor-
operated valve (MOV) system at operating nuclear power plants.

The insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information captured in the common-cause
failure (CCF) database maintained for the Nuclear Regulatory Comnission (NRC) by the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). The database contains CCF-related events that
have occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants reported in licensee event reports (LERs) and
reports to the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) and the Equipment Performance
Information Exchange (EPIX) system maintained by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)

The information presented in this report is intended to help focus NRC inspections on the more
risk-important aspects of MOV CCF events. Utilities can also use the information to help focus
maintenance and test programs such that MOV CCF events are minimized.

1.1 Background

The following four criteria must be met for an event to be classified as resulting from a common-
cause:

* Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded, including failures during
demand, inservice testing, or from deficiencies that would have resulted in a failure if a
demand signal had been received;

* Two or more individual components must fail or be degraded in a select period of time such
that the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) mission would not be certain;

* The component failures or degradations must result from a single shared cause and coupling
mechanism; and

* The component failures are not due to the failure of equipment outside the established
component boundary.

To help resolve NRC Generic Issue 145,1 Actions to Reduce Common-Cause Failures, and to
address deficiencies related to the availability and analysis of CCF data, the NRC and the EEL
developed a CCF database that codifies information on CCF-related events that have occurred in U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants from 1980 to date. The data is derived from both licensee event reports
(LERs) submitted to the NRC and equipment performance reports submitted to the INPO.
Accompanying the development of the CCF database was the development of CCF analysis software for
investigating the CCF aspect of system reliability analyses and related risk-informed applications.

The quantitative results of this CCF data collection effort are described in the four volumes of
NUREGICR-6268, Common-Cause Failure Database and Analysis System.234 , Some quantitative
insights about the data for use in PRA studies were also published in NUREG/CR-5497,6 Common-Cause
Failure Parameter Estimations. Copies of the CCF database together with supporting technical
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documentation and the analysis software are available from the NRC on CD-ROM to aid in system
reliability analyses and risk-informed applications.

The CCF event data collected, classified, and compiled in the CCF database provide a unique
opportunity to go beyond just estimation of CCF probabilities but to also gain more engineering insights
into how and why CCF events occur. The data classification employed in the database was designed with
this broader objective in mind. The data captured includes plant type, system component, piece parts,
failure causes, mechanisms of propagation of failure to multiple components, and their functional and
physical failure modes. Other important characteristics such as defenses that could have prevented the
failures are also included.

Section 1.2 of Volume 3 of NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 4) proposes methods for classifying
common-cause failures using the concepts of causes, coupling factors, and defensive mechanisms. The
methods suggest a causal picture of failure with an identification of a root cause, a means by which the
cause is more likely to impact a number of components simultaneously (the coupling), and the failure of
the defenses against such multiple failures. Utilizing these methods, the CCF data associated with MOV
systems were analyzed to provide a better understanding of MOV CCFs. This report presents the results
of this effort

The data analyzed are derived from the CCF database. The coding and quality assurance (QA)
process for entering data into the database is as follows: Each event is coded from an LER or an NPRDS
or EPIX report by analysts at the INEEL. Each analyst has access to coding guidelines (NUREGICR-
6268), which provides specific direction to the analyst about what the required information means and
how to enter the information into the database. Each analyst is knowledgeable about PRA and plant
systems and operations. Each event is initially coded by one analyst and reviewed by another analyst
with a comparable background. Any disagreement is resolved before coding of the event is considered
completed. An additional review of the events is done by another person familiar with PRA and CCF
concepts. An independent outside expert in CCF and PRA then reviews the coding. Any differences are
resolved and the final coding changes made in the database. The data colection, analysis, independent
review, and quality assurance process are described in more detail in NUREGlCR-6268, Volumes 1 and 3
(References 2 and 4).

1.2 Common-Cause Failure Event Concepts

CCFs can be thought of as resulting from the coexistence of two main factors: one that provides a
susceptibility for components to fail or become unavailable due to a particular cause of failure and a
couphng factor (or coupling mechanism) that creates the condition for multiple components to be affected
by the same cause.

An example is a case where two relief valves fail-to-open at the required pressure due to set
points being set too high. Because of personnel error (the proximate cause), each of the two valves fails
due to an incorrect setpoint. What makes the two valves fail together, however, is a common calibration
procedure and common maintenance personnel. These commonalties are the coupling factors of the
failure event in this case.

Characterization of CCF events in terms of these key elements provides an effective means of
performing engineering assessments of the CCF phenomenon including approaches to identification of
plant vulnerabilities to CCFs and evaluation of the need for, and effectiveness of, defenses against them.
It is equally effective in evaluation and classification of operational data and quantitative analysis of CCF
frequencies.
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It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the
root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause" is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concepts- proximate cause and root cause.

The proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.
The proximate cause classification consists of six major categories: -

* Design, construction, installation, and manufacture inadequacy causes,

* Operational and human-related causes (e.g. procedural errors, maintenance errors),

* Intemal to the component, including hardware-related causes and internal environmental causes,

* External environmental causes,

* State of other component, and

* Other causes.

The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion identifying an event in the chain as
a "root cause," is often arbitrary. Identifying root causes in relation to the implementation of defenses is a
useful altemative. The root cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the component failure,
which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. Volume 3 of NUREG/CR-6268 (Reference 4) contains
additional details on the cause categories and how CCF event causes are classified.

The coupling factor is a characteristic of a group of components or piece parts that identifies them
as susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of failure - it is a characteristic that links the components.
Such factors include similarity in design, location, environment, mission, and operational, maintenance,
and test procedures. Coupling factors are categorized into the following five groups for analysis
purposes:

* Hardware Quality,

* Hardware Design,

* Maintenance,

* Operations, and

* Environment.

Note that proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures.

The proximate causes and the coupling factors may appear to overlap because the same name is
sometimes used as a proximate cause and as a coupling factor (e.g., design, maintenance). However, they
are different. For example, maintenance, as a proximate cause, refers to errors and mistakes made during
maintenance activities. As a coupling factor, maintenance refers to the similarity of maintenance among
the components (e.g., same maintenance personnel, same maintenance procedures).
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The defense or defensive mechanism is any operational, maintenance, or design measure taken to
dininish the probability and/or consequences of a common-cause failure event. Three ways of defending
against a CCF event are the following: (1) defend against the failure proximate cause, (2) defend against
the coupling factor, or (3) defend against both the proximate cause and the coupling factor. As an
example, consider two redundant components in the same room as a steam line. A barrier that separates
the steam line from the components is an example of defending against the proximate cause. A barrier
that separates the two components is an example of defending against the coupling factor (same location).
Installing barriers around each component is an example of defending against both the cause and the
coupling factor.

Proximate causes of CCF events are no different from the proximate causes of single component
failures. This observation suggests that defending against single component failures can have an impact
on CCFs as well. Most corrective actions usually attempt to reduce the frequency of failures (single or
multiple). That is, very often the approach to defending against CCFs is to defend against the cause, not
the coupling. Given that a defensive strategy is established based on reducing the number of failures by
addressing proximate causes, it is reasonable to postulate that if fewer component failures occur, fewer
CCF events would occur.

Defenses against causes result in improving the reliability of each component but do not
necessarily reduce the fraction of failures that occur due to common-cause. They typically include design
control, use of qualified equipment, testing and preventive maintenance programs, procedure review,
personnel training, quality control, redundancy, diversity, and barriers. It is important to remember that
the susceptibility of a system of redundant components to dependent failures as opposed to independent
failures is determined by the presence of coupling factors.

The above cause-defense approach does not address the way that failures are coupled. Therefore,
CCF events can occur, but at a lower probability. If a defensive strategy is developed using protection
against a coupling factor as a basis, the relationship among the failures is elininated. A search for
coupling factors is primarily a search for similarities among components. A search for defenses against
coupling, on the other hand, is primarily a search for dissimilarities among components, including
differences in the components themselves (diversity); differences in the way they are installed, operated,
and maintained; and in their environment and location.

During a CCF analysis, a defense based on a coupling factor is easier to assess because the
coupling mechanism among failures is more readily apparent and therefore easier to interrupt. The
following defenses are oriented toward eliminating or reducing the coupling among failures: diversity,
physical or functional barriers, and testing and maintenance policies. A defensive strategy based on
addressing both the proximate cause and coupling factor would be the most comprehensive.

A comprehensive review should include identification of the root causes, coupling factors, and
defenses in place against them. However, as discussed in NUREGICR-5460, 7 A Cause-Defense
Approach to the Understanding and Analysis of Conmon-Cause Failures, given the rarity of common-
cause events, current weaknesses of event reporting and other practical limitations, approaching the
problem from the point of view of defenses is, perhaps, the most effective and practical. A good defense
can prevent a whole class of CCFs for many types of components, and in this way, the application of a
procedure based on this philosophy can provide a systematic approach to screening for potential CCF
mechanisms.
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1.3 Report Structure

This report presents an overview of the MOV CCF data and insights into the characteristics of
that data. This report is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a description of the MOV, a short
description of the associated sub-components, and a definition of the MOV failure modes. High level
insights of all the MOV CCF data are presented in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes the events by sub-
component. Section 5 presents MOV CCF insights by the MOV system. Section 6 provides information
about how to obtain more detailed information for the MOV events. A glossary of terms used in this
report is included in the front matter. Appendix A contains three listings of the MOV CCF events sorted
by proximate cause, coupling factor, and discovery method. Appendix B contains a listing of the MOV
CCF events sorted by the sub-component. Appendix C contains a listing of the MOV CCF events sorted
by the system.
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2. MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

MOVs are used in many safety-related systems at commercial nuclear utilities. MVs provide
the nmeans to direct water flow to provide makeup for lost inventory, to provide cooling, to align suction
sources to various pumps, and to bypass certain functions as conditions dictate. Ile systems wiffi MOVs
included in this insights study include:

• AFW Auxiliary Feedwater System (PWR)
* CSS Containment Spray (SWR)
* HCI High Pressure Coolant Injection (BWR)
* BPI High Pressure Safety Injection (PWR)
* ISO Isolation Condenser (BWR)
* R]HR-B Residual Heat Rernoval (BWR)
• PHR-P Residual Heat Removal (PWR)
* RCS Reactor Coolant System (PWR)
* RCI Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (BWR)

2.2 Risk Significance

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) is designed to supply sufficient water to the reactor
vessel and reactor coolant system (RCS) to keep the core covered and to remove decay heat in the event
of a loss of coolant inventory or nonnal core cooling. Thus, the ECCS systems play significandy in
transients with a loss of secondary cooling (including loss of off-site power and station blackout), and loss
of coolant accidents (LOCAs). While it is generally true that the mtor-driven and turbine-driven pumps
are the dominant risk contributors for the ECCS systems, MOVs must operate properly to initiate
injection flow and shift from the injection to recirculation phase. In PWRs, MOVs are typically part of
the design to separate and isolate low-pressure portions of ECCS systems from RCS pressure, mitigating
interfacing system LOCAs (ISLOCAs). ISLOCAs typically do not contribute much to the core damage
firequency, but are of interest because they bypass the containment and can be significant contributors to
risk (Reference 8).

Ile AFW System in PWRs provides a means of remving decay heat using the secondary system
when the nonnal feedwater system is not available. Ile most common denmds for AFW are transients
with loss of secondary heat removal and loss of off-site power (including station blackout), two
pronminent risk contributors in PWRs. Proper AFW actuation often requires operation of several dc-
powered MOVs to direct flow to the steam generators. In cases where the condensate storage tanks are of
insufficient capacity, altemate suction s ources mst be aligned using MOVs. Due to the level of
redundanc , individual MOVs rarely (if ever) dominate AFW failure, but CCF of steam generator

isolation valves is routinely one of the mjor contributors to AFV failure.9

2.3 Component Description and Boundary

The MOV component boundary is defined as the valve and motor actuator (including internal
piece parts), motive and control power supplies (including the circuit breakers), and necessary control
devices. Only sensors unique to the operation of the individual valve are included with the valve for CCF
analysis. All MOVs have handwheels, which allow them to be inanually operated. Failures involving the
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handwheels are included. Figure 2-1 shows a cross-sectional view of a typical gate valve and motor
actuator.

2.4 Sub-Component Description

The MOVs in this insights study operate under varying pressures, temperatures, and working
fluids and may have different valve types. However, all the MOVs in this study share common
generalized sub-components. This section contains a brief description of both sub-components that
comprise the MOV.

2.4.1 Actuator

The MOV actuator provides motive power to move the valve disk in the open and closed
directions. The actuator includes the motor, handwheel, gearbox (gears, clutch, bearings, torque switch,
etc.), control devices and circuitry (limit switches, contactors, relays, fuses, etc.), power cables and circuit
breaker.

2.4.2 Valve

The valve performs the function of allowing fluid to flow through the valve, throttling flow, or
shutting off all flow. The valve includes the valve body, seating surface, disk or plug, yoke, stem, and
packing.

2.5 Failure Modes

The functions of MOVs are to promote, restrict, or regulate flow. Depending on the system the
MOV is installed in and the required function of the MOV, the MOV may be either normally open or
closed. In either case, the direction of movement demanded of the valve at the time of failure was
recorded. In some cases, the failure mechanism could cause the valve to fail in either direction. In those
cases, the same event may be included twice, once for each possible failure mode. The failure modes
used in evaluating the MOV data are:

Fail-to-Open (FTO) The valve must fully open upon receipt of an open signal. Any position less
than full open is considered a failure to open.

Fail-to-Close (FTC) The valve must fully close on receipt of a close signal, or it is considered a
failure to close. Minor leakage is not included in this failure mode, but gross
leakage is.

Actuator sub-component failures are evaluated to determine the effect on MOV operability.
Actuator failures include those failures that are caused by the motor actuator intemals such as the motor,
torque limiter, lubrication, handwheel, etc. The actuator also includes the power supply and controls.
Typical failures of these include the circuit breaker, pressure switches, logic, etc. In addition, inadequate
sizing or setting of piece parts in the actuator can result in the inability of the MOV to perform under
design conditions. Failed position indication is included in the actuator sub-component events.

Valve sub-component failures are evaluated to determine the effect on MOV operability. Failures
of the valve pieces include inadequate seating (gross leakage), pacldng leakage or binding, stmctural
defects in the body, etc. In some cases, the design of the valve was inadequate or incorrect. If the design
flaw was in the valve, then the failure was recorded under the valve sub-component.
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Figure 2-1. Cross-sectional view of a typical MOV.
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3. HIGH LEVEL OVERVIEW OF MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE
INSIGHTS

3.1 Introduction

This section provides an overview of CCF data for the MOV component that has been collected
from the NRC CCF database. The set of MOV CCF events is based on industry data from 1980 to 2000.
The MOV CCF data contains attributes about events that are of interest in the understanding of: degree of
completeness, trends, MOV sub-component affected, the system affected, causal factors, linking or
coupling factors, and event detection methods.

Not all MOV CCF events included in this study resulted in observed failures of multiple MOVs.
Many of the events included in the database, in fact, describe degraded states of the MOVs where, given
the conditions described, the MOVs may or may not perform as required. The CCF guidance documents
(References 3 and 4) allow the use of three different quantification parameters (component degradation
value, shared cause factor, and timing factor) to measure degree of failure for CCF events. Based on the
values of these three parameters, a Degree of Failure was assigned to each MOV CCF event.

The Degree of Failure category has three groups-Complete, Almost Complete, and Partial.
Complete CCF events are CCF events in which each component within the common-cause failure
component group (CCCG) fails completely due to the same cause and within a short time interval (i.e., all
quantification parameters equal 1.0). Complete events are important since they show us evidence of
observed CCFs of all components in a common-cause group. Complete events also dominate the
parameter estimates obtained from the CCF database. All other events are termed partial CCF events
(i.e., at least one quantification parameter is not equal to 1.0). A subclass of partial CCF events are those
that are Almost Complete CCF events. Examples of events that would be termed Almost Complete are:
events in which most components are completely failed and one component is degraded, or all
components are completely failed but the time between failures is greater than one inspection interval
(i.e., all but one of the quantification parameters equal 1.0).

Table 3-1 summarizes, by failure mode and degree of failure, the MOV CCF events contained in
this study. The majority of the MOV CCF events were fail-to-open (60 percent). Forty percent of the
MOV CCF events involved fail-to-close. Of the 149 MOV CCF events identified from the database, 15
percent were Complete events. These events result in the loss of safety system function. Therefore, they
are important because they circumvent the "defense-in-depth" strategy for reactor safety: the use of
redundant and diverse components and systems to assure prevention or mitigation of reactor accidents.
Complete events also dominate the parmeter estimates used to calculate the CCF probability and impact
the results of probabilistic risk analysis.

Table 3-1. Summary statistics of MOV data.

Failure Mode Degree of Failure Total

Partial Almost Complete
Complete

Fail-to-Close 55 2 3 60
(FrC)

Fail-to-Open (FTO) 69 1 19 89
Total 124 3 22 149
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Most of the fail-to-close events (92 percent) were Partial CCF events caused by improper settings
or failures of the torque and limit switches that prevented the subject MOVs from fully closing. In fact,
regardless of the affected sub-component, the fail-to-close failure mode was dominated by events in
which the valves failed to fully close. Specific events are listed in more detail in Appendix A of this
report. The majority of the Complete events (86 percent) involved fail-to-open, likely because the
majority of the subject MOVs are normally closed.

3.2 CCF Trends Overview

Figure 3-1 shows the yearly occurrence rate, the fitted trend, and its 90 percent uncertainty
bounds for all MOV CCF events over the time span of this study. The decreasing trend is statistically
significante with a p-valueb of 0.0001. Generic Letter (GL) 89-10, Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valve
Testing And Surveillancel° identified widespread problems with MOV operability and testing. This GL
required design basis reviews by all licensees and extensive testing to verify MOV operability. GL 96-05,
Periodic Verification of Design-Basis Capability of Safety-Related Power-Operated Valves"1 required
continuing MOV surveillance programs along the line of GL 89-10 requirements. Additionally, GL 95-
07, Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety-Related Power-Operated Gate Valves'2 identified
several instances of MOV failures to open upon demand due to pressure locldng and thermal binding. GL
95-07 required licensees to identify valves susceptible to these phenomena and to implement design
changes to prevent failures. Since the mid-1990s, the industry experience regarding design basis
requirements, surveillance and testing obtained from these regulatory requirements have been
incorporated into the ASME Code Operation and Maintenance (OM) of Nuclear Power Plants. The OM
Code contains testing and examination requirements for all safety-related MOVs, as mandated by
1OCFR50.55a. Based on the review of failure data for this study, the improved maintenance and
operating procedures as well as the improved testing and inspection requirements have facilitated the
observed reduction of the occurrence of CCF events over the 21 years of experience included in this
study.

Figure 3-2 through Figure 3-4 show trends for subsets of the MOV CCF events contained in
Figure 3-1. Figure 3-2 shows the trend for Complete MOV CCF events. The overall trend from 1980 to
2000 is also statistically significant with a p-value of 0.0001. This indicates a dramatic decrease of
Complete MOV CCF events, especially since the early-1990's. Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show similar
statistically significant decreasing trends for both the fail-to-close (p-value 0.0133) and the fail-to-open
failure (p-value 0.0001) modes for all MOV CCF events. In Figure 3-2, the bars at approximately 0.01
events per calendar-reactor year correspond to a single Complete MOV CCF event in the year and the
bars at approximately 0.02 correspond to two Complete MOV CCF events in the year.

a. The term "statistically significant" means that the data are too closely correlated to be attributed to chances and
consequently have a systematic relationship. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generaUy considered to be statistically significant.

b. A p-value is a probability, with a value between zero and one, which is a measure of statistical significance. The smaller
the p-value, the greater the significance. A p-value of less than 0.05 is generally considered statisticaUy significant. A p-value of
less than 0.0001 is reported as 0.0001.
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Figure 3-1. Trend for all MOV CCF events.
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Figure 3-2. Trend for Complete MOV CCF events. The decreasing trend is statistically significant with a
p-value = 0.0019.
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Figure 34. Trend for all MOV CCF events for the fail-to-open failure mode. The decreasing trend is
statistically significant with a p-value = 0.0001.

3.3 CCF Sub-Component Overview

MOVs can easily be thought of as two sub-components, each with many piece parts. The MOV
CCF data were reviewed to determine the affected sub-component and the affected piece part in that sub-
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component. This was done to provide insights on which are the most vulnerable MOV sub-components
for common-cause failure events. Section 2.4 describes these sub-components.

Figure 3-5 shows the distribution of the CCF events by MOV sub-component. The highest
number of events occurred in the actuator sub-component (127 events or 85 percent). The torque switch
was the failed component in 31 percent of the actuator events.

Section 4 of this report provides an in-depth analysis of the CCF events assigned to these two
sub-components.
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Figure 3-5. Sub-component distribution for all MOV CCF events.

3.4 CCF Proximate Cause
It is evident that each component fails because of its susceptibility to the conditions created by the

root cause, and the role of the coupling factor is to make those conditions common to several components.
In analyzing failure events, the description of a failure in terms of the most obvious "cause' is often too
simplistic. The sequence of events that constitute a particular failure mechanism is not necessarily
simple. Many different paths by which this ultimate reason for failure could be reached exist. This chain
can be characterized by two useful concepts- proximate cause and root cause.

A proximate cause of a failure event is the condition that is readily identifiable as leading to the
failure. The proximate cause can be regarded as a symptom of the failure cause, and it does not in itself
necessarily provide a full understanding of what led to that condition. As such, it may not be the most
useful characterization of failure events for the purposes of identifying appropriate corrective actions.

The proximate cause classification consists of six major groups or classes:

* Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy

* Operational/Human Error
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* Internal to the component, including hardware-related causes and internal environmental causes

* External environmental causes

* Other causes

* Unknown causes.

The causal chain can be long and, without applying a criterion, identifying a condition in the
chain as a "root cause," is often arbitrary. Identifying root causes in relation to the implementation of
defenses is a useful alternative. The root cause is therefore the most basic reason or reasons for the
component failure, which if corrected, would prevent recurrence. (See Table 4-2 in Section 4.1 for a
display of the major proximate cause categories and a short description.) Reference 4 contains additional
details on the proximate cause categories, and how CCF event proximate causes are classified.

Figure 3-6 shows the distribution of CCF events by proximate cause. The two leading proximate
causes were Human error and Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy. Each accounted
for about 27 percent of the total events. Internal to Component faults accounted for 21 percent of the
total. To a lesser degree, External Environment and the Other proximate cause categories were assigned
to the MOV component. The Other proximate cause category includes setpoint drift in the setting of the
torque switches, limit switches, or overcurrent trip devices. There were many MOV CCF events caused
by setpoint drift, which generally does not disable the component.
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Figure 3-6. Proximate cause distribution for all MOV CCF events.

Table A-I in Appendix A presents the entire data set of the MOV component, sorted by the
proximate cause. This table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual
events described.

Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy errors resulted in 39 events. The
failure mode for 20 of these events is fail-to-open, and the remaining 19 events have fail-to-close as the
failure mode. There were six Complete CCF events in this proximate cause group; four Complete events
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were fail-to-open and two were fail-to-close. Five of the six Complete events were in the actuator sub-
component.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group is the most likely for MOVs and
represents causes related to errors of omission or commission on the part of plant staff or contractor staff.
Included in this category are accidental actions, failures to follow the correct procedures or following
inadequate procedures for construction, modification, operation, maintenance, calibration, and testing.
This proximate cause group also includes deficient training. Operational/Human Error resulted in 40
MOV CCF events. The failure mode for 17 events was fail-to-close and 23 events had fail-to-open as the
failure mode. There were ten Complete CCF events all fail-to-open; nine involved the actuator sub-
component and one involved the valve sub-component. There are disproportionately more Complete
events in this proximate cause category than in any other. This observation highlights the importance of
maintenance and operations in the availability of MOVs.

These Human Actions include incorrect setting of the torque switches, contactors, and limit
switches; installation of the wrong coupling pin in multiple breakers; MOV circuit breaker mis-
positionings (breakers left tagged open, opening the wrong breakers, etc.); pulling the wrong control
power fuse; and incorrect design calculations that led to installation of the wrong spring pack.

The Design/Construction/nstallation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group is also
one of the most likely for MOVs and encompasses events related to the design, construction, installation,
and manufacture of components, both before and after the plant is operational. Included in this category
are events resulting from errors in equipment and system specifications, material specifications, and
calculations. Events related to maintenance activities are not included.

The Internal to Component proximate cause category is important for MOVs and encompasses
the malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component. Intemal causes result from phenomena such as
normal wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms that are influenced by the ambient environment of the
component. Specific mechanisms include erosion, corrosion, internal contamination, fatigue, wear-out,
and end of life. Internal to Component faults resulted in 32 events. Of these, 23 were classified as fail-to-
open and nine were fail-to-close. There were four Complete failure events, all associated with the
actuator sub-component.

The External Environment proximate cause category represents causes related to a harsh
environment that is not within the component design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
chemical reactions, electromagnetic interference, fire or smoke, impact loads, moisture (sprays, floods,
etc.), radiation, abnormally high or low temperature, vibration load, and acts of nature (high wind, snow,'
etc.). This proximate cause had 10 events assigned to it. The failure mode for six events is fail-to-open,
and four events have fail-to-close as the failure mode. There was one Complete CCF event, resulting in
fail-to-open. The one complete event was due to excessive condensation shorting out the MOV actuators.

The'Other proximate cause group is compdsed of events that indicated setpoint drift and the state
of other components as the basic causes. Twenty-six events were assigned to this category. The failure
mode for seventeen events is fail-to-open and nine events have fail-to-close as the failure mode. There
were no Complete CCF events in this category, and all of the events in this category are weak (i.e., small
degradation values, weak coupling factors, and long time intervals among events).

Setpoint drift includes cases were the actuator output is found to be outside the specified output
requirements. This occurrence is not linited to cases where the torque switch setting physically changes.
Actuator output can change for a variety of reasons without any physical adjustment of the torque switch
setting. For example, changes in the stem friction coefficient (caused by aging of the stem lubricant) can
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result in a reduction in actuator output. The stem friction coefficient may also increase under design-basis
conditions due to the high stem loads needed to operate the valve. This increase also results in a
reduction in actuator output and can result in a demand failure, especially in the close direction. This
variation in MOV output due to load is commonly known as "load sensitive behavior."

3.5 CCF Coupling Factor-

Closely connected to the proximate cause is the concept of coupling factor. A coupling factor is
a characteristic of a component group or piece parts that links them together so that they are more
susceptible to the same causal mechanisms of failure. Such factors include similarity in design, location,
environment, mission, and operational maintenance, design, manufacturer, and test procedures. These
factors have also been referred to as examples of coupling mechanisms, but because they realy identify a
potential for common susceptibility, it is preferable to think of these factors as characteristics of a
common-cause component group. Reference 4 contains additional detail about the coupling factors.

The coupling factor classification consists of five major classes:

* Hardware Quality based coupling factors,

* Design-based coupling factors,

* Maintenance coupling factors,

* Operational coupling factors, and

* Environmental coupling factors.

Figure 3-7 shows the coupling factor distribution for the events. Maintenance is the leading
coupling factor with 83 events (56 percent). Maintenance coupling factors result from common
maintenance personnel procedures, and equipment. Design with 42 events (28 percent) accounts for the
majority of the remaining events. These two coupling factors account for the top 84 percent of the events.
Operadonal, although a small part of the overall coupling factor distribution, has the highest percentage of
Complete events. Again, highlighting the importance of operations in the MOV CCFs.

Table A-2 in Appendix A presents the entire MOV data set sorted by the coupling factor. This
table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events described.

The dominance of the Maintenance coupling factor indicates that the maintenance frequency,
procedures, or personnel provided the linkage between the component failures for the majority of the
MOV CCF events. Five of the eighty-three MOV CCF events coupled by Maintenance were Complete
events. Events with the proximate causes of Internal to Component, Human Action, and Other were
predominantly coupled by Maintenance. Examples of the Intemal to Component caused events coupled
by Maintenance are:

* valve failures due to dirty contacts,

* a failed contactor due to the use of improper lubricant, and

* valve failures due to wom control switches.

Examples of events with the Human Action proximate cause coupled by Maintenance include:
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* valve failures due to improper setting of limit switches, torque switches, and contactors; and

* failures due to the use of the wrong shaft coupling pins.

The events with the Other proximate cause coupled by Maintenance primarily involve setpoint
drift (mostly limit and torque switches) where the failure coupling was mnaintenance frequency.
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Figure 3-7. Coupling factor distribution for all MOV CCF events.

The Design coupling factor is most prevalent in the Design/ConstructionlTnstallation/
Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause category. This means that the design was inadequate and was
the link between the events. In most of the events in this proximate causelcoupling factor pair, the
failures were coupled by the design of the component intemal parts. In other words, common-cause
failures occurred because of a design flaw or error involving the same internal piece part or sub-
component for multiple MOVs. Examples of these events include:

* design calculations resulting in incorrect torque switch settings,

* valve pressure locking due to improper valve application (operating d/p greater than valve
specifications),

* improper valve control circuit wiring due to errors in the valve logic diagrams, and

* wiring errors resulting in insufficient limit switch bypass duration.

The Environment coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism via identical external or
internal environmental characteristics. Examples of observed environmental coupling factors are:

* steam condensation,
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* flooding or water intrusion.

Quality based coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism among several components due to
manufacturing and installation faults. An example of a Quality based coupling factor is the failure of
several RHR pumps, because of the failure of identical pump air deflectors due to improper installation.

The Operational based coupling factors propagate a failure mechanism because of identical
operational characteristics among several components. For example, failure of three redundant HPI
pumps to start because the breakers for all three pumps were racked-out because of operator error. The
Operational based coupling factors have the highest percentage of Complete events.

3.6 CCF Discovery Method Overview

An important facet of these CCF events is the way in which the failures were discovered. Each
CCF event was reviewed and categorized into one of the four discovery categories: Test, Maintenance,
Demand, or Inspection. These categories are defined as:

Test The equipment failure was discovered either during the performance of a
scheduled test or because of such a test. These tests are typically periodic
surveillance tests, but may be any of the other tests performed at nuclear
power plants, e.g., post-maintenance tests and special systems tests.

Maintenance The equipment failure was discovered during maintenance activities. This
typically occurs during preventative maintenance activities.

Demand The equipment failure was discovered during an actual demand for the
equipment. The demand can be in response to an automatic actuation of a
safety system or during normal system operation.

Inspection The equipment failure was discovered by personnel, typically during system
tours or by operator observations.

Figure 3-8 shows the distribution of how the events were discovered or detected. Testing
accounts for 61 events, (41 percent), Demand accounted for 57 events, (38 percent), and 16 events (11
percent) were discovered during Maintenance activities. Another 15 events (10 percent) were detected by
inspection. Unlike a standby safety system such as the emergency diesel generators, MOVs have been
shown to have more CCFs discovered during demand situations.

Table A-3 in Appendix A presents the entire MOV data set sorted by the discovery method. This
table can be referred to when reading the following discussions to see individual events described.
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Figure 3-8. Discovery method distribution for all MOV CCF events.

The high percentage of events discovered by demands appears to indicate weaknesses in the
MOV testing programs. However, a review of MOV CCF by event dates and method of discovery shows
that prior to 1990, 35 percent of events were discovered by Testing while 45 percent were discovered by
Demands (Figure 3-9). Since 1990, 52 percent of events have been discovered by Testing while only 24
percent have been discovered by Demands. Therefore, it appears that industry MOV testing programs
(instituted as a result of GL 89-10, Reference 10) have increased the effectiveness of failure discovery via
testing.
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Figure 3-9. Method of discovery before and after 1990.
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3.7 MOV CCF System Observations

Figure 3-10 displays the distribution of MOV CCF events by the system and failure degree.
There were distincdy more events occurring in the RHR-B system than any other system (29 percent).
The RHR-B, BPI, AFW, RHR-P, and CSS systems have the bulk of the events. It is not known if this is
due to reporting, use, numbers of MOVs, or a combination of these factors. The review of the data does
not suggest that there is any specific causal relationship, other than the installed population of MOVs per
system, between the systems and the number of observed CCFs. Section 5 provides a more detailed look
at the CCFs in these systems.
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Figure 3-10. Distribution of MOV CCF events by system.

3.8 Other MOV CCF Observations

Figure 3-11 shows the distribution of MOV CCF events among the NPP units. The data are
based on 109 NPP units represented in the insights CCF studies. The largest contribution (64 percent)
consists of NPP units with either zero or one CCF event. This may indicate that the majority of the plants
have maintenance and testing programs to identify possible MOV CCF events and work towards
preventing either the first event or any repeat events. Eleven percent of the NPP units have experienced
four or more MOV CCF events. Note that 36 percent of the NPP unit population accounts for 81 percent
of the MOV CCF events.
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Figure 3-11. Distribution of NPP units experiencing a multiplicity of CCFs for all MOV CCF events.
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4. ENGINEERING INSIGHTS BY MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE SUB-
COMPONENT

4.1 Introduction

This section presents an overview of the CCF data for the MOV component that have been
collected from the NRC CCF database, grouped by the affected sub-component. MOVs can easily be
thought of as two sub-components, each with many piece parts. The MOV CCF data were reviewed to
determine the affected sub-component and the affected piece part in that sub-component. This was done
to provide insights into the nost vulnerable areas of the MOV component to common-cause failure
events. For the descriptions of the MOV and its sub-components, see Section 2.4.

Table 4-1 summarizes the CCF events by sub-component. Each discussion of an MOV sub-
component sunmmarizes selected attributes of that sub-component. A list of the MOV CCF Complete
events follows; displaying the proximate cause, failure mode, and a short description of the event. For a
listing of al MOV CCF events by sub-component, see Appendix B.

Table 4-1. Summary of sub-components.

Sub-Component Sub-Section Partial Almost Complete Complete Total Percent

Actuator 4.2 105 2 20 127 85.2%
Valve 4.3 19 1 2 22 14.8%

Total 124 3 22 149 100.0%

The majority of the MOV CCF events originated in the actuator sub-component. The torque
switch is the most likely piece part to lead to a MOV CCF.

In this study, the proximate causes of the MOV CCF events in the NRC CCF database have been
grouped into higher-order proximate cause categories to facilitate the graphical depiction of proximate
causes. Table 4-2 contains a hierarchical mapping of the proximate causes of MOV CCF events into the
higher-order groups. Since the graph x-axis labels are restricted in length, the proximate cause category
names have been shortened and are shown in parenthesis in Table 4-2. Table 4-2 also describes each of
these groups.
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Table 4-2. Proximate cause hierarchy.

- Design/ConUsta tlactire (Design),

-Design Error
-Manufacturing Error
-InstalaticnoConstrction Error
-Design Modfication Error

- perat mnalan Er (rnan)

-Accidental Action
Inadequatelncorrect Procedure

-Failure to Folow Procedure
InadquateTraining
Inadequate Maintenance

- Eternal Evirorrnert (Ext Env)

-FireSmoke
1-kirnidity)Mosture

-1ghLowTemperature
Electroiagnetic Field

Radatbn
Bio-orgardsms

Ccntan-nationDusa)iUrt

dAts d Nature
-Wind
- Flood
- Ughring
- Snoullce

- Inteal to Oornponent (Canponent)

-Oth

State d Oher Componert
-Setpoirt Drift

- Ulnlqoun

I.

Design/ConstructionJInstallation/Manufacture
Inadequacy. This category encompasses actions and
decisions taken during design, manufacture, or
instalation of components both before and after the
plant is operational.

Operational/Human Error (Plant Staff Error).
Represents causes related to errors of omission and
commission on the part of plant staff. An example is a
failure to follow the correct procedure. This category
includes accidental actions, and failure to follow
procedures for construction, modification, operation,
maintenance, calibration, and testing. It also includes
ambiguity, incompleteness, or error in procedures for
operation and maintenance of equipment. This includes
inadequacy in construction, modification, adninistrative,
operational, maintenance, test, and calibration
procedures.

Exteral Environment. Represents causes related to a
harsh external environment that is not within component
design specifications. Specific mechanisms include
electromagnetic interference, fire/ smoke, impact loads,
moisture (sprays, floods, etc.), radiation, abnormally
high or low temperature, and acts of nature.

Internal to Component. Is associated with the
malfunctioning of hardware internal to the component.
Internal causes result from phenomena such as normal
wear or other intrinsic failure mechanisms. It includes
the influence of the internal environment of a
component Specific mechanisms include erosion/
corrosion, vibration, internal contamination, fatigue, and
wearoutl end of life.

Other. Represents other causes including the State of
Another Component; The component is functionally
unavailable because of failure of a supporting
component or system and Setpoint Drift; The component
is functional, but wil not perform its function within
required range due to a degraded piece-part

Unknown. This cause category is used when the cause
of the component state cannot be identified.
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4.2 Actuator

One hundred and twenty-seven CCF events affected the actuator sub-component (see Table B-1
in Appendix B, items 1-127). Of these 127 events, 76 were fail-to-open and 51 were fail-to-close.
Table 4-3 contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and failure. Figure 4-1 shows
that the most likely proximate cause groups are Design, Construction and Manufacture Inadequacies,
Operational/Human Actions, and Internal to the Component. Twenty actuator MOV CCF events were
Complete CCF events (see Table 4-4).

Most Actuator CCF events (50 percent) were the result of problems with the torque switch/spring
pack or the valve limit switches. The remaining events were essentially evenly distributed among the
remaining piece parts (breaker, circuit, motor, or transmission).

Table 4-3. CCF events in the actuator sub-component by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Partal Total PercentComplete

DesignlConstruction/Instailation/ Manufacture 5 27 32 25.2%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 4 1 23 28 22.0%

Operational/Human 9 1 23 33 26.0%

External Environment 1 5 6 4.7%

Other 26 26 20.5%

Unknown I 1 2 1.6%

Total 20 2 105 127 100.0%

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had 32
events (25 percent) of which five were Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 1 -32). Affected
piece parts included thermal overloads and logic and circuitry design. The main causes for this group
included instaling the wrong equipment, not installing the equipment correctly, and poor design of
equipment. Several events involving inadequate thrust under design basis conditions due to under-sized
motors, under gearing, incorrect spring packs, and improper torque switch settings were likely identified
due to design reviews and testing as a result of GL 89-10, Reference 10. One would expect to see a
reduction in these events, since all the reactor plants in the United States have now achieved closure from
the NRC of their GL 89-10 programs and have implemented a continuing diagnostic testing program per
GL 96-05, Reference 11.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had 28 events (22 percent) of which four were
Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 39 -66). Affected piece
parts included the torque switch, circuits, limit switches, motors, and transmission. Most of these events
were coupled by maintenance.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains 33 events (26 percent) of which
nine were Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 67 -99).
Affected piece parts included the torque switches, breakers, limit switches, transmission, and motor. Four
Complete events were attributed to the breakers. In all these events, the breakers were open due to
operator error. Most of these events were coupled by maintenance of equipment, poor maintenance,
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performing testing incorrectly, and inattentive operators. This proximate cause group has the highest
observed fraction (half) of Complete CCF events in the actuator sub-component. It is the combination of
the susceptibility of the actuator sub-component to small errors and the ability of the human element to
fail multiple components in a group that led to this result.
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Figure 4-1. Distribution of proximate causes for the actuator sub-component.

The External Environment proximate cause group contains six events (5 percent) of which one
was Complete (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 33 -38). Affected piece parts included the motor,
torque switches, and transmission. External Environment was not a significant contributor to MOV CCF
events. This is expected due to significant design and regulatory emphasis regarding component
environnental qualification. The Complete event, which occurred in 1980, was due to excessive
condensation shorting out the motor.

The Other proximate cause group contains 26 events (21 percent) of which none were Complete
(see Table B-1 in Appendix B, items 100 -125). Affected piece parts included the torque switches, linit
switches, circuit breakers, and various circuits. Most of these events were coupled by maintenance.

The Unknown proxinate cause group has two events (see Table B-I in Appendix B, items 126 -
127). One was a Complete event, in which the motor burned up, which was attributed to inadequate
maintenance.

Testing and Demand were the most likely methods of discovery for actuator MOV events (101
out of the 127 actuator events) as shown in Figure 4-2. The most likely piece parts involved in CCF
events were the torque switches and limit switches as shown in Figure 4-3. Four Complete events were
attributed to the breakers. In all these events, the breakers were open due to operator error.

Table 4-4 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the MOVs in the group. The descriptions of all MOV CCF events can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4-2. Distribution of the method of discovery for the actuator sub-component.
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Figure 4-3. Distribution of the affected piece part for the actuator sub-component.
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Table 4-4. Actuator sub-component event short descriptions for Complete events.

System Proximate Failure Desption
Cause Group Mode

HPI OperationaV
Human Error

RHR-B Design/
Construction/
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

CSS Design/
Construction/
Manufacturel
Installation
Inadequacy

CSS Design/
Construction/
Manufactured
Installation
Inadequacy

RHR-P Design/
Construction/
Manufactured
Installation
Inadequacy

RHR-B Operational
Human Error

RCI Operational/
Human Error

Failure Procedures allowed entry into operating mode where the system was
to Open required without directing operators to energize HPI MOV valve

operators.

Failure Residual heat removallow pressure coolant injection discharge to
to Close suppression pool nnimum flow control valves did not close properly on

demand. Incorrect logic design prevented valves from closing
completely on demand. The new design provided for a seal-in contact
with the automatic isolation signal. The seal-in contact allows torque
closure of the valve even if the selector key lock switch is in the lock'
position.

Failure During surveilance, two containment spray motor operated valves failed
to Open to open. The valves were stuck due to excess play in operator assembly,

which allowed the open torque switch to disengage thereby shutting off
the operator. The bypass limit switch was rewired to a separate rotor
with a longer bypass duration per design change.

Failure During maintenance, testing it was determined that four containment
to Close spray MOVs wouldn't develop the required thrust. The failures were

attributed to an improper spring pack instalation and to an improper
torque switch installation. The improper installations were due to
incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.

Failure Thermal overloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency.
to Open Consequently, the normal closure of the valve will trip the thermal

overload heater some percentage of the time.

Failure When the control room operator proceeded to establish shutdown
to Open cooling, the suction valves to the system would not open. Investigation

revealed that while applying a maintenance permit to the primary
containment isolation system, a plant operator unknowingly removed the
wrong fuse. This electrically blocked the residual heat removal system
shutdown cooling suction valves and head spray isolation valves in the
closed position. Investigation revealed that although the plant operator
removed the fuse, which was labeled f2, as the permit required, this was
not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label had slid down such that fuse f3
appeared to be f2.

Failure During the performance of a scheduled RCI system logic system
to Open functional test, an overpressurization of the system's suction piping

occurred. The operators incorrectly positioned and/or inaccurately
verified the positions of 6 circuit breakers to motor operated valves prior
to (and for) the test. RCI system inoperable.
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System Proximate Failure
Cause Group Mode Description

HPI Operational/ Failure Operator went to the wrong unit and de-energized a total of five SI
Human Error to Open valves.

RHR-B Design/ Failure Both RHR-B injection MOVs would not open due to an error in the valve
Construction/ to Open logic circuit diagrams and the removal of motor brakes for environmental
Manufacture/ qualification. This condition caused the valves to continuously try to
Installation close until both valve stems were damaged.
Inadequacy

AFW Operational Failure The procedural deficiency that allowed for a low setting of the bypass
Human Error to Open litnit switches on Limitorque valve operators prompted an evaluation of

all MOVs. Using the motor operated valve analysis and test system; a
review of the as-found conditions of 165 safety-related MOVs revealed
that 17 valves were evaluated as inoperable for various reasons. These
17 valves included the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves. Further
investigation revealed that Limitorque failed to supply adequate
instructions on balancing of the torque switches. Torque switch
unbalance resulted in three valves being unable to produce sufficient
thrust to close against the design differential pressure.

HPI Unknown Failure The motor operators for 2 valves, which allow the chemical and volume
to Open control pumps to take suction from the refueling water storage tank when

in the closed position or from the volume control tank when in the
opened position, burned up in the closed position and had to be manually
opened.

HPI Operational/ Failure
Human Error to Open

CSS Operational/ Failure
Human Error to Open

HPI Operationall Failure
Human Error to Open

While performing a surveillance test during refueling shutdown, the open
contactor for HPI loop isolation valves did not close. The contactors
were out of adjustment.

During re-testing, technicians found that the containment sump isolation
valve operator internal limit switches were incorrectly set. This
prevented the containment spray suction valve from repositioning as
required. During a plant modification, technicians incorrectly set the
containment sump isolation valve operator's internal limit switch. The
switch was set to be open, though drawings called for it to be closed.
Due to inadequate functional verification, this error was not found during
post modification testing.

Incorrect engineering calculations resulted in spring pack setting that
would not open the BIT isolation valves. The third valve, SI pump to
accumulators, was discovered with the same failure.

RCS Internal to Failure The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the
Component to Close control room. This failure was due to the main control room switch for

opening and closing the valve has erratic resistance reading as a result of
wear and tear of the switch.
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System Proximate Failure scription
Cause Group Mode

CSS Internal to Failure Routine surveillance disclosed that the containment recirculation sump to
Component to Open containment spray pump isolation valves would not open. The motors

for valve operators burned up.

RCS Internal to Failure The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the
Component to Open control room. This failure was due to the main control room switch for

opening and closing the valve has erratic resistance reading as a result of
wear and tear of the switch.

AFW Internal to Failure Loose sliding link caused unplanned swap to LOCAL control. This also
Component to Open caused AFW suction auto swap capability to be blocked. Manual control

apparently was still available.

HCI External Failure While testing the torus suction valves, two MOVs failed when given an
Environment to Open open signal. Both torus suction valves had shorted out due to excessive

condensation in the HCI room area.

HPI Operational/ Failure The breakers for the high pressure injection suction valves from the
Human Error to Open BWST were inadvertently left tagged open after the reactor coolant

system had been heated up to greater than 350F. The suction supply
from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and would not have
opened automatically upon engineered safeguards actuation. The root
cause is failure to perform an adequate review of the red tag logbook in
accordance with the startup procedure.
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4.3 Valve

Twenty-two MOV CCF events affected the valve sub-component, of which two events are
Complete events (see Table B-2 in Appendix B, items 128-149). Thirteen events were fail-to-open and
nine events were fail-to-close. The most likely proximate causes are Design/Construction/Installation
/Manufacture Inadequacy, Operational/Human, and Internal to Component as shown in Figure 4-4. Table
4-5 contains a summary of these events by proximate cause group and failure.

Table 4-5. CCF events in valve sub-component by cause group and degree of failure.

Proximate Cause Group Complete Almost Partial Total PercentComplete

Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture 1 6 7 31.8%
Inadequacy

Internal to Component 4 4 18.2%

Operational/Human 1 1 5 7 31.8%

External Environment 4 4 18.2%

Other 0 0.0%

Total 2 1 19 22 100.0%

Of the 22 failures, two were Complete (see Table 4-6). One was human in nature, and was due to
maintenance personnel erroneously installing the wrong coupling pin in a number of valves. Another
Complete event was due to valve pressure locking. It was expected that pressure locking and thermal
binding would have resulted in more than three CCF events since this was an industry generic issue.
However, it may be that the low number of thermal binding pressure locking issues is due to the fact that
the GL on this subject GL 95-07, Reference 12, was not issued until towards the end of the time period of
this study.

The Design/Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy proximate cause group had seven
events (32 percent) of which one was Complete (see Table B-2 in Appendix B, items 128 -134).
Affected piece parts included valve disk, body, and stem. The main coupling factors were Design and
Environmental.

The Intemal to Component proximate cause group had four events (18 percent) of which none
were Complete and none were Almost Complete (see Table B-2 in Appendix B, items 139 -142).
Affected piece parts included valve disk, body, and packing. The main coupling factors were Design and
Maintenance.

The Operational/Human Error proximate cause group contains seven events (32 percent) of which
one was Complete and one was Almost Complete (see Table B-2 in Appendix B, items 143 -149).
Affected piece parts included valve stem, body, and disk. The main coupling factor was Maintenance.

The Extemal Environment proximate cause group contains four events (18 percent) of which
none were Complete (see Table B-2 in Appendix B, items 135 -138). Affected piece parts included the
body and the disk. External Environent was not a significant contributor to MOV CCF events. This is
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expected due to significant design and regulatory emphasis regarding component environmental
qualification.
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Figure 4-.Distribution of proxirmte causes for the valve sub-component.

Demand and Testing were the most likely methods of discovery for the valve sub-component
MOV events (17 out of the 22 events) as shown in Figure 4-5. The most likely piece parts involved in
CCF events were the disk, stern, and body as shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-5. Distribution of the method of discovery for the valve sub-component.
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Figure 4-6. Distribution of the affected piece parts for the valve sub-component.

Table 4-6 lists the short descriptions by proximate cause for the Complete events, the events that
failed all the MOVs in a group. The descriptions of all MOV CCF events can be found in Appendix B.

Table 4-6. Valve sub-component event short descriptions for Complete events.

Proximate FailureSystem Cause Group Mode Description

CSS Opertional/ Failure
Human Error to Open

RHR-B Design/ Failure
Construction/ to Open
Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

During surveillance tests, two recirculation spray pump suction valves
were inoperable. The valve position lights in the control room indicated
the valve cycled normally. However, the valve did not move from the
closed position. Failure was caused by the shearing of the coupling pin
due to inadvertently leaving the incorrect pin, a marlin pin, (tapered pin
possibly used for alignment), in the valve operator coupling.

Containment spray mode of RHR/RHR-B two MOV injection valve
operator motors failed on overload when stroking valves due to trapped
pressurized fluid between discs of the gate valve. This was caused by
nisinterpretation of valve purchase specifications by vendor.
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5. ENGINEERING INSIGHTS BY MOTOR-OPERATED VALVE
SYSTEM

5.1 Introduction

This section presents an overview of the CCF data for the MOV component that have been
collected from the NRC CCF database, grouped by the system. Each discussion of a system summarizes
selected attributes of that system. Table 5-1 shows the summary of the event counts by system and the
degree of failure. For a listing of all MOV CCF events, by system, see Appendix C.

Table 5-1. Summary of systems.

Amost
System Sub-Section Partial Complete Complete Total Percent
RHR-B 5.2 38 1 4 43 28.9%
HPI 5.3 27 6 33 22.1%
AFW 5.4 21 1 2 24 16.1%
RHR-P 5.5 18 1 1 20 13A%
CSS 5.6 8 5 13 8.7%
RCS 5.7 4 2 6 4.0%
RCI 5.7 4 1 5 3.4%
HCI 5.7 2 1 3 2.0%
ISO 5.7 2 2 1.3%
Total 124 3 22 149 100.0%

5.2 Residual Heat Removal (BWR)

Forty-three events affected the RHR-B system (see Table C-I in Appendix C, items 87-129).
Figure 5-1 through Figure 5-4 show selected distributions graphically. The most likely proximate causes
were the Design/ConstructionJlnstallation/ Manufacture Inadequacy and Internal to Component groups
(35 and 26 percent of events, respectively). The Maintenance coupled events were mostly affected by
maintenanceftest schedules and maintenance staff errors. The Design coupled events were mostly
affected by components having the same design and internal component parts. The most likely discovery
methods were Demands (47 percent of events) and Testing (33 percent). Consistent with the overall
results, most events were the result of failures in the Actuator sub-component.

Several events were attributed to fouling, due to sediment (Table C-1, Appendix C, items 102 and
103). These are the only events that could be attributed to the system configuration and environment.
The other events are not unique to the RHR-B system. The distribution of proximate causes and coupling
factors indicates that there is no single mechanism driving the CCF of RHR-B MOVs. The RHR-B
system has the largest number of CCF events. This is primarily due to the large number of MOVs
(approximately 20) installed.
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Figure 5-1. Proximate cause distribution for the RHR-B system.
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Figure 5-2. Method of discovery distribution for the RHR-B system.
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Figure 5-3. Piece part distribution for the RHR-B system
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Figure 5-4. Sub-component distribution for the RHR-B system.
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5.3 High Pressure Injection

Thirty-three events affected the HPI system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 41-73).
Figure 5-5 through Figure 5-8 show selected distributions graphically. The proximate causes for the HPI
system events were rather evenly distributed amongst the Operational/Human Error, Other,
Design/Construction/Installation/ Manufacture Inadequacy, and Internal to Component cause groups (30,
24, 21, and 15 percent respectively). The Maintenance coupled events were affected by maintenance/test
schedules and inadequate procedures. The most likely discovery method was Testing (55 percent). The
distribution of the events across the Actuator and Valve sub-components is consistent with the overall
study.

None of these events were determined to be unique to the HPI system. The distribution of
proximate causes and coupling factors indicates that there is no single mechanism driving the CCF of HPI
MOVs.
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Figure 5-5. Proximate cause distribution for the HPI system.
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Figure 5-8. Sub-component distribution for the HPI system.

5.4 Auxiliary Feedwater

Twenty-four events affected the AFW system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 1-24).
Figure 5-9 through Figure 5-12 show selected distributions graphically. There were two Complete CCF
events in the AFW system. The most likely proximate causes for the APW system events were
Operational/Human Error (38 percent), Design/ Construction/Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy (29
percent), and Intemal to Component (25 percent). Specifically, most events were coupled by
maintenance staff errors and maintenance/test schedules. The most likely discovery method was
Demands; however, all these events except one occured prior to 1990. None of these events were
determined to be unique to the AFW system. The distribution of proximate causes and coupling factors
indicates that there is no single mechanism driving the CCF of AFW MOVs.
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Figure 5-12. Sub-component distribution for the AFW system.

5.5 Residual Heat Removal (PWR)

Twenty events affected the RHR-P system (see Table C-I in Appendix C, items 130-149).
Figure 5-13 through Figure 5-16 show selected distributions graphically. The most likely proximate
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causes were Other (35 percent) and Operational/Human Error (25 percent). The Maintenance coupled
events were mostly affected by maintenance/test schedules and maintenance/procedures. The Design
coupled events were all affected by components having the same design and internal component parts.
The most likely discovery methods were Demands (60 percent of events) and Testing (35 percent).
Consistent with the overall results, most events were the result of failures in the Actuator sub-component.

The RHR-P MOV events where the valve disks were fouled due to boric acid buildup and where
torque switch settings were impacted by vibrations were the only events that could be attributed to the
system configuration and environment (Table C-1, Appendix C, items 134 and 135). The majority of the
events that occurred with RHR-P system MOVs are not unique to the RHR-P system. The distribution of
proximate causes and coupling factors indicates that there is no single mechanism driving the CCF of
RHR-P MOVs.
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Figure 5-13. Proximate cause distribution for the RHR-P system.
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Figure 5-15. Piece part distribution for the RHR-P system.
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Figure 5-16. Sub-component distribution for the RHR-P system.

5.6 Containment Spray System

Thirteen events affected the CSS system (see Table C-I in Appendix C, items 25-37). Figure
5-17 through Figure 5-20 show selected distributions graphically. The CSS system had 38 percent of its
CCF events classified as Complete. This is the highest fraction of Complete events in the systems
studied. The proximate causes for the CSS system events were approximately evenly distributed amongst
the Operational/Human Error, DesignlConstruction/ Installation/Manufacture Inadequacy, and Internal to
Component cause groups (31, 31, and 23 percent, respectively). The Maintenance coupled events were
affected by maintenance staff errors and maintenance/test schedules. The Design coupled events were
affected by components having the same design and internal component parts. Most events were
discovered by Testing (62 percent). No events were discovered by Demands. The distribution of the
events across the Actuator and Valve sub-components is consistent with the overall study. None of these
events are unique to the CSS system. The distribution of proximate causes and coupling factors indicates
that there is no single mechanism driving the CCF of CSS MOVs.
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Figure 5-17. Proximate cause distribution for the CSS system.
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Figure 5-18. Method of discovery distribution for the CSS system.
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Figure 5-19. Piece part distribution for the CSS system.
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Figure 5-20. Sub-component distribution for the CSS system.
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5.7 Other Systems

Sixteen events affected the RCS, HCI, RCI, and ISO systems. Since these systems have so few
events, no charts will be presented. Events in these systems are summarized in this section.

5.7.1 Reactor Coolant System Event Summary

Six events affected the RCS system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 81-86). Two of these
CCF events were Complete. Both of these events were at the same NPP unit and were coded as both fail-
to-open and fail-to-close because the RCS power operated relief valve (PORV) inlet block MOVs control
switch would not control the valves in either the open or close direction. The rest of the events were fail
to fully close events. There are very few RCS MOV events in the database. This is most likely due to the
small number of valves in the RCS system.

5.7.2 High Pressure Coolant Injection System Event Summary

Three events affected the HCI system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 38-40). One of these
events was Complete. The Complete event was due to a steam leak, causing both HCI suction valves to
fail.

5.7.3 Reactor Coolant Injection System Event Summary

Five events affected the RCI system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 76-80). The one
Complete event was due to mis-positioning six RCI MOV breakers.

5.7.4 Isolation Condenser System Event Summary

Two events affected the ISO system (see Table C-1 in Appendix C, items 74-75). Neither of
these events were Complete. Both of these events were at the same NPP unit. Thermal binding and
damaged stem nuts were the causes. There are very few ISO MOV events in the database. This due to
the small number of valves in the ISO system and because very few NPP units have the ISO system.
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6. HOW TO OBTAIN MORE DETAILED INFORMATION

The MOV CCF insights for the U.S. plants are derived from information contained in the CCF
Database maintained for the NRC by the INEEL. The database contains CCF-related events that have
occurred in U.S. commercial nuclear power plants reported in LERs, NPRDS failure records, and EPIX
failure records. The NPRDS and EPIX information is proprietary. Thus, the information presented in the
report has been presented in such a way to keep the infonation proprietary.

The subset of the CCF database presented in this volume is based on the MOV component data
from 1980 through 2000. The information contained in the CCF Database consists of coded fields and a
descriptive narrative taken verbatim from LERs or NPRDS/EPIX failure records. The database was
searched on component type (MOV) and failure mode. The failure modes selected were fail-to-open and
fail-to-close. The additional fields, (e.g., proximate cause, coupling factor, shared cause factor, and
component degradation values), along with the information contained in the narrative, were used to glean
the insights presented in this report. The detailed records and narratives can be obtained from the CCF
Database and from respective LERs and NPRDS/EPIX failure records.

The CCF Database was designed so that infornation can be easily obtained by defining searches.
Searches can be made on any coded fields. That is, plant, date, component type, system, proximate cause,
coupling factor, shared cause factor, reactor type, reactor vendor, CCCG size, defensive mechanism,
degree of failure, or any combination of these coded fields. The results for most of the figures in the
report can be obtained or a subset of the information can be obtained by selecting specific values for the
fields of interest. The identified records can then be reviewed and reports generated if desired. To obtain
access to the NRC CCF Database, contact Dale Rasmuson at the NRC or Ted Wood at the INEEL.
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Appendix A

Data Summary

This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF)
data collection effort for MOVs. The tables in this appendix support the charts in Chapter 3.
Each table is sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Table A-1. MOV CCF events sorted by proximate cause.

Sub- Discoey Pi coupling yea Fuiure Degree ofDecitoItem Proxlmate Cause Compoet Methd c Part Sysm Factor ___ Mode Failure Descrion
Design/ Actuator Demand Circuit AFW Maintenance 192 ailure i Aw feedwater flow corol valves would not opeL On one the motor control cnntactorConsuuction/ Open w not contacting due to 2 loose connections; and the other the torque close setting vasI Manufcture misadjusted causing contacss to open too soon.
nstallation

__ Inadequacy ______ _____

Design/ ctuator Demand Circuit RHR-B Design 198 Falhure Complete Both LCI inJection MOVs would not open due to an rror In the valve logir circuitonstruction/ t Open agan and the removal of motor bkaes for environmental qualification. Thbis condition2 Manufacture/ caused the valvcs to continuously try to close untl both valve stems were damaged.
nstallation

___ Inadequacy______ ____________________________________________ ______

Design/ crtuator Denand ircuit -B ign 198 Falure Complete idual heat removal/low pu e coolant injection disdarge to suppession pool
ontruction/ to Close inimum flow control valves did not ciose prpery on demand. Incorrect logic design3 Manufacture/ p entd valves ftom closing completely on demand. The new design provided for a seal-nstalation in contact with the automaic isolation signal. The seal-in contact allows torque closure of

_ Iadequacy the valve even if the selecor key lock switch is in the locke position.
Design/ Actuator Hand ircui RNR-P ign I ailure Complete Theml overloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency. Consequntly, theonstnction/ Open nn closure of the valve will trip the thermal overioad heater some percentage of the4 Manufectu=r/ eie.
Insllation
Inadequacy
Design/ Actuator Demand Limit Switch RHR-P lgn 1985 Failure Partial Shutdown cooling system heat exchanger isolation valves were not fully closed. Theonstuction/ b Close condf on resulted from prematur actuation of valve motor operator position indicatonManufacurd limit switches and control room Indication of the valves being in the closed position. A5 Installabon dhnge Is being implemented for these valves to separate the torque switch bypass limitnadequacy switch and the valve position indicating linit switch by rewiring the position indkating
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _______T_ . IOto)D.

Design/ Actuator Demand otor RHR-B Design 1991 Fallure a RHR test return valves failed to seat tighty due to fiction related problems. Replaced
onstruction/ to Close lve operatos.

6 Manufactued
Installation
nadequacy ___ _ _ _ ___

Design/ ctuator and otor Design 198 Failure Para AFW MOVs would not fully close under high d/p conditions until the valve actuaors were
onstuction/to Close setup at the highest toque switch settng allowed by the tolerances.

7 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy .
Design Actuator Demand Motor RHR-B Design 198 Failure P*tal Suppression pool cooling valves (one in each loop) failed to open. As long as the RHR
onstruction/ Open pump was opersng the valves could not be opened and the thermal overloads woud trip.

M anufacture Caue was an incorrectly siad motor.
lnstallation

_ Inadequacy . _
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Item Proximate Cause Cont cezy Piee Part System Fa=tor Mode Failure Description

Design Actuator Denand Torque I Maintenance 1985 Failure Partial Motor torque swihes were out of adjustment and did not allow fill dosure.
Constuction/ Switch to Close

9 Manufacture/
Installalion
Inadequacy

DesignJ Actuator Demand Transrnission RHR-P Design 1991 Failure Partial The motor operator for cold leg isolation valve electricallyengaged while the valve was
Construction/ to Open being manually stroked open during post-modification testing. The motor operator
Manufacture/ elecricaly engged and closed te valve (short stroking). nvestigation detenmned that this
Instalation electical short stroking of the valve caused the motor pinion key to hear. Other safety-10Inadequacy related motor operos were inspected. The motor operato were identified as having

filed keys similar to the failed key Identified earlier. Further investigatn revealed small
cracks emanating from both comers of the keyway on the motor shaft The root cause of the

___ ___ . sheared motor pinion gear was that the key material was inadequate.
Design/ Actuator Inspection eaker BI Quality 19U Failure Partial Power leas were found reversed to w safety inection valve operaors. Root cae was

Construction/ to Open poor administrative control.
l l Manufacture/

Installation
Inadequacy _

Design/ ctuator Inspection reaker AFW Quality 198 Failure Partial 125 vdc breakers for motor-operated valves in the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
Constiuction/ to Open pump system were not the proper size.

12 Manufacture/
Installation

Iaeuacy
Design/ Actuator Inspection Transmission RHR-B Maintenance 199 Failure Partial LCI MOV motor pinion key replacerents were supposed to be parfomied in 1982 to
Constmclion/ oClose change the keys to an appropriate material key. This replacement was not performed and

13 Manufacture/ was discovered in 199Z as 3 valve keys were found sheared or neady sheared.
stallation

__ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ign/ Actuator Inspection Transmission -8 Design 1990 Falure Partial Invesligating failure of motor operated valve to achieve minimum required closing trust
onstruction/ to Close Actuator for inboard isolation valve rt geared to supply specified 110% design thrust.

14 ufactul. Outboard Isolation valve and 6 other motor operated valves (2 in RHR) had same actuaor
Installat;on problans due to failure to consider design capabiities prior to establishing diagnostic

Iequacy testing criteria.
Design/ Actuator Inspection Transmission CSS Design 1993 Failure Pat Th motor pinion key for a Containment Spray header isolation valve was sheared.
Construction/ to Open Subsequent motor pinion key failures occurred on October 18,1993, March 23,1994, and

15 Manufacture/ April 13,1994. The evaluations for tese events determined that the failures were due to
Iastallation improper key material.
Inadequacy ,
Design/ Actuator Maintenance reker AFW Quality 198 Failure artial trip coils installed in the power supply feeder breakers for the motor actuator for two

Construction/ to Open MOVs were incorrect
16 Mnufachrcl

Installation
Inadquacy
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Item Proxinmte Cause Sub- Discovery Pie Pa System Coupling Yea Failu Degree DescriptionItem Poximat Cause Comnponent Method _ ___Factor __ Mode Failure
ign/ Actuator Maintenance Tnsmission -B uality 1990 alure Partial Nonnal maintenance on suppression chamber cooling Loop B throtde valve. Suppressiononstruction/ Open chamber coolirg Loop B throttle valve motor pinion key sheared and Loop A throtd valve

17 anufacture motor pinion key deformed. Keys were found to be of the wrong material due to vendornstallation inadequacies md utility programnatic deficiencies.
nadequacy

Design/ Actuator Test Circuit AFW ity 198: Failure Partial It was determined that a train of AFW MOVs would not open on a steam genemtor low-onstruction/ to Open low level. Some ofthe wiring to be done for design a change was incomplete upon
18 Manufacture cmpletion of the design change.

Installation
Inadequacy

Design! Actuator Test imit Switch RHR-B aintenance 1988 Falure Partial Duringsurveillance testing of the RHR shutdown cooling isolation valves revealed thatonstruction/ Close loop injection valve iled to close as required. The failure was due to a wiring error19 Manufacture! on the limitswitches associated with RHR suction valves An incorrect limit switch wasInstallation used for both valves which made a slight mis-operation of the switches capable of
Inadequacy _ affecting the close circuitry of the isolation valves.
Design! Actuator Test otor RHR-B ign 1992 Failure Partial Due to the original valve opertor selection criteria using less cosevative factors, theConsthcion/ Close outboard primary contahiment spray isolation valvea had an inadequate torque and thrust20 Manufacture/ capabDlity. Design requirement Is 134 ft-lbs; available is 100 f-lbs.
Installation
Inadequacy _ l

Design ActuaTtor eotor I Design 1989 Failure partia Due to incorrectly sized opentor the Torus coolirg valves would not completely closeConstruction/o Cloe against full differetial pressure.
21 Manufacure!

Installation
Inadequacy _ __

Design Actuator Test que RR-B Design 1987 Failure Partial During operability test of RHR, a loop isolation valve wold not close against system
Construction/ Switch to Close operating pressure due to an undersized washer spring pack in valve operator supplied to22 Manufacture! the plant in achs by the vendor not in accordance with purchase specifications. SimilarInstalladon problern found on the other loop isolation valve.

Inadequacy ____ ____ __

Design Actuator Test Torque AFW Design 198 Failure Partial Seven AFW valves would open but would not fully close electrically. The cause of failure
Construction! Switch tCose was that the valve operior and valve were previously changed out on a modiflcation and

23 Manufacture! passed the post modification test Upon investigation of the valve failure it was determinedInstallation at the design engineers had the thrust values wrong and the torque switch was reflecting aInadequacy ______ ______ ______1085 psi system when in fact the system is 1600 psi.
Design! Actuator Test Torque AFW Design 1994 Failure Patal Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps to Steam Generator Isolations were determined to be pastonstruction/ Switchto Close inoperable. Differential pressue testing conducted during the outage revealed the valves

24 Manufacture woid not sufficiently close against design basis system conditions to isolate floyw.
lnstallaon
Inadequacy
Design! Actuator Test Torque Design 1994 Failure Patal HPI MOVs failed to fully close. Engineering determined that the recommended dose thrust
Construction/ Switch to Close was insufficient to close valve during worst case failure.

25 Manufacture!
Installabon
Inadequacy _ _
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Item PrximateI Sub- D,scvey plo pt Syte Couplin Failure Degree of 
Itemn Proximae Ca Compoot Method Facor Year Mode Failure Description

Design/ Acluator Test Torque CSS Design 198! Fallure Pui Durininntenance testing it was detenined that four contaiment spray MOVs wouldn't
Conlsuuction/ Swith to Open daelop the required thrust Tbe failures were aUributed to an improper spring pack

26 Mnu ed - .istallation and to an iproper torque switch ntllaio The improper instlaions we
Installation du to incorrect eng ing calculations of originl design values.
kadequacy _I
Design/ ctuaor Test Torque CSS ign 1984 PaDure Complet During surveillance two containment spray motor operated valves ailed to OpeL Th
Consuuction witchto Open valves were stuck due to exces play in operator assembly, which allowed the open torque

27 M5ulctureJ switch to disengage thereby shutting off the operator. The bypass limit switch was rewired
i lahion to a separate rotor with a longer bypass duration per design change.
lauacy
Design/ ctuator st Torque CSS Design 1985 Falure Complete During maintenance, testing it was demined that four containment spray MOVs wouldn't

Constuction/ Switch to Close devlo te required thrust. The failu were attributed to an improper spring pack
28 Manufac installation and to an improper torque switch installation. The inproper installations were

Installation due to incorect engneering calculations of original design values.
unadequacy ._ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ cuator Test orque -P Design 1985 FaDure Partial During maintenance testing it was determin several residual beat removal MOVs
CosDnliCtf/ Switch tOpen wouldn't develop the required trust as specified by the motor operated valve testing

29 Manufacture/ progam The failure was attributed to an improper torque switch installation due to
Installation incorrect engineering calculations of original design values. The appropriate torque switch
Inadequacy ______ ______ ______ _ _ wasinstalled, adjusted per the revised engineering values, tested, and retumed to service.
Design/ ctuator t Torue BPI tnance 1991 Failure arta e high pressure safety injecion system flow control cntainment isolation valves failed

Cnstruction/ Switch to Close to completely close becase total cloe thrust was not sufficient to dose valve under
30 Mnufaure/ dynamc stroke. A tust value beyond the recommended maximum total cloe thrust would

tallation be needed to completely dose the valve. Engineering evaluation determined a higher thrust
Inadequacy value would be acceptable.

ign/ Sctuator Test Transmission HPI Quality I992 Failure Prti safety injection recirculation MOV failed to dose. It was discovered that the valve had a
Constsucton/ to Close broken ati-rotation device (key). This prompted an inspection of the remaining globe

31 Manufac valves that found the safety injection to reactor coolnt system cold leg injection valves
tallation also had a broken key.y_ _n__uacy _ _ _ _

Design/ ctuator Test Transmission PI Design 1987 ailure Wie testing the high pressure iection conirol valves, the motor operator ovethrusted
Construction/ to pen while going in the open direction. Valve operator overthrusd due to a design deficiency in
Manufacrei the torque switch spring pack that allowed a buildup of gese bween the Belleville

32' Installation wsers which resulted in hydrulic lockup when the valve was operted. After discussion
Inadequacy with component manufacturer, a plant modification was performed that machined notches

in the ends of the motor operor torque limiting sleve. These notches wil provide a better
________ _____ _____ _____ grease relief padL

Design/ Valve Demand Body- i 1991 Falure Ibod LCI valve faled to open due to failed cuator motor caused by sustained operation
Constuction/ to Open at locked-rotor current due to hydraulic locking of the valve bonnet Modifications

33 anufactre/ performed on both LCI inboard valves and both core spray inboard valvc.
tallation
quacy _
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Item Proximate Cause Comunn yt PeePart |System Couling year Failure Degree of Description___________ porent Methd ~ Factr Mode Failure ___________________________

Design Valve Dend Disk iSO Desig 19 aure Pial Isolation conenser dc outet MOVs failed to open. Both valve fliures are attributed to
onstnuctiont Open d nl binding, which is identified as a recurring design condition.

34 anufacture
Installation
nadequacy .

eslgn/ Valve Inspection isk RCI ign 199 ailure Partial RCI steam line isolation valves did not have the required seat/disk chamfer necessary to
ormlructioni Close _ tht the valves woid close under design basis conditions.

35 anufactu/
Installadion

_ Inadequacy ____ ___

Designl Yalve Maintenance Disk RHR-B Desig 1988 FaUure CmOlCte ontain spray mode of RHR/LCI two MOV ijection valve opertor motos filed on
onstn,ctionl Open eoad whmen stroking valves due to trapped pressurized fluid between discs of the gate

36 Manufacu valve. This was caused by misinterpretation of vave pudase specifications by vendor.Istallation
_ Inatlequacy __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Desigm/ Valve Test Body RHR-B Design 199 Falure Partial Oginal uction desig eor reslted in pump minimum flow valves not being
onstnzctlon/ Cose installed with the valve stem in the vertical, pointing upward orientation. Since these valves

37 manufactr/ not have wedge spings ey have potential to prematurely seat failing to fully close.
nstallation

__ nadequac y ._____ _______

Designl adve et Duk RHR-B Design 199 Failur Partia Te test valves to the suppression pool failed to stroke full closed. Root cause analysis
onstnuction/ Close revealed that the failure was the result of a gate valve in a globe valve application.

38 anufaclure/
nstallation

__ nadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design/ Vdve Test Disk HPI Quality 1990 Failure Partial hle testing the high presure injection system, it was discovered that the flow rate was
onstuction/ Open unbalanced and below the mininum allowed by the units technical specifications. The

39 Manufactued rvous replacment of the plugs in the MOVs with a plug that had been manufactured to
instlation .h wrong dimensions, due to an error in a vendor drawin, caused unbalanced and low
Inadequacy _ flow.
External Actuator Demand Torque RHR-P Design 1983 alure Partial Two RHR MOVs were not giving remote indication in the full close position of valve.

40 vironment Switch Close [orque switch inopertive, not rotating on closing stroke. The torque switch setting screw
. _ vas found loose most likely due to valve vibration.

Extenal Actuator Demand Tansmission PI Evi mental 1995 Failure Partial When a close signal was Initiated fom the control room, two Refueling Water Tank valves
Environment aose failed to dose. They only stroked 2 pt and gave dual Indication. hIspection of actuator

41 intema found rust, corrosion, and water Intrusion. The cause was due to water ingress
rough an ctuator penetration in the stem protector resulting in rust and corrosion to

________ _____ ____ actuator parts.
External Actuator Inspection Motor RHR-B Envrkomental 1985 Failure Partial ECCS pnnp room was inadvtently flooded with water, inundating the RHR system

42 Environment . Open inint flow valve and a pmp suction isolatin valve. The valve operator motor
______ _______ hip were~~~~~~~~~~Ym grounded as a resut of the wate intusion.

Extenal Actuator Test Motor HCI n tl 198 Failure Complete hle testing the tous cton valves, two MOVs failed when given an open signal. Both
E3 nvironment ______ l__ - - - o Open t__orus sucthn valves had shorted out due to exoessive condensation in the HCI room area
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Item| Proxunateause | Sub- Discovery PiecPut System Coupling Y, Failure Degree OfIte_I_roimae_Cus Component Method Factor Yea Mode Failure Despni~ton
External Actuator Test Torque BPI Design 1991 Falure Paria Compression spnngs indie BPI MOV torque switch assembly were weakened by vibration.

4 Environient Switch _ o Close
External Acuator Test Tranumission RHR-B Environmental 1991 Failure Partial One of the two primary containment isolation valves in both residual heat removal low
Environment to Close pressure coolant inj ction subsystems to be inoperable. One valve operator torque switch

pped in both directions preventing both fill closure and full opening. The other valve had
45 sive seat leakagc. The threads of the gate valve stem nut in the motor operator were

worn and broken causing the valve to lock in a putaly open position. Analysis detenined
tem nut wear out may have been accelerated by mechanical overload caused by high
*ferential pressure acoss the valve. The valve sterm failed due to vibration causing cyclic

__________ fatigue.
External Vaive Demand Body RHR-P Maintenance 1985 Failure Partial Shutdown coolig isolation valves woidnt fully open. One was attributed to boric acid

40 Environment _ to Open buildup and the other cause is unnowrL
External Valve Demand Disk RHR-B Maintace 199 Falure Partial MOVs failed to open afer being closed. Valves ue the residual heat removal suppression
Envimment Open pool suction valves. Toque switch prevented motor bum-out. Valve disk was found struck

47 losed. Mud was found in the valve seat, which caused the disk to wedge into the seat upon
closing and prevented it from opening. Mud in MOVs believed to be from construction

_________ activities of plant
External Valve Demand Disk RHR-B Maintenance 19 Failure Ptial he suppression pool (residual heat rmval) pump suction valves failed to open
Environment Open ectrically. The motor was subjected to locked-rotor current for about 2 minutes, resulting

48 in overheaing. Sediment accumwulations (non-ferrous) that would squeeze out betwveen the
disc and the seat and lock them together was the root cuse. The suppression pool sediment

_____ mnost likely occurred during constructon.
External Valve Inspection Body RHR-B nvironmenta 1981 Falure Partal Motor operated valves (chemwaste receiver tank isolation) and (Tors Injection Isolation)

49 Environment Open perators found with loose and broken cap screws anchoring motors to valves due to
_________ ______ vibration induced loosening of the hold-down bolts.

Internal to Actuator Demand Circuit RHR-B itenance 199 Failure Paal RHR MOVs fIed when an aux relay open contactor failed to operate. Cause was
50 Component to Open auted to bnppropriate use of cranolin spray to clean relay, which caused itto become

sticky.
Interal to Actuator Danand rircuit RHR-B tenance 1993 Failure RHRMOVs failed when an aux relay open contactor failed to opate. Cause was

51 omponent Close auributed to inappropriate ue of cramolin spray to clean relay, which caused it to become
._______ ____ stikky.

Intemal to Actuator Demand Circuit AFW Maiaance 198 Failure tial While rmoving an AFW train from service, the pump discharge valves to two stean
52 Component Close genflor did not close. The closing coils in the motor controller failed, due to unknown

_ ~~~~~cause,
ntenal to Actuator Demand Circuit RCS maintenance 198 Falure mplete inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to dose or open from the control room. This

53 Component Close failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and dosing the valve has
_____________ _ _ erratic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.

ntnal to Actuator Demand Circuit RCS tainenance 198 Failure Complete Th inlet block MOVs for the PORVs faled to close or open from the control room. This
54 omponent Open failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has

___________ erratk__ c resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.
Internal to Actuator Deman Limit Switch RHR-B aintenance 190 Falure Partial vxangainvlve Imicating lights on RHR pump suction valves. MOVS would not
55Compont l_ _ope Open opeate due to broken limit switch rotos caued by loose limit switch finger bases.
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Item Proxate Cau Sub- Discovery i P Srt co Yer Failuree Of DescriptionItem Co~~~~mponet Metod ____Factr Mode IFailurem _____________________

internal to Actuator Demand Lmit Switch RHR-E tence 199 alure Pa RHR sysm suppression pool valves failed to oprte on demand (open). The limit switch
56 omponent o Open on the MOV hiled to opert, thus not allowing the valve to cycle on com rncd The causeofthe failure was normal wear and service conditions ofthe limit switch resulting In__ hilue.

Internal to ctuator Deand Toque lity 1 Fallure Afer an attmpt to reposition a HCI MOV (the recirc loop pump suction valve) The valveComponent Switch to pen failed to opMn upon a signal from the control room. An investigation InbD the cause of the
valves filure determini tht a hydaulic lockup of the MOV's spring pack prevented the57 torque switch from openirg causing te motor to fail. This lock-up was due to: I) the
replacement of less viscos new grease, into the opertor, which was recommended by the
manufcturer and 2) the hilure of the manufwurer to provide information regarding the

_______ ~~~~~~~~to istal a retrofit grese relefkit.
Internal to Actuator Demand Torque RHR-B uality 1936 Failure Partial electical fite was discovered in an MCC. The cause ofthis even was a personnel m,
Component Switch to Open which rsulted in m incorrect field wiring Installaton on HCI MOVs. The eror was

5 8 .complicated by unsuccessfl detection of the error during subsequent testing or inspections.
AS corrctive acion the wiringeror wwas conected. Additional all other motor
operators, which ve remplaced for environmental qualification purposes during this period

__ _wmdfied to preclude this failure.
59 nternal to Actuator Demand ranmission RHR-om s on valves (Both loops) cdrtia lever wot_ not engage

Component t-o Open

Internal to Actuator Inspection ransmission HPI Mantenance 19S Failure Partial During a special Inspetion, a limit switch terminal block was found cacked and a bevel60 omponent Open gear stripped on safty injection sysemn high pressure header shutoff valves. The cause of
faDure has not been determned but inadequate maintenance is suspected. The limit switch

_ ___ _ terminal block and the bevel gear were replaced.
nternal to Actuator inspection transmission SS Uainteance 1989 Failure Petia Oil leaks identified on handwheel of motor operated actuator for containment spry header61 omponent to Open isolation valves. htemnal seals and o-ring for mating surface of handwheel and gear box had

- ______ failed. Failure atributed to unexpected abnormal wear.
Internal to Actuator Maintenance B ker RCI Maintenance 1999 Failure Partial Valve operations were not within spedfied time limits due to faulty contactors. Inadequate62 Component too _ Open M

ntemal to Actuator Maintenance imit Switch RCS Quality 1983 Failure Patial Ih Limitorque valve operator for the pressurizer isolation valves found to have cracks on63 Component to Close the geared limit switch.
Intemal to Actuator Maintenance Motor RHR-B M ance 19S9 Failure Partial Grunds were found on2 of 4 LCI Injection valves. Probable cause was determined to be64 Component to Open insulation breakdown.
Internal to ctuator Maintenance orque HI aintance 1994 Failure High Head Safety Injection System motor operated isolation valves would not open fully.

omponent Switch to Close Technicans investigated and found gmase on torque switch contct, which prevented65 contactsiEomn closing circuit Imoper pgreasing resulted in excessive grease accumulation
-I- on torque switch contacts.

Intemal to Actuator Mintenance Torque UP aintemnmce 1994 Failure Parti After completion of echanical rework on HPI MOV actuator, technician was attempting
Component Switch to Open to setup and stroke motor operated valves. While stroking valve electrically found the

66 tonue swit wod not open resulting In valve travel not being stopped. Technicims
investigated and found torque switch defective and rotor on limit switch to not be turning

- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~fully to proper position.
67 Internal to ctuator est Baker S ainenice 199 Fdlure a 480 Vac icuit beakes for recirculation sup to ninmnt spr pup isolation

67 omponent Io Open valves would not trp on m instantaneous trip test within specified current limits.
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lhem | ProXanaze Cause SU ue Ss Facor Mode Falure Description

1nternal to Actutor Teat ircuit Dcsign Faure Conplete Lose sliding link causd unplanned swap to LOCAL contrl. nis al caued W
68 ompont to Open sucti o swap capabDity to be blodd. iM control appaently stI available.

69 nlemal to Actuatr Test ircuit Maintenance 1996 alDure Parti Dirty contacs and loose conrwtonresulted in valves fkiling to open.
69 omponent to - open

Intemal to tor Test Limit Switch . Mainteance I alure artl 9 AFW pump supply to stam genator control valves stopped at an intermediate
70 mponent to Open position and did not fully open. Local verification bSed on stem tave verified the valve

_I_I__ stopped at an intmediate position. The valve opators Iimit switch was out of adjusmnL
Intemal to Actuator Test otor AFW Maintenrance 199 Failure Part The maximum d/p previoiuly used In eadier testing and evaluation was determined to not

omponent to Close represent wort case conditions. Furher testing revealed that none of the AFW block valves7: would full dose against the calculated worst case dip. The root cause of the inability of ther ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~____ avsto close is attrbuted to valve condition due to normal wear.
t2 nlmal to Actu r Test Motor RHR-B x ce 1985 Fallure P Bued og motors (on Li an one Torus woling) due to a=in ==
omponent to Open

-Internal to Acor Test tor SS sign 19 alure Oouti surveillance disclosed that the conament recimruon sunp conainmnt
oinponent _- t Open spry pump isolatio valves would not opeL The motor for valve opeators bued up.

74 Itemal to Actuator Test Torque Maie-P nce 199 Falure Patial While the unit was in shutdown for refueling, the BWST oudet valve oor failed to
omponent _Switch - Open open during motor operated valve actuation testing. The torque switch was out of balance.

Internal to Actuator Test Torque Design 198 Failure Almost During MOV actuator testing, the dose torque limits on the operor to the emergency
75 mponent Switch Close feedwater pump dischr valves to the stm generoon we found to be below

_ mbimum. The torque switches wre out ofadjustment.
Internal to Actuator Test Torque I Maintenance 1991 FaDure Partial A fise failed in the firt event due to aging and washers in the spring pack of thescond76 Component Switch to Op envalve caine loose and grunded the motor. Rootcause was inadequate maintenance
Intenal to Ac Test ransisson R -B ainance 1983 Failure Partial RU inboard injection valve would not open due to a locking nut on the worn gr shaft

77 Component to pen having backed off allowing the worn ear to back out of the bearing and the spring pack
__ The__I opposite train valve had ied ailed 2 months previously for te s cause. -

temal to Valve Inspection RHR-B eign 1992 Falure Parti On 4/29/9Z the Torus cooling injection motor-operated valve was found to have cracks in
78 omponent to Open the valve yoke. On S/7/92, the Torus cooling injection MOV in the redundant loop w also

_ __I discovered withcracks in the yoke.
Internal to Valve Mainteance k AW M tenance 198 alure Partial Plug nut welds were broken onthe auxiliary feedwaler pump discharge isolaion valves.

79 Component Open is would allow the disc to come off. Exact cause was unknown but suspect age and
_______________ _____r_ wearing.

Intemal to Valve Test Disk RHR-B Ianance 1994 Failure Partial RHR MOVs (aied the surveilance test with gross seat kakagc Investigation revealed we
80 Component to Close on the disc guides and some scraches on the seat The cause is nornal wear ad aging.

temalto Valve et Pking HCI Design 199 aDure Partia High Pressure Coolntvalves faled to flly close. The cause ofthe failure appeared to be
81 omponent Close high paking load tat caused mechanical bindg preventing the operator from fuly

_________ d_____Ilosing the valves.

O onal/ Human cator Demand BAner "tenance 198, Faure Partal The isolation valves to the steam generator from te steam driven auxiliary feedwater punError Open faded to open when demnded from the main control board switch. The dc circuit breaker
82 for the motor opeated valves were found to have loose (unplugged connections on the

tminal block inside the breaker. It appears that the connectors are easily unplugged by
_________ . __ _ moving the cables in the cable nAn comptment adjoining the braker.
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Item Proximate Cause Sub- D ery Pca: Syste couplin Year Failure Degree ofscription
_________ Component Metod ___ _ Faetor Mode FailurfeDecpto

Operational/ Human Actuator Dmand reaker AFW Design 19S Failure Parta T motor eperated coninmet Isolation valves Ibr the turbine driven feedwater pumpError Open supply to steam generator failed to respond during stroke test from the main control bowad.
me motor leads in the do breaker were found disconnected. This is a plug-in type83 rector unique to the 4S0 vdc breakers. After evaluation, It was determined that

were working in the cable run compartment adjacent to the breaker and as they
moved cables around in the cable run tension was applied to the connectors causing them

___to_ pullo t
rtionaU Human Actuator Demand ircuit RCi Maintenance 209 Failu P Te instrumensthat signai the RCi steam suppy valves to close in th event of a steam8_ Error _r to Close line break were rendered inoperable due to human error and work package change erros.

OpentonaI Human Actuator Demand Circuit RHR-B Design 195 Failure Complete Wen the control room operator proceeded to estblish shuadown cooling, the suction
Error Open valves to the system would not open. Ivestigation revealed twt while applying a

aintenance prmit to the prihnmay containment Isolation system, a plant operator
85 unknowingly removed the wrong fuse. This electrically blocked the residual heat removal

ystem shutdown cooling suction valves and head spray isolation valves in te cbsed
position. Ivestigation revealed that although the plant opertor rmoved the fuse, which
was labeled 2, as the permit required this was not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label

______ had slid down such that fuse f3 ppeared to be 2.
*onaU Human Actuator Demnd Limit Switch Mntance 19& alure Partal Feedwater from the motor driven auxilimy feed pumps to steam generatos, failed upon a

6 CEor lose feedwater flow retention signal. Normal operation upon a retention signal is to actuate to a
preset position. Inspection of the Limitorque operator revealed the limit switch was

-. - - - impery positioned. An investion could not determine cause of improper adjustment
DperationaV Human tuator and imit Switch AW ain`enance 19& Failure rtal Feedwater from the motor driven axiliay feed pumps to steam generators, failed upon a

S7 Error Open feedwater flow retention signal. Nomal operation upon a retention signal is to actuate to a
preset position. Inspection of the Limitorque operator revealed the limit switch was

- imprply positioned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment
Sperational/ Human Actuator emand Torque R -B aintenance 1991 Failure Partial First failure was a torque stch out of adjustment Scond failur was a mis-positionedError _Switch to Close motor lead holding atorque switch open. Inadequate maintenance.
OperationaV Human ctuator Demand Torque CS aintenance 19S Failure Partial The pressurizer PORV block valves did not fiuliy shut on demand. The cause of this event89 Error _Switch _ Close was due to maitnenance practices problems.
OpemtionaU Human Actuator mand Torque Quity 198 Failure Complete The proceduml deficiency that allowed for a low seting of the bypass limit switches onEnor Switch tOpen Limitorque valve operaors prompted an evaluation of all MOVs. Using the motor operated

ye analysis and test system; a review of te as found conditions of 165 safety rated
MOVs revealed that 17 valves were evae as inoperable fr various reasons. These 1790 vlves included the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves. Further investigation revealed that
Limitorque failed to supply adequate instructions on balaneing of the torque switches.
Torque switch unbalance resulted in thre valves being unable to prduce sufficient thrust

___ to close against the design differential pressure.
Operationall Hum Actuator Demand Torq RCi Design 198 ailure Partial An electrical fire was discovered in an MCC. The cause of this event was a personnel errr,
Enor Switch Close which resulted in an incorrect field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. The error was

91 cmplatwd by unsuccessful delection of the rror during subsequent testing or inspections.As corrective actions, the wiring error was corrected. Additionally, all odher motor
operas, vwhich ware replaced for enrvironmental qualification purposes during this period

___.__ were modified t preclude this failure.
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Item Proxinate Cause Compunent Discove y Piece Pot Syst faiuore Year Fau ise f Descsiption

Opeational/ Human Actuator Demand Torque -B Mitenance 1987 Failre aal e rul eat removal suppession pool fill flow discharge isolation valve and the torus
92 Error Switch Close spray isolation valve would not fuly close upon demand. The cause ofthe failure is

improper previous maintenance activities set the torque switch setting on the valve oper
incorrectly low.

rational/Human Actuator eTorque R P tenance 1983 Failure Almost Shutdown cooling system heat exchanger isolan valves could not be remotely opened
Error witch Open Complete from the control roon The Inability of the valves to remotely open was atributed to

incorrect open equence torque and limit switch settuings. The incorrect setings caused the
- _ - - motor oan the valves l stop before the valvs had come off their seats.

94 10peratronal Human Actuator Demand Torque AFW Mitenance 1995 Failure Paril AFW steam supply valves torque switch setpoints were incorrectly calculated for the type
Error Switch _ Close _ of valve.
peraional/ Human ctuator Deand Torque AFW Mitenance 198 Failure Partl Opaaor ed to close motor driven auxiliay feedwaer pump discharge header to steam

Error Switch Close generator iSolin valves against pump flow and tey would not fully close. Valves failed
95 to dose due to the torque switch opening. These being caused by the increased torque

during ntermittentthrottignear the ful dosed position where differential pressure is
_____ __ _ __ maximunL

OperationaV Human Actuator Demand ran ssion RHR-P erational 1995 Failure Partial Low Pressure Injection valves were ovetorqued open in error during manual bating
96 Error Close aflerpast packing leaks. Excessive force was applied when disengaged from electric

____________ _ _ _ operatin, causing clutch ring to bind-up when electric operation was re-initiated.
10peraional/ Human Actuator Inspection reaker HPI Opernal 1989 Failue Complete Procedures allowed entry into operaig mode where the systmn was required without

97 Error __X__to OMpen directing operators to energize HPI MOV valve operators.
OperationaV Human Actuator Inspecion Breaker HPI Operabona 1987 Failure mplete breakers for the high pressure injection suction valves from the BWST were
Error Open inadvertently left tagged open after the reactor coolant system had been heated up to greater

98 350F. The suction supply from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and would
not have opened atmally upon engineered safeguards actuation. The root cause is
failure to perform an adequate review of the red tag logbook in accordance vith the sbatup

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o~~~~~~~~~~~~rocedure.
OperationaV Human etuator Inspection reaker HPI Opetional 198 Failure C plete Opeator vient to the wrong unit and de-energized a total of five Si valves.
Effor to Open
OperationaV Human Actuator Inspection Motor CSS M tenance 1987 Falure Partial Contaiet spray MOVs were rendered inoperable by maintuna staff error.

100 Error _ t Open Lubricaion for the pinion gear housings was putin the motor housings.
OperationaV Human ctuator Maintenance Limit Switch HPI Design 19& Failure ete Incorret ngineng calculations resulted in spring pack seting tat would not open the

101 Error to Open BIT isolation valves. Te third valve, SI pump to accumulators was discovered with the
same failure.

perationaUl/ Human Actator Maintenance Limit Switc RHR-P Mainteance 196 Failure Pat Low pressure safety bqection flow conrol conainment isolation valves' stroke travel was
102 Error _ to Close greaer than allowable. The cause was open limit switches out ofadjustmnt

1 tPional/ Human Actutor Maintenance Torque RHR-B Maintenance 19 Failure Partial Improper wiing and con os on torque switches and limit switches.103 Error Switch _to Open
Opertional/ Human ctuator est reaker HPI Maintmance I alure Parial RWST to Charging Pump Suction Isolation Valve failed to opeL Troubleshooting
Error Open ubsequently deemined that the MOV had two lifted leads. Further investigation revealed

104 that another Cbarging Pump Suction Iola Valve also had two lifted leads. The cause of
- _ -be event was personnd crror.
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Iteml ProximatCause CoSub Discovey Pie P Coupling Yew Failure Degree ofItem Poximat Cause Component Metod ___ Factr Mode Failure ________________________

OpertionaU Human Actuator Test Breaker RCi Operational 19! alure Complete During the performance of. scheduled RCI system logic systen funcional test, an
105 Error Open overpressuriation of the systems sution piping ocuTrred. The operators incormtlyposidoned and/or Inacurately verified the posidons of 6 circult breakers to motor operated

- - - yvalves prior to (and for) the test. RCI system inoperable.
tional Human Actuator Test Circuit HPI Maintenance 1984 Failure Complete While performing a surveillance test during refueling shutdown, the open cntactor for HPI106 Error Open loop isolation valves did not close. The contacors were out of adjustment

OprationaV Human Auator Test Circuit HPI aintenance 198 Failure Partial Two ECCS MOVs had vire grounded under valve operator cover. Both failures were_0 Error _ ,_ t pn=107 Effor__ Open attributed to previous maintenance.
OperationaV Human Actuator Test Limit Switch CSS ualty 1988 Failure omplete During re-testing technicians found that the containment sump isolation valve perator
Error Open internal limit switches were incorrectly set This prevented the containment spay suction

108 valve from reposidoning as requi During a plam modifleat ttchnicians incorreely
set the continment sump isolation valve operatores internal limit switch. The switch was
sa to be open though drawings called for it to be closed. Due to inadequate functional

- _ venfication, this error was not found during post modification testing.
19 rational Human Actuator Test Limt Switch CSS Maintenance 1985 Parti Redundant discharge valves on a containment spray pump would not open. Valve would109 Error I to Open torque out before going open due to improperly adjusted limit switch.
OperationaV Human Actuator Test Limit Switch RHR-P Maintenance 1991 ailure Partial LPI MOVs hiled to open. Incorrect setpoits ofthe valve operator limit switches. Root110 Error to Close cause was insufficient control of setpoints.
OperationaV Human Atuator Test Limit Switch RCS Maintenance 1984 Failure Partial In performance of surveillance testing, pressurizer power operated refief valves, failed to
Error Close lose propedy. Loose connections within the Limitorque operator. Long term measures to

eliminate this recun ing problem include changes to maintenance procedures requiring
- _ periodic examinations of all switch contacts within Limitorque operators.

OperationaU Human Atuator Test Torque HPI aintenance 1981 Failure Partial Makeup puMp recirculation valves did not fully close due to low torque values. The torque112 Error _Switch to lose switch settings were set with no system pressure.

Operational Human Actuator Test Torque APW Mntenance 198 ailure Partial Auxiliary feedwater regulating isolation MOVs were observed to stick and jam during
Error Switch Open motor operated valve actuation tesdng because the testing loosened the valve coupling on

113 e drive shit throwing the limit switches out. The cause ofthe coupling coming looswas the torque ofthe operator exceeding e potential of the coupling, thus unscrewing it
This resulted fiom too high a setting on the torque switch, and the setup of the control

___ circuitty.
OperationaU Human Actuator est ransmission I Maintenance 198 Failure Partal e high pressure safety injection header to loop injection MOV operator spring pacbs114 Error Open were found with excess grease during surveillance testing causing valve to torque out mid

1.4 stroke. The spring pack was inopeable due to excessive grease caused by improper
________________ __________ _____ _ maintenance.

OpertionaU Human Valve Demand Body HP pe"ona' 198 Filure Ptial Safety Injection isolation motor operated valves responded to an open signal tom control
Error Open room only after the valves were cracked open manually. The valve operatos thermal

115 overloads failed to tp after the valve remained energized for 30 minutes. No problems
with the operator wefe discovered. It is suspected that the pactice of manually seating the

_ _ _valve dring feling tagomts ovefqued the valve and prevented it from pening.
Opertional/ Hum Valve Demand isk RHR-P ity 198 Failure Patial The residual heat removal system safety injection to reactor coolant loop Isolation MOVsErr Close were leaking through while osed and could not be isolated. Valve split disks were116 reversed during initial italladon and were I0 degrees out fom the poper orientation.

___ _ This caused seat leakage due to lack of seating contact
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Sub- Discovey pi par coupling Failure Degree ofItem ProximateC use Sd Sysem yeaF DesuiptionCopmn Method Factor Mode Failure to
Op7 rr oar Hunan Valve Demand Stel LSO Maintenance 1981 Failure Part Te isolaon condensr valves failed to properly opate. The stem nuts of the MOV

117 Error _ to Close opaators were found to be damaged.
p *tiona/ Human Valve Test Sten Maintenance 19 Failure Partia Aux feedwater pump dishrge/beader isolation valves found damaged during special

Error Open inspection. One valve did not open during sirveillance test; te other three were not18 operated, but probably would not have opened due to excsive damage, (bent stem). All
__ _ damage was determiaed to be due to over-torquing the torque switch.

p onal/ Human Valve Test Stem RCS Maintenance _ Failure Partil preasurizers power operated relief valvds isolation valve opeass output thust was
j19 Error to Close below the minimum required to ly dose the valve on demand. The valves stem to stem

____________ ________o nut nickel based lubricant was the cause.
perational/ Human Valve Test Stan CSS Manance 194 Failure Compiete Durng sueiane tests, two rci ton spray pump suction valves were inoperable

Error Open The valve position lights in the control room indicated the valve cycled nonnally. However,
120 the valve did not move from the closed position. Failure was caused by the searing of the

coupling pin due to inadvertently leaving the incorrect pin, a marlin pin, (tapered pin
____ _possibly used fr aligment), in the valve opertor coupling.

OperationaU Human Valve Ton Stem RHR-B Maintenance 1996 Falure Anost While testing the high pressure injection control valves, the motor operator overted
Error Close Complete w e going in the open directon. The valve operator overthrusted due to a design

deficiency in the torque switch sprng pack that allowed a buildup of grease between the
121 Belleville washers which resulted in hydraulic lockup when te valve was operated. After

discussion with component manufacturer, a plant modification was perforned tat
madined notches in the ends of the moor operator torque limiting sleeve. These notches

________ _______i_ ll provide a bettaer grease relief patIL
Dt r Actuator Demand ircuit RHR-B Design 1987 Falure artial Falure of the adiiazy contact block assembly ofvalve mtor clow contcr (failed in

Open open position) prevented energzing valve motor open contactor. Occurred on Unit 21
122 cross-connect isolation valve ad on Unit I RHR isolation injection valve. The contacts

failed in the open position, tereby preventing energization ofthe valve motor open
contator.

123 ter ctuator Demn Circuit M tenance 19S Falure During automatic actuation of the AFW system, the motor operator flow control valves to______ ____ _ t Open s did not operate properly on a flow retention signal.
12 Other Actator Dcnand Circuit AFW Mina e 19S4 Fallure Partial D g automatic actuation of the AFW systern, the motor operator flow control valves to124 to Close sa. did not opat properly on a flow retention signal.
om DtberActuator Dem Limit Switch RHR-P im anc 198 Falure Partial beat removal pump suctions from feedwater storage tank valve and containment

125 Open sunpwouldnotoperate from control rom. Cause of valves failureto operatewas limit
____________ _________ _______s_ switches out of adjustment

126 Other Actuator LiDmit Switc RHR -P Maintenance 19 Failure MOV motor torqued out on start of open/close cycle. Umit switches out of adjustment

127 Oer ctuator Demand imit Switch HPI Maitenance 1982 Failure PaS Close limit switcb out of adjustent. After adjustment, valve closed correctly._ _ _ Close
Other ctuator d orque RHR-8 Mainnance 19T4 Failure Pa l Resal beat removal suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard

s witch Open isolaion suction valve would trip themal overload when atempting to open from dosed12S position and failed to dose completely. Torque swith setting was to hig and limitswitch
____ _ _were incorect Reset limit and torque switches.

129 O{rctuator Demand orque RHR-B rtenance 199 Fallu,re th LCI loopts full flow test valveas iled to go fil ldosed due to afaulty torque switcL
129_ witch o_ Close _____



Item| ProximateCause Sub- Discovery Piept ys, Coupling Year Faiue Dege DiptioncofnpmmnPiecmeow"' Factor __ Mode FailureDscitn
Or Actuator Demand Torque RHR-B Mantance 9 ailue Partial Residual heat removal suction fom suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard

130 ~Switch aose isobon suction valve wotid trip thermal ovedload when attemting to open fom closedposition and failed to close completely. Torque switch seting was to high and limit switch
_____ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~sigwer inrt Reset limit and torque swithes.

Otber ctuator Demand lorque RH-P aintenance 19S alure Partal RHR pump suction MOV isolation valves would not fully open on demand. The cause of
131 Switch Open this failure was due to both torque switches were out of adjustment Both valves could be

- - I - closed on rqated atmpts but not reopened completely.
Other Actuator Mdntenance Breaker BPI Mnice 199 ailure The 480-volt circuit breakers for three safety injection to cold leg mobDr operated isolation

132 to Open valves were found out specification high on two phases. The degraded component had no
sIgnificant effect on the system or the plnt but could have cused daage to the valve

_ _ _ actuator motors she the overcurrent protection was degaded.
O3her Actuator Maintenance Breker HPI Maintenance 198 Failure Partial A 480 Vac circuit breaker for a safety injection control valve ailed to trip within its set

133 . _ to Open tolerance. The cause of the failure was attributed to a defective circuit breaker.
Other Actuator Maintenance Torque CSS Maintenance 1991 ailure Pa The as found available open md close thrusts were below the recommended minimum. It

Switch Close was detemined thatte MOVs were inopeable in the open direction the safety function of134 t MOV and opeble in the closed dton under worst case design basis conditions as
I - found. Suspect it was due to setpoint drift and or cyclic loading.

Other Actuator Maintenance Torque CS Mainnce 1991 ailure Partial While maintaining the containment sumV isolation valve operators, it was noted that the as
Switch o Open found available open and close thrsb were below the recommended minimum. was

135 detmined that e MOVs were inoperable in the open direction, the safety function of the
MOVa, and operable In the closed direction under worst cae design basis conditions as
found. Cause of valve thrusts below minirnum recommended was unknown. Suspect it was

_______ due to setpoint drift or a cyclic loading.
Oher Actator est Breaker RHR-B Maintnance 19 ailure Partial LCI test valve and LCI torus suction valve would not open upon demand and would trip the

136 Open braker upon novement Found audliary concts on breaker In open circuit not making
_ _ .__.__..._ up.

other Aetuator Test imit Switch I ntenance ilure Pat Limthswiches bein out ofadjusmentresulted In cntined leakage. One had both open
137 Close and closed limit switches out of adjustent The other valve had oly fthe closed limit

I______o s eout of adjutment
Actuator Test Limit Switch Maintenance 19S FaIlure Partial high presure safety injection pump long term cooling contaihment isolation MOVs

138 o Open failed to achieve minimrnum flow requirements. The cause of filure was attributed to the
Switch -Maintenance - - - ~limift switch otor being out of mechanical adjusytmet

9 ctuator Test Limit Swi-ch Maintnanee 199 Failure Partal Stem travel wvs excessive on low pressure safiny injection flow control containment139 _________ ._____ ______ ______ - to Open isolation vailves. he openingtravel wv s excessive, due to limitswtch out ofadjustment
Otha Actuator Test Limft Switch RHR-B Maintenance 19S Falure Partial During a LCi operability test fl flow test valves were closed by position indication.

140 aose However, the valves were not fully seated and the LCI discharge piping drained. Valve
._____ posiion indication wa ot oadjutment

141 her Actuator Tet it Switch HPI Design 19 Failure Partial T HP header flow rate was not within technical speifieation requirements. No direct
141 _M t Open c-use could be found for the rent drift of the valve operators.

142 cuator Test imit Switch RHR-P Design 1995 Failure Ptal LPI throttle valves failed to stroke fully open. As a resut, minimum flow for LPSI injecton- _ to Open legs were below the minimum design bsis flow.

1 43 OtherActuAtor Test LimitSwheh RHR-P Design 199 Failure Partial IthrottlevIvmover tmveled in the open direction by approximately /2 inch. This_ _ 0 Open resulted In LFi flow exceeding Tech spec limits..
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Item ProxmteC Cause Sub- Discovay pue pn System Coupling |Ye Failure Deg of Duiption
_________ Component M ethod _ _ Factor Mode Falure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Odher Aetuator Test Torque RHR-P M ewnse 194 ailure Pai Whe performing sump valve soke test two MOVs failed to reopen after being stroed

144 Switch Open osed. The case of the failures has ben detrmined to be that the bypass ciruit time wastoo sbrL his prevented the valves from opening until the control switch had been
_ _____________ _________ __________ operated seve NI tmes.

Acaaior Test Torque HI tnance I alure Partial Opated Valve for High Pressure Safety Injection would not stroke fully opetL
145 witch to Open Electricians found oxidation on the open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stopalve movemt before the valve was fiuly openL Oxidation is an expected occurence over

time in this atmosphere.
Other Actuator Test Torque BPI 1nce ailwr Parti High Pressure Safety Injecion toAp MOV woud nt stke folly open Electr

146 Switch to Close found oxidation on the open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stop valvemovemt before the valve was fully open. Oxidation is an expected occufrence over time
________ ______ _____ in this atmosphere

Other ctuator Test Torque RHR-B Maintenance 194 Fawle Partial T ailures on Tors Suctin valves due to torque switch misadjusen
147 Switch to Close

Unkcnown Actuator cuit I Maintenance 1985 Falur Complet he motor opertos for 2 valves whikh allow te chwical and volume control puaps to
148 to Open bsucion fiom the refuling wawtr storage tank when in the closed position or from the

avolm control tank when in the opened position, bumed up in the closed position and had
____________ ________ ______ _to be manually opened

149 nknown ctuator Deand riission RHR-P tenance 1985 Falure Low pressure injection supply from the borated water storage tank isolation valves would
_ t Close n close due to broken worm shaft clutch gear on valve opentor.
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Table A-2. MOV CCF events sorted by coupling factor.

Ite Coupling ximate Cause Disvery Sub- ysten Yea Failure Dege ofptionFactr __ ___ Methd ConMonent Modle FailureDsrito
Design Design/ Demn Actuator Circuit RHR-B 198 allure omplete Both LCI injection MOVs would not open due to an error in the valve logic circuit

Construction/ Open diagmn and the renoval of notor brakes for environental qualification. This conditionManufacturel caused the valves to continuously try to lose until both valve stems were damaged.
Installation

___ Inadequacy _______

Design Design/ Demand Actuator Motor AFW 198 ailure Partial AFW MOVs would not fully close under high d/p conditions until the valve actuators were
Construction/ Close setup at the highest torque switch setting allowed by the tolerances.

2 Manufacture/
Installation

-Inadequacy
Design Design Deand Actuator Circuit RR-P I Failure 'omplete Terai overloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency. Consequently, the

Construction/ Open norma closure of the valve will trip the thermal overload heater some percentage of the3 Manufacturel time.
Installation

___________ Inadequacy
Design Design/ D)and Actuator Motor RHR-B 1991 Failure Partia RHR test retum valves filed to seat tighdtly due to friction related problerns. ReplacedConsnicdon/ to Close vale opetors.

4 Manufacture/
Instaltation

_ ~~Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design Design/ Demand Actuator imit Switch RHR-p 1985 Failure Patial Shutdown coolifg system heat exchanger isolation valves were not fully closed. The
Consftncdon/ Close condition resulted from premature actuation of valve motor opertor position indication
Manufacturel imit switches and control room indication of the valves being in the closed position. A5 Installation change is being implemented for these valves to separate the torque switch bypass limit
Inadequacy switch and the valve position indicating limit switch by rewiring the position indicating

_______ _______ _______ rotors.
Design Design/ Demand Actuator Transmisson RHR-P 1991 Failure Partial The motor operator for cold leg isDlation valve electricallyengaged while the valve was

Constulction/ to pen being manually stroked open during postrmodification testing. The motor operator
Manufacture/ ecuicaly engaged and closed the valve (short stroking). Investigation determined that this
Installation electrical short stoking of the valve caused the motor pinion key to shear. Other safety-6 Inadequacy related motor operators were inspected. The motor operators were identified as having

failed keys similar to the failed key identified earlier. Further invesigation revealed small
cracs emanating from both comers of the keyway on the motor shat The root cause of the
sheared motor pinion gear was that the key material was inadequate.

Design Design/ Demand Actuator Circuit RHR-B 1986 Flure Complete Residual heat removallow presure coolant injection discharge to suppression pool
Construction/ Close minimum flow control valves did not close properly on demand. Incorrect logic design7 Manufacture prevated valves from closing completey on demand. The new design provided for a seal-
Installation in contact with the automatic isolation signal. he seal-in contact allows torque closure of
Inadequacy the valve even if the selector key lock switch is in the locke position.
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Item Coupli Proximate Ca Discovery Sub- Piece At Sysem Yea Fadure Deg ire | Dfcripton

Design Desig D Acuatr Matr RHR*B 198 aihare Partial Suppresion pool coolig valves (onein each loop) failed to open. As long as the RHR
Consuluctiorl Open pump was operating, the valves cotid not be opened and the thmal ovedoads wod trip.

8 M an ufr Cams wu an incorrectly sized motor.
tInlalon

Inadequacy
Daign Design/ Valve 1989 Falure Partial Isola condenser dc oudet MOVs failed to openL Both valve filures are atributed to

Construction/ to Open thermal binding, which is identied a recuring design condtion.
9 Manufacturel

Installtion

Design Design/ Valve Bo-B 1991 allure Partial Inboard LCI valve filed to open due to failed actuator motor caused by sustaied opeation
Consttuction/ Open at locked-rotor current due to hydrauLic bding of the valve bnnet Modifications

10 Msnufactur pedm on both LCI iboard valves and both core spray inboard valves.
Installon

_quacy .

Dign Dega Inpection Actao rasmission CSS 1993 Failure e moor pinian key fora Conta i Spray header isolabon valve wa sheared.
Constnction/ Open Subaequent motor pini key failures occured on October 1, 1993, March 23,1994, and
Manufacturel Apri 13,1994. The evaluations for thse events deemined that the failurs were due to
Installation improper key material.
Inadequacy_

-esign Design/ spection Acuator Trnunission - 199 Faiure Partial Inveiing failure of motor operated valve to chieve minimum required dosing trust
Constution/ Close Mr for iboard isolation valve not geared to supply specified 110Y design thrust

12 Manufacture/ Outboard isoltion valve and 6 other moor operaied valves (2 in RHR) had same actuator
Instation pblems due to failure to consider design capabilities prior to establishing dignostic
Inadequacy tesfing criteri&

Design Design/ Ipection Valve Disk RCI 199 Falure Partial RCI steam line isolion valves did rot have the rquired seai/disk chamfer necssauy to
ConstmcLon/ Close auc that the valves would dose under design basis conditions.

13 Manufacue/
talation

Inaduacy _ 
Design/ lainnce Valve k RHR-B 198 Falure Complete Contaimnent spray mode of RHRILC two MOV injoction valve qeator motors failed on
Constuction/ to Open overload when stroking valves due to trappod presurized fluid bdween discs of the gate

14 M ufacturc valve. This was caused by misinteptation of valve purhase specifications by vendor.
Installation
Inquacy

Design Desig/ est Torque AFW 1989 Fallure Seven AFW valves would open but would not fuly dose elecrically. The cause of failure
Consruciont witch Close that the valve operstor and valve were previously changed out on a modification nd

1S Ma el passed the post modifcati test Upon investigation of the valve failure it was determined
Intalation tha the design engie had t th ut values wrong and the toique switch was feflecting a
Inadequacy 1085 psi system when in fact the system is 1600 psi.

Design reign/ est Auat orque AFW 199 Flure AuxiliayFeedwater Punpa to Steam Generator isolations were detamined to be past
Construction/ Switch Close inoperabl Differa pressure testing conducted during the outage revealed the valves

16 Manufactue/ w d not sufficiently close against design basis system conditions to isolate fSow.

Ina_ uacy _
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Item Coupling Proxia Cause Discovey Sub- ltear Failure Degree DescriptionItm Factor ______ Mehd component M___Ode FaiureDsnAo
Desip Design/ Test Actuator Toque 1 alure i aia HI MOVs faled to fully close. Engineering deermined that the recommended dose thus

onstruction/ Switch aose wainsufficient to close valve during worst case hilure.
17 Manufbcte

Installation
Inadqucy

ign Design/ Test ctuator orque RHR-B 198 Failure Partial During operability test of RIR, a loop isoladon valve wodd not close against system
onstuction/ Switch Close operating pressive due to an undersized washer spring pack in valve operator, supplied to

Is Manufacture/ the plnt in actuators by the vendor not in accordance with purchase specifications. Similar
Installation problem found on the other loop ilation valve.
nadequacy

Dsign Design/ Test ctuator Torue -P 195 Failure Pa l h maintenance testing it was deternined sevel residual heat removal MOVs
onstruction/ Switch Open wouldn't develop the required dust as specified by the motor opeaed valve testng

19 anufactue/ programThe fhilure was attributed to an improper torque switch installation due to
nstallation incorrect engineering calcuatio of origial design values. The appropriate torqme switch

Inadequacy _ _ - intaled adjsted per the revised engineering valu, tested, and retuned to service.
ign Design/ Test ctuator Motr RHR-B 1992 Failure Partial Due to the original valve operntor selection criteria using less convative ftors, the

:onstrucdon Close out priny containment spray isoltion valves had an inadequate torque and drust
20 Manufacture capbiity. Design requrment is 134 ft4bs; available is 100 ft-lbs.

Installadon
Inadequacy

Design Design] Test Actuator Torque CSS 198 Failure Complete During surveillance two con mnt spray motor operated valves afiled to open. The
Construction Switch to Open Ives were stuck due to eccess play in opetor assembly, which allowed the open torque

21 Manufacturel switch to disengage thereby shutting offthe operator. The bypass limit switch was rewired
nstallatdon o a sepaate rtor with a longer bypass duration per design change.
Inadequacy _

Dign Design/ Aet ctuator rtnsmission HPi 191 Failure Partial While testing the high prssr injection control vaives the motor operator overthnsted
onstruction/ Open while going in the open direction. Valve operator overthrusted due to a design deficiency in

manufacture the torque switch spring pack that allowed a buldup of grease beween the Belleville
22 stallation washers which resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was operated. After discussion

nadequacy with component manufacurer, a plant modification was performed tat machined notches
in the ends of the motor operator torque limiting sleeve These notches wil provide a beter

______ grease reliefpath.
ign Design/ Test ctuator Torque CSS 1985 ailure Pari During m_aence, testing it was detennined that four containment spray MOVs wouldnt

Constructiont Switch Open develop the required thrust. The failures were attributed to an improper sring pack
23 Manufacturel instalation and to an improper torque switch installation. The improper instalations were

nstaltidonue to incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.
_ _________ tInadequacy

Design Designt eat Atuator orque SS 1985 ailure Compiete During maintenance, testing it was detenmined that four containment spray MOVs wouldnt
Sonstruction/ Switch Close develop the required th Tbe filures were attributed to an improper spring pack

24 Manufacture/ instilation and to an improper torque switch installation. The improper instalatons wer
mlation du to incorrect engineering calculations oforiginti design values.



Iter Coupling Proximate Cause Dascovery Sub- Piece Pan Systen Year Failure Deg ofsciption
" ~ Factor ______ Method IComponent ____Mode Failure
Design Design/ Tet tor RHR-B 198 Failure Partial Due to inconrecly sized operator the Tows cooling valves would not completely close

Construction/ Close aginst full differential pressure.
25 Manufacture'

Instlation
__ _ _Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Design Design/ Test Valve Body RHK-B 199 Fallure Partial Original construction design errr resultod in pump minimum flow valves not being
Construction/ Close insta'led with the valve sten in the vertical, pointing upward orientation. Since these valves

26 Manufacture/ d not have wedge springs they have potential to prmmaturely seat failing to fully close.
Insta'lation
Inadeqiuacy ___ _ _

Design Desigu Test dve Disk RHR-B 1 Failure Parti e test vaves to the supressioi pool filled to stoke full closed. Root cause analysis
Construction/ to Close revealed tht the failure was the result of a gate valve in a globe valve application.

27 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

Design Externd Dmand ctuator Torque RHR-P 1983 ailure Parti Two RHR MOVs were not giving ranote indication in the full close position of valve.
28 Environment Switch Close Torque switch inoperative, not rotating on closing stroke. The torque switch setting screw

28 _______ __D_______i__ ________ ________ was found loose most likely due to valve vibration.
Design ernal Test Actuator Torque HiP 1991 Failure Partal Compression springs in the BPI MOV torque switch assembly were weakened by vibration.

29 Environment Switch _ Close 

Design Internal to VIspection alve Body-B 199 Failure Partiai On 4/29/92, the Torus cooling injection motor-operated valve was found to have cracks in
30 Component to Open valve yoke. On 8/7/92, the Torus cooling injection MOV in the redundant loop was also

______ d________ ______ ___ iscovered with cracks in the yoke.
Design Intera to Test Actuator Torque AFW 19U Falure Almost During MOV actuator testing the close torque linits on the operaor to the emergency

31 omponent Switch Close Complete feedwater pump discharge valves lo the steam generators were found to be below
__ minimwn. Te torque switches wereout ofadjustment.

Design Internal to Test Atuator otor CSS 1986 allure Complete Routine surveillance disclosd that the contanment reciralation sump to containent
32 Component _ to open spray pump isolation valves woul not open. The motor for valve opwratos burned up.

Design Internai to Tat Actuator Circuit AFW 2000 Falure Complete Loose sliding link caused unplanned swap to LOCAL control. This also caused AFW
33 ____Component I to Open suction auto swap capability to be blocked. Manual control apparently still available.

Design Internal to Test Valve Packing HCI 199 Falure Partial igh Pressure Coolantvalves failed to fully close. The cause of the failure appeared to be
34 Component to Close high packing load that caused mechanical binding preventing the operator from fully

__________ _____I closing the valves.
Design Operational/ Human Dn ctuator Oreaker AFW 1988 Failure Partial Tw motor operated containment isolion valves for the turbine driven feedwater pump

Error to Open upply to sum genrator filed to respond during stroke test from the main control bDard.
The moor leads in the dc breaker were found disconnected. This is a plug-in type

35 connector unique to the 480 vdc breakers. After evaluation, it was determined that
personnel were working m the cable run compartment adjacent to the breaker and as they
moved cables around in the cable run, tension was applied to the connectors causing them

_ _________ ______________ _________ ________ _____ ptopull out
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Item Coupling Proximate Cause Discovery Sub- P Failure Degre ofon
Factor _______ Method Component _____Mode Failure _____________________________

Design Operational Human Demand Actuator Torque RCI 198 ailure Partial electrical fam was discoverd in an MCC. The cause of this event was a peonnel error,
Error Switch Close which resulted in incorrect field wiring iallation on HCI MOVs. The eror was

36 cmpicated by unsuccessful detection of the error during subsquent testing or inspections.As corretive actions, the wiring emr was corrected. Additionally, all other motor
which were replaced for environmentd qualification purposes during this period

-_ - - wefe modified to preclude this filure.
Design Operational/ Human Demand Actuator Circuit RHR-B 193 allure Complete Wben the control room operator proceeded to establish shutlown cooling, the suction

Effor Open valves to the system would not open. hzvestigation revealed tht while applying a
maintence pennit to the primary containment isolation system, a plant operator37 knowingly removed the wrong fuse This elecilcaly blocked the residual heat removal
system shutdown cooling suction valves and head spray isolation valves in the closed

ition. Investigation revealed that although the plant operator removed the fuse, which
was labeled f2, as the permit required, this was not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label

______had slid down such that fuse f appeared to be C.
Design Operational/ Human aintenance ctuator Limit Switch HPI 1935 allre Complete bnorect engineering calculations resulted in spring pack setting that would not open the38 Error Open BIT isolation valves. The third valve, SI pump to accumulators was discovered with the

_____ same failure.
Design Other Demand Actuator Circuit RHR-B 198 Paure tial Failure ofthe auxiliarycontactblock asseinNyofvalve motor close contactor(failed in

Open open position) prvented energizing valve motor open contactor. Occurred on Unit 2l39 cross-connect isolation valve nd on Unit I RHR Isolation injection valve. The contacts
failed in the open position, thereby preventing energization ofthe valve mctor open

.___ contactor.

40 Design Other Test ctuator LimitSwitch RHR-P 199 Failure Partial LPlO__levalvesovertrweledintheopendirectionbyapproximatelylt2inch.Tis
to open resulted in LPI flow exceeding Tech spec limits..

41 Design Other et tuator ilt Switch RHR-P 99 Failure Ptial LPthronde valves failed to stroke fully open. As a result, minimumn flow for LSI injection_pen legs were below the minimum design basis flow.
42 Design other et ctuator Limit Switch PI 194 Falure Part*al e HPI header flow rate was not within technical speciffcation requirements No direct

.__ to Open cause could be found for the apparent drift of the valve operators.
Environmental Extemal and ctuator rransmission R 1995 Failure Partial When a close signal was initiated from the control room, two Refueling Water Tank valves

Environment Close failed to close. They only stroked 2 pet, and gave dual indication. Inspection of actuator
43 intemals found rust corrosion, and water intrusion. The cause was due to water ingress

through an actuator penetration in the stem protector resulting in rust and corrosion to
_ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~actuto Par".

Environmental External nspection Actuator or R-B 1985 alure Ptal The ECCS pump room was inadvertently flooded with water, inundating the RHR system
44 Environiment Open minimum flow valve and a pump suction isolation valve. The valve opertor motor

_______ ______ windings were grounded as a result ofthe water intrusion.
Environmental External Ipecon Valve Body RHR-B 1981 Faiure Partial Motor operated valves (chenwaste receiver tank isolation) and (Torus Injection Isolation)

45 Environment Open operators fbund with loose and broken cap srews anchoring motors t valves due t_4_ vibration induced loosening of the hold-down bolts.
Evironmental Externl rest Actuator Motor CI 198 ailure omplete While testing the tous suction valves, two MOVs failed when given an open signal. Both46 Environment P _ to Open tonus suction valves had shorted out due to excessive condensation in the HCI room area.
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Itm Coupling Prxnt a Discovery Sub- Pic a ytmYa Failure Degre of Desripto
llan Factor ProxmM component Mode Failure

Environmental Extermal Test Aax o Tranuiission RHR-B 1991 Parial One of the two primary containment isolation valves in both residual heat removal low
Environment Close pressure coolant injtion subsystems to be inoperable. One valve operator torque switch

tripped in both directions preventing both full closure and full opening. The other valve had
47 wewive sm leakaW The threads of the gate valve stem nut in thc motor operator were

and broken causing the valve to lock in a partialy open position. Analysis deemined
nut wear out may have been acceleatd by mechanical ovedoad caused by high

iffirentiad presure across the valve. The valve stcm failed due to vibration causing cydic
______________ _________ faigue.

teintanwe DesigiV Demand r orque HPI 198 alue Partial Motor trque switches were out of adjustnent and did not allow fal closure.
Constuction/ witch Close

48 Manufscture/
Installation
Inadequacy _

Maintenance Designl Deand Actator rcuit AFW 198 alure rd Ax feedwater flow control valves would not openL On one the motor control contaclor
nsbuction/ Open w not contacing due to 2 loose connections; and the other the torque dose seuing was

49 Manufacure' misadjusted, casng conts to open too soon.
Installation

_ ~~~~nquacvy
Maintenance Design/ Inspection Acaor Transmnssion RHR-BI M aiure LCI MOV motor pnOn key replacments were supposed to be performed in 1982 to

Construction/ Close change the keys to an apprpiate matcri ey This rpc t was not perforned and
so Manufacue/ was discovered in 1992, as 3 valve keys were found sheared or nearly sheared.

Installation
Inadequacy

Maintenance Design/ Tat Ac r orque 1991 ailue Parth T igh pressure safety injection system flow control conaiment isolation valves failed
Construction/ witch Close to completely close because total dose thrust was not suficient to close valve under

51 Manuatue/ dynmiec str. A thrust value beyond the recommended maximum total close thrust woul
Installation be needed to completey close the valve. Enginfeerin evaluaton detemined a higher tlwst
nadequacy value would be acceptable.

Maintenance hsign/ Test Acuator Limit Switch RHR-B 198 ailure Pai Durig surveillance testing ofthe RHK shutdown cooling isoLon valves revealed that
Construction/ to Close each loop injection valve lled to close as required. The failure was due to a wring error

52 Manufacure an the limit switcbes associated with RHR suction valves An incorrect limit switch was
Installation used for both valve which made a slignt mis-operation of the switches capable of
Inadequacy affecting the close circuitry of the isolation valves.

Maintenance Extemal Demnn Valve Disk RHR-B 1986 Fallure Parti Thesuppresion pool (residual beat removal) pump suction valves failed to open
vironment to Open eltrically The motor was sulbecd to locked-rotor curent for about 2 minutes, resuting

53 in overheatig Sediment accuulations (non-ferrous) that would squeeze out between the
dis and the seat and lock them together was the root cause. The suppression pool sediment

_______ __________ ______ most likely occurred during construction.
M tenance Demand Valve RHR-P 19' Falure Patial Shutdown cooling isolation valves woldn't fuly open. One was attributed to borc acid

54 Environment _ D_Opal buildup and the other cause is unmown.
Maintenance Extemal Deman Valve Disk RHR-B 1984 alure Paral MOVs faled to open after being dosed. Valves are the resioual heat removal suppression

Environment Open sution valves. Toaque switch prevented motor bum-out Valve disk was found shuck
55 cosd Mud was found in the valve seZ which caused th disk to wedge into the seat upon

Posing and prevented It from opening. Mud in MOVs believed to be from cnstuction
ictivites of plant
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item Cuplig Pro,caus Discovery Sub PiccePat Systn Year Failure Degree oDesciptionFactor _______ Medhod Componn ____ Mode Fatilure 
Maintenance Intenial to Dend Actuator Circui RHR-B 1993 Flure Partid RHR MOVs failed when an am relay open contactor failed to operate. Cause was

56 Component Open ributed to inappropriate use of crarnolin spray to clean relay, which caused it to become
____ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~siky.

Maintenance Internal to id Actuator Lmit Switch RHR-B 19 ai valve ndeatg ht on RHR pmp sucton vavei MOVa would not
57 __ Component to Open o ate _ _due to broken limit switch robrs caused by loo limit switch fnger bases.
raintenance Intmal to Dmwn rctuator Circuit RHR-B 1993 Failure Partial RHR MOVs failed when an mx relay open conttor failed to operate. Cause was

58 Component lto Cose attn buted to appropriate use of cramolin spray to dean relay, which caused it to become

Maintenance Internal to Demand Actuator Circuit RCS 198 Failur Complew The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to clos or open from the control room. This
59 Component tOpen failure was due to the main contnrol room switch foropening and closing the valve has

- - -erraic resistance reading as a rsult of wear and tear of the switch.
60 Maintenance Interal to Demand ctuato Transmission RHR-B 194 alure Partial Torus suction valves (Both loops) clutch lever would not engage.

Component to Open
Maintenance Internal to and ctuator Limit Switch RHR-B 199 ailure Partial RHR system suppression pool valves failed to operate on demand (open). The limit switch

6 Component o Open on the MOV hiled to ope, thus not allowing the valve to cycle on comn The cause
of the failure was normal wear and service conditions of the limit switch rsulting in

_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~___ fa_ihure.
Maintenance Intemal to Dmnd Actutor Circuit AFW 1985 Failure Partial While removing an AFW train fm service, the pump discharge valves to two steam

62 Component to Close ge_rto did not close. De closing coils in the motor controller filed, due to unknow

Maintenance Intemal to and Actuator Circuit RCS 1989 Failure Complete inlet block MOVs for the PORVs hiled to close or open fom the control room. This
63 Component to Close failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has

-- - - ~~~~errati resistance readinig as a esult of wear and tear of the switch.
Maintenance Internal to pton Tcttor ransnission CSS 1989 Failure Partial Oil leaks identified on handwheel of motor opened actuator for containment spray header

64 Component to Open isolation valves. ternl seals and oing for mating surface of handwheel and ear box had
._____ failed Failure attriU to unexpected abnormal wear.

aintenance Internal to Inspecion Actuator Transmission HPI 198 Filure Partial Duing a special inspection, a limit switch terminal block was found cracked and a bevel
65 Component Open gear stripped on safty injection system high pressure header shutoff valves. The cause of

failure has not been determined but inadequate maintenance is suspected. The limit switch
_ terminal block and the bevd ger were replaed.

66 Maintenance Internal to Maintenance Atuator Brker RCI 199 Falure Partial Valve operations woe not within specified time limits due to faulty contactors. bnadqate
Component __to Open PM.

Maintenance Interna to Maintennce ctuator Torque HPI 1994 Failure Partial After completion of mechanical rework on HPI MOV actuator, technician was attempting
Component Switch to Open to setup and stroke motor opated valves. Whle stroking valve electrically found the

67 tou switch would not open, resulting In valve travel not being stopped. Technicians
investigated and found torque switch defective and rotor an limit switch to not be turning

______ ___ _ fully to proper position.
Maintenance Internal to Maintenance ctuator Torque HPI 1994 Failure hiigh Head Safety Injection Systen motor operated isolation valves would not open fully.

68 Component Switch to Close Technicians investigated and found gse on toriue switch contacts, which prevented
contats from closing circuit Improper greasing resulted in excessive gease accumulation

._________ .______ on torque switch contcts.
Maintenance Internal t Maintenance Actuator Motor RHR-B 198 Failure Partial Grounds were found on2 of 4 LCI Injection valves. Probable cause was determined to be69 _Component _ o Open insuation breakdown.
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It=n Coupling Proxim Causc Discovery Sub- Pi Syte Y Failure Degree of DescriptionFactor _ _ _ __ Metho component __ _ _Mode Failure ______________________

Maintenane Interal to Venance alve Disk AFW 19S8 Falure Panial Plug nut welds were broken on the auxiliary feedwater pump discharge isolation valve.
70 Component to Open This woWd allow te disc to come off. Exact cause was unknown but suspect age and

71 Maintenance Internal to Test Acatator Motor RHR-B 1985 Falure Partial Burned out motrs (one LCI and one Torus cooling) due to aging.
7 ___I _Component I _ to Open

Maintenance Internal to Test ctuator Torque HI 1991 Failu Parti A fuse failed in the fist event due to aging and washers in the spring pack of the second72 Component Switch to Open alve came loose and grounded the motor. Root cause was inadequate maintenance.
Maintenance Intemal to Tat r orque RHR-P 19 Falure Partial Whe the un was in shulon for refueling, he BWST oudet valve operator failed to
73 ____ Component Switch Ito opal open during motor operated valve acuation testing. The torque switch was out of balance.

74 Maintenance Intenal to Test Actu Bmaker S alu Partial T 480 Vac circuit breakers for recirculation sump to containment spray pump isolation
Component _ __ _ to open valves would not trip on an instantneous trip test within specified current limits.

7 Maintenance Internal to Tet cuator Circuit HPI 19 Falure Partial Dirty contacts and loose connections resulted in valves failing to open.
75 ___ Component _ to Open

Maintenance Intenal to Tet Actar Limit Switch AFW 1992 Failure Patial AFW pump supply to stam genrato control valvea stopped at an termediate
76 Component to Open position and did not filly open. Local vetification based on stern travel verified the valve

______ stopped at an intermediate position. The valve operatos limit switch was out of adjustment.
Maintenance Internal to Test Tctator ranniussion RHR-B 1983 Failure Partl RHR inboard injection valve woUd not open due to a locking nut on the worm gear shaft

77 Component to Open having backed off allowing the worm gear to back out of the bearing and the spring pack.
______" _ opposite train valve had filed 2 months previously for the same cause.

Maintenance Internal to Test Actuator Motor AFW 199 Falure Partial The maximum d/p previousy used in earlier testing and evaluation was determined to not
78 omponent to Close represent worst case conditions. Futher testing revealed that none of the AFW block valveswould full dose against the calculated wort case d/p. The root cause of the inability of the

valves to close is attributed to valve concition due to nornal wear.
79 Maintenance Internal to Test Valve Disk -B 4 Falue Partial RHR MOVs failed the surveillance test with gross seat leakage. Investigation revealed we

Component _ _ to Close the disc guides and sone scratch on the seat The cause is normal vear and aging.
Maintenance Operational/ Human Demand Actwtor LimitSwitch 1994 Failure Partial Feedwater from the notor dtiven auxuiuy feed pumps to steam generators, failed upon a

80 ror to Open feedwater flow retention signal. Nomial operation upon a rtention signal is to actuate to apreset position. Inspection of the Linitorque operator revealed te limit switch was
_______ ______ impropedy positioned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment

Maintenance OperationaU Human Daand Actuator Torque AFW 199 Failure AFW steam supply valves torque switch setpoins were incorrectly calculated for the type
81 Error Switch to Close of valve.

Maintenance Operational Human Dand Ac r Breaker AFW 1987 Falure Partial T isolation valves to the steam generator from the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump
Error to Open failed to open when demnded from the main control board switch. The dc circuit breaker

82 for the motor opatd valves were found to have loose (unplugged) connections on the
terminal block inside the breaker. It appears that the conneors are casily unplugged by

_________ ______ moving the cables in the cable run comparment adjoining the breaker.
Maintenance Operational Human Deman Acto Torque -P 198 Faure Almost Shutdown cooling system beat exchangr isolation valves could not be remotely opened

83 Error Switch to Open mplete from the control room The inability of the valves to renotely open was attribued to
incorrect open sequence torque and imit switch settings. The incorrect settigs caused the

______ __________ _____ motor on the valves l stop before the valves had come off their seats.
Maintenance Opeational/ Human Demand ctuator ircuit CI 200 Falure artial T ruments tat signal the RCI steam supply valves to close in the event of a steam

184 , Enor ._ to Close line break wec rended inoperable due to human error and work package change erors.



eml FCoupling Proxinate Cause Discovey Sub- Failure Degree ofItm Factor _ _ _ __ Metdod Component picePa____ r Ya Mode Failure Description__ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ _

daintenance *OpertionaV Human and Actuator Toque 198 Flure Pat Opaatried to close motor driven auxiliary feedwaer ptmp discharge header to steam
Enor Switch Close generator isolation valves against punp flow and they would not fully close. Valves failed

S5 to dose due to the torque switch opening. Thes being caused by the Incrsed torque
during intennittent throtding near the ful clowd position where differential pressure is

________ _maximum.
86 Maintenance OperationaV Human Demand Actuator Torque RCS 1981 Falure Partial The pressurizerPORV block valvesdid not fully shut on demand. The cause of this event

Enrr Switch aose was due to mintenance practices problem.
Maintenance OperationaV Human Demand Actuator Torque RHR-B 198' Failure Theresidual heat removal suppression pool full flow discharge isolation valve and the tor

87 Enor Switch o Close pray isolation valve wotld ot fully close upon demand The cause of the failure is
improper previous maintenance activities set the torque switch setting on the valve operator

- - - incorrecly low.
88 Maintenance Op onaV Human Demand Actuator Torque tHR-B 1991 Failure Parti First fkilure was a torque switch out of adjustment Second filure was a mis-positioned

Enor Switch t o Close motor lead holding a torque switch open. Inadequate maintenance.
Maintenance Opentiona/ Human Demand Actuator Liit Switch FW 198 Failure Partia Feedwater from the motor driven amuxiliy feed pumps to steamn generators, failed upon a

89 Enor aose feedwater flow retention signal. Nonmal operation upon a retention signal is to actuate to aprstposition. Inspection of the imitorque operator revealed the limit switch was
_ _ perb ~~~~~~~positionerl. An ivestigationt could not detemine cus of improper adjustment.

90 Maintenance OperaonaV Human Demwd Valve Stem ISO 1981 Flure Partial The isolation condenser valves failed to properly operate. The stem nuts of the MOV
Effor o Close opr at were found to be damaged.

91 Maintenance OperatonaV Human Inspection Actrator Motor SS 198, Failure Patial Containment spray MOVs were rendered inoperable by maintenance staff error.
Enor o_ Open Lubncation for the pinion gear housings was put in the motor housings.

Maintenance OperaonaU Human Maintenance Actuator Umit Switch RHR-P 198 Filure I Low pressure safety injection flow control containment isolation valves' strke tvel was
92 Eor a_ Close greater than allowable. The cause was open limit switches out of adjusmet
93 Maintenance Operdonal Human Maintenance ctuator Torque RHR-B 1983 alure Ptid Improper wiring and connections on torque switches and limit switches.

_ ______ Error switch o Open
Maintenance Opeaonal/ Human est Actuator Transmission HPI 1987 aillure Patial Th high prssue safety injection header to loop injection MOV oprator spring pacb

94 Enor Open wem found wih excess grease during surveillance testing causing valve to torque out mid
stoke. The spring pack was inoperable due to excessive grease caused by improper

_ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mainleanc.
Maintenance OpemtionaV Human est ctuator Limit Switch RCS 1984 alure In perfomne of surveillance testing, pressurizer power operated relief valves, failed to

95 Error aose close properly. Loose connections within the Limitorque operator. Long term measures to
eliminate this rcurig problem indude changes to maintenance prcedures requiring

______ periodic examinations of all switch contacts within Limitorque opeators.
Maintenance O rona Human est Atuator Limit Switch SS 198 ilure Partia Redundant discharge valves on a containment spray pump would not open. Valve would

Error ° Open . _ orque out before going open due to improperly adjusted limit switch.
Maintenance OperationaU Human est Actuator Limit Switch RR-P 1991 ailure Patid LPI MOVs failed to open. Incorect sepoits of the valve operator limit switches. Root

97 Eror to Close cause was insucient control ofsetpoints.
Maintenanwe O tionaV Human est Actuator reaker HPI 1994 Failure Pan RWST to Charging Pump Suction Isolation Valve failed to open. Troubleshooting

98 Eror Open subsequently determined that the MOV had two lifted leads. Further investigation revealed
that nother Charging Pump Suction Isolation Valve also had two lifted leads. The cause of
the event wa psormel eror.

99 aintenance pemonaV Human rest cuator Circuit 198 Failure Cmplete While performing a surveillance test during refueling shutdown, the open cantactor for HPI_ _______ _ L Open I loop isolation valves did not close. The contactors were out of adjustnent
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1t aCoupling pobw Cause Discowvay Sub. p iece Pat SyFeai Y lure Degree of Descriplion
Factor __ _ _ _ M d ______ - - ods Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Mainwenanc oHnw H eat icuit Bi 198 Failure Two ECCS MOVr had wir grunded unde valve operator cover. Both failures wer
100 Er to prcviw raintma=.

Maintenance Operaona Human Test Aclat Tque 1 1981 Failure pMakeup p ep rla io valves did not fuly dose due to low orque vaes. The torque
101 Error switch_ to Close switch setings we set with no syem psue.

Maintenance OperationaY Hun est Actua sque AFW 197 Fallure Patt Auxltly feedwter regulating isoWln MOV were observed to stick and jam duing
&ror witch Open otor operated valve actuation esting because the testing loosened the valve coupling on

102 the drive sha, throwing the limit switches out. The cause of the coupling coming bosn
wu te torque ofthe operaor exceeding te potenia of the coupling thus unscrewing it.
This resulted fom too high a seting on the torque switch, and the sdup of the control

intenance Operational/ Human Test alve tem CS 1 Failure TbprissurzeA power opaed reief valves isoln valve opertos outputthrust was
103 Effor to Close below the minimum rquired to fully close the valve en demand. The valvel stem to stem

_____ ________ _____ ____ nut nik based t lubricant was caue
Maintenance O tional/ Human Test Valve stem RHR-B 196 Falure Almot Whie tinw the high pressure iqjection control valves, the motor opator ovazthnsled

Error to Close Complete while ping in the open diecio. The valve operator ovethrusted due to a design
deficiq in the torque sw sping pack that allowed a buildup ofgrease between the

104 Beleville washers which resulted in hydrulic lockup when the valve was opea After
ticusion with component manufacturer, a plat modifkation was perfomied that
machined notches in the ends of the motor operator torque limiting sleeve These notches

________ _____________ ___ __ _ will provides beuer grease relief pa
Mainnce OPerational/ Huma Test Valve -te CSS 194 Falure Complete D surveillance tess, two recrcilation spray pump suction valves we inoperable.

Error Open valve position lght in the cont ol room indiad the valve cyced normally. However,
105 valve did not move from the closed position. Failure was caused by the shearing of the

coupling pin due to inadvertently leaving the incorrect pin, a marlin pin, (tapered pin
_ ______ _________ ______ ______ possibly used for alignment), in the valve operator coupling.

Maintenance peraional/ Hum Teast Valv stem 19& Failure Puti Aux feedwater pump dischargeheader isoiatbn valvs found damaged during special
Et0or to Open inspection. One valve did t open during surveillnce test the other three were not

106 opeled, but probably would not have opened due to excessive damage, (bent stem). Al
________ _____________ ________ ___ dana8e was determined to be due to ovcr-torquing the torque switch.

107 Manenance Dtr De Liit Switch RR-P 1993 Falure Partia MOV motor toqued out on start of open/close cycle. Umit switch out of adjustmnt
_07 open

Maintenance ircuit AFW 19. Falure Par During automat actuation ofthe AFW system the motor operator flow conlrol valves to
0 _ Close ss did not operate properly on a flow retention signal.

Maitenance Otha Demaircit AFW 199 Fallure Partia Duing automatic actuation of the AFW system, the motor operator flow control valves to
109 S Ss did not operate properly on a flow retention signal.

lenance 3ther D_d Acuom fimit Switc RHR -P 19 lure Pa Rcsidual beat removal pump suctions from feedwater soe tank valve and continment
110 Open sump would not operate from control room. Cause of valves failure to operate was limit

_ _ switches out of adjusUent
Maintenance Otha Danan Atuat Torque RHR-B 19 alue r Residual heat removal suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboad

Switch Close isolation suction valve would trip themal overload when auenping to open from dosed
pition and failed to close completely. Torque switch eting was to high and limitswitch

_______ __________ _______ seuings were incorrect Reset limit and torque switches.
Maintenance Ote Demand Actual" rorque -B 194 ailure Both LCI loop's full flow test valves ieild to go full cosed due to a faulty torque switch.

112 I_[witch _ Po Close ___
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Couplin | ima Discovery Sub- PiecePart System Yew FailMure De of Description
__ Factr _ _ _ __ Methd Componen I__ Mode Failurm

Maintenance Ote Demand uator rque RHR-B 19 alure Partial Residual heat renmoval suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard
113 Switch Open isolatin suction valve would trip themal overload when attempting to open from closediosbn and hfled to dose completely. Torque switch setting wma to high and limit switch

________ settings were incoct Reset limit and torque switches.
Maintenance Other tumand AcXator Torque RHR-P 198 ailue Patial RHR pump suction MOV isolation valvs would not fully open on demand. The cause of

114 Switch Open thb fihre was due to both torque switches wete out of adjuftment Both valves could be114_rinft"ance oaff Nmaw r_ __ _ closed on red attempts but not reopened completely
115 Maintenance Ote Demand AcWtor Lbnit Switch HPI 198; Failure Pnbl aose limit switch out of adjustment After adjusmnt valve closed confcly.
_ ___ o Close

Maintenance ainknance Actuator orque SS 1991 ailure Partial While maintaining the continment m isolation valve operators, it was notedthat the as
Switch to Open found ailable open and dose thusts wre blow the reommended minimunt. It 

116 determined hat the MOVs were inoperable in the open drecion the safety function of theMOVs, and operable in the dowd direction under worst case design bais conditions as
fowut Cause of valve thrusts below minimum reconmended was unknown. Suspect it was

_______ due to setpoint drift or a cyclic loading
Maintenance O Mainnce ctuator Torque CSS 1991 Failure Partial T as found available o and clos thrus we below the eommeded minimum. I

Switch to Close was determined that the MOVs were inoeable in the open direction, the safety function of117 MOV, an opeae in the dosed dection under worst case design basis conditions as
_ - - found. Suspect it was due to setpoint drift and or cyclic loading.

118 Maintenance e Maintenance Actuator Brker HPI 1989 Failure Partial A 480 Vac circuitbreaker for a safety injection control valve failed to trip within its set_is . I to Open tolerance. The cause ofthe failure was attributed to a defective circuit breaker.
Maintenance Other Maintnance Atuator Breaker HPI 1992 Failure Partal T 0he-4volt circuit breakers for three safety injection to cold leg motr operated isolation

119 to open valves were found out specification high on two phases. The degaded component had nosignificait effect on the system or the plant but could have caused damage to the valve________ actuator motors since the overuent protection was degraded.
Maintenance Ote Test Actuator Toque RHR-B 19 allure Partial LLRT fhilures on Torus Suction valves due to trque switch nusadjutment120 Switch to aose

aintenance Other Test ctuator Torque RHR-P 19S4 Falure Partia Whle pforing sump valve stoke test two MOVs flled to re-open after being stroked
121 Switch o Open losed. The cause ofthe failures has been determined to be that the byass circuit time wastDo short This prevented the valves from opening until the contml switch had been

____ -i several times.
aidntenance Other est Actuator Torque I 1994 alure Partial Moor Opead Valve for High Pressure Safety Injection would not stroke fully open.

122 witch Open Electricians found oxidation on the open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stop
lve movement before the valve was fuilly opa Oxidation is an expected occurence over

' _ tme in this atmosphr.
aintenance Other Test ctuator Limit Switch 19HP alre Partial high pessumr safety injection pump long term cooling containnent isolation MOVs123 Open failed to achieve minimun flow reqirens The cause offailure was attriui to the

I__ I limit switch ror being out of mechanical adjustment
aintenance Othr Test ctuator Limit Switch HPI 199 Failure Pad Limit switches being out of adjustnnt rsulted in contained leakage. One had both open124 o se and closed linit switches out of adjustmenth Te other valve had orly the closed limit

_ _ - swiches out of adjusment



Item Coupling Proxunate Cause Discovery Sub- Piece Part Systcu Year Faidure Deg of Description

Maintenance r Test uator Torque PI 199 alue Paril High Pressure Safety Injection to Loop MOV would not stroke filly open. Electrican
Switch Close found oxidation on te open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stop valve

125 mlovemefot e the valve was fully open. Oxidaion is an expected occunce over time
in this atmosphere

tenance Oe Tat o-B 19 allure artial LCI test valve and LCI toru sucton valve would not open upon demand and would trip the
126 Open breaker upon movement Found auxiliary contaas on breaker in open circuit not makig

___________ _________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~up.
127 aienance Other Test Acuator 3mit Switch RR-P 199 Fallure art Stem tvel was excessive an low pressure safety injection flow corArol coniainment

127 to Open isolaLion valves. he opening travel waS excessive, due to limit switch out of adjustment
Maienance Oeer Tut Actuator Jmit Switch RHR-B 198 Filure Parti Dring a LCI operability tk full flow est valves were dosed by position indication.

128 Close However, the valves were not flly seae, and the LCI discharge piping drained. Valve
_____________ ________ positon indication was out of adjustment.

Maintenance Unknown Demand Aircuit HPI 198 Failure Complete motor operatots for 2 valves which allow the chemica and volume control punps to

129 Open take suction oim te refueling water storage tank when in the dosed positi or fiom theolume control tank when in the opened positin, burned up in the closed position and had
_______ _________ ______ to be manually opened.

30 intenance Unknown Demand Actuatot r T mission RHR-P 198 ailue Low pressue injection supply from the borated water storage tnk isolation valves would
130__________ _______ Close not close due to broken worm shaft clutch gear on valve opergor.

Operational Operona Human cmt uatot rTannussion RR-P 1995 alure Partial Low Presaue Ijection valves were ovetorqued open in error during manud bacseating
131 Error Cloe aft past packing aks Excessiv force was applied when disengaged from electric

operatio. casing clutch ing to bind.up when electric opeaion was re-initiated.
Orational OpenitionaV Human Dmd Valve dy PI 198 alue Safety injection isolation notor operated valves responded to an open signal from control

rrr open room only after the valves wete cracked open manually. The valve opertors thern
132 verioads failed to p aRier the valve remained energized for 30 minutes. No problems

with the operator were discovered. It is suspected that the practice of manually sealing the
valve during refueling tagouts overtorqued the valve and prevented it from opening.

Operational Operatonal/ Human pection Actuator Breaker H 198! Falure Complete oce allowed enty into operating node where the system was required without
133 Error _ to Open directing operator to energize HPI MOV valve operators.

Opaationa OperationaV Human pection Acta Breaker 198 uailre Complete Thebreaker for the high pressue injection suaion valves from the BWST were

Error Open inadvttly eft tagged open after te reactor coolant system had been heated up to greate

than 350F. The sucton supply from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and would
134 have opened matially upon engineered safeguards atuo he root cause is

failure to perform an adequate review of the red tag logbook in accordance with the starup

___________ _______________ __________ _________ p rocedure.
135 OprOperationaV Human spetion A1abo Braker BPI 1981 ailure ete Operator went to the wrong unit an deergized a total of five St valves.

135 Errr Ito Open __ ___

Operational OpertionaV Human Test Acuar Breaker RCI 198 Failure mpete ing the performance of a scheduled RCI system logic sstem funcional test, an

136 Errr to Open overpressuization ofthe system's suction piping occurred. The opeators incorrectly
136 pitioned andor inaccurately verified the positions of 6 circuit breakers to motor operated

______ _________ ______ _____valves prior to (and for) the test. RCI system inoperable.
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IteCoupling pronate Cause Discovery CSub- Piee Part System Ye Failure Degree of
Factor __ __ __ _____ _____t_ Mde Failure Description

ality Deign/ nspection Actuator Breaker I 19C allure Partial Power leads were found reversed to two safety injection valve operators. Root case was
Constion/ Open poor administrative control.

137 Manufacturel
Installadon

_ _ _ _ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Quality Desig/ inspection ctuator Breaker AFW 198 ailure Partia e 125 vdc breakers for motor-operated valves in the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
Construction/ Open pump system were not the proper size.

138 Manufacture/
Installaton
inadequacy

ality Design/ aintenane etuator Breaker 19! Failure Partial trip coils instaled in the power supply feeder breakers for the notor actuator for two
Construetion/ Open MOVs were incorrect

139 Manufacture/
Insaltion
Inaequaey 

Quality Desig e t r rndsion RH-B199Filum Paial i ine
Construction/ Open chamber coolig Loop B thotde valve motor pinion ey shwed and Loop A thnti valve

140 Manufactu motof pinion key deformed. Keys were found to be of the wrong material due to vendor
Instalation inadequacies and utility programmnutic deficiencies.
Inadequacy

Quality Design/ est Actuator Cireuit 198 Failure Partial It was determined that a train of AFW MOV's would not open on a steam generator low-
Construction/ Open low level. Some ofthe wiring to be done for design a change was incomplete upon

141 Manufedturcj mpledon of the design hange.
nstaltion
Inadequacy ______

Quality Desigh/ Test Actuator Transmission HPi I Failur Partial A fety injection recirculaon MOV fild to close. It was discovered that the valve lad a
Constuction/ Close broken nti-rotation device (key). This prompted an inspection of the remaining globe

142 Manufacture/ vves that found the safety iction to reactor coolant system cold leg injction valves
Installation also had a broken key.
Inadequacy I

Quality Design/ Test Valve Disk HPI 1990 Failure Paitial While testing the high prure injection system, it was discovered that the flow rate was
Construction/ o Open unbalanced and below the minimum allowed by the units technical specifications. The

143 Manufaeturei previous replacement of the plugs in the MOVs with a plug that had been manufactured to
Installibon the wrong dimensions, due to an error in a vendor drawing, caused unbalanced and low
hadequacy _ low.

Quality Internal to Demand Actuator Torque HR B 198 Failure Partial n electrical fire w dioved in an MCC. The caue of this event was a personnel error
Component Switch Open which resuted in an incorrect field wiring insallation on HCI MOVs. The error was

plicated by unsuccessful detection of the error during subsequent testing or inspections.
As orrective actions, the wiring error was corrected. Additionally, all other motor

perators, which were replaced for environmental qualification puposes during this period
.____ __ _wenre_ modified to preclude this failure.
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Itemn CFCoupin pn,imate Cu Discvey S. pi t Sys Yea Failure Degree of DescriptionFactrd"_ _ _ Method Copnn ___Mode Faure
Quality Iternal to Demand Acuat Torque Ht- 19Sh Failure Parti Aer an autempt to reposition a HCI MOV (the recirc loop pump suction valve). The valveComponent Swih to Open failed to open upon a signal from the control room An nvestigation into the cause of the

valves failure dennd that a hydraulic lockup of the MOVs spring pack preented the145 torque switch from openirg causing the motor to fail. This lock-up was due to: I) the
replaeent of les visc new greas. into the operator, which was recommendd by the

manufactuer and 2) the failure of the manufacturer to provide information regading the
_____ _ _ need to install a retrofit grase relief kit

Quality Internal to Maintenance Ac r Limit Switcb RCS 193 Falure Putial M Limioque valve peator for the presuizr isolaon valves found to have cracks on146 Compaient tb Close the geared limit switch
Quality Opuationali Human Dmand Ao r Torque . 1985 Failure Complet he procedural deficiecy that allowed fDr a low setting of the bypass liit switches on

Error switch to Open limtrue valve operators prompted an evaluation of all MOVs. thing the motor operated
alve Analysis and test system; a review of the as found conditions of 165 safety related

147 rMOVs reealed that 17 valves were evaed as inopeable for various reasons. These 17alves Induded the auxiliary feewater isolatn valve. Further invstigation revealed that
Limitocque failed to supply adequate instructions on balancing ofthe torque switches.
Torque switch unbalance rsulted in three valves being wable to produce suficient thrust

______ to dose against the daign differential pressure.
ity Operationa Human Dad Valve Disk RHR-P 198 Flure The sial heat removal sysem safety injectin to ractor coolant loop isolation MOVs

148 Close wer leaking througb while dosed ad could not be isolated. Valve spit diss were
reversed duing inital installation and were I 0 degree out from the proper orientation.

__ lhis cased seat leakagedue to lack of seating coalacL
Quality atbnd/ Human Test Actuator Limit Switch CSS 19S8 Failure Cmpete D reieg ing technicians found that te containment sump isolatn valve qpeator

r t Open itrnal mit switcs were incorrectly set. This prevented the contiiment spray suction
149 valve from repositioning as required. During a plant modification, technicians incorrectlyset the coainment swnp isolation valve opeor's inenal limit switch. The switch was

to be open, though drawings called for it to be closed. Dae to inadequate function
_ _ -verification, this error was not found during post modification testing.
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Table A-3. MOV CCF events sorted by discovery method.

Item Discovey Coupling Proximate Cause SCp Piece Part Syst Year Failwe Degre of DescriphlonMethod Factor ___________ ___ ___ Mode Failurem ______________________

Demand Design Desipn Actoar Cirit RHR-B 198 lure Com te Residual heat ranoaw pressure coolant injecion disage to suppression pool
Construcomr/to Close minum flow control valves did not close ppely on demand. Incorrect logic design
Manufacbe prented valves from dosing completely on demand. The new design provided for a seal-
Installation in cmtact with the a c isolation sigrl. The seal-in contact allows torque dosure of

badequcy Itbe valve even the selecor key lock witch is in the lock position.
Demand Design Design Actuator rnsmission RHR-P 1991 ailure Parti Themotor operator for cold leg imlation valve electricallyengaged while the valve was

Consruction/ Open beng manually strked open durng postnodification testing. The motor opetor
Manufactne/ electrically engaged and dosed the valve (short stoking). Investigation detrnined that this
nstallaon electrcd short stokins of the valve caused the motor pinion key to shear. Other safty-2 nadequacy related mor perators were inspected. The motor operators were identified having

failed keys similar to the filed key Identified edier. Further investigation reveaded small
as emanating fmm both corners of the keyway on the notor shaf The root cause of the

sheared mobr pinion gear was that the key material was inadequat
Daand Design Design ctuator Motor AFW 19 Faihre AFW MOVs would not fully close under high d/p conditions until the valve ctuators were

ontctoon Close seup at the highest torque switch seting allowed by the tolerances.
3 Manufactu/

Installation

Demand Design Ain/ ctuator Motor -B 1991 ailu Partial RHR test retun valves filed to seat tightly due to fiction relad problems. Replaced
onstuction/ to Close vlve Oeators.

4 Manufaat/e
lation

Demand Design Design uator Limit Switch RHR-P 1985 Falure Patial Shutdown cooling system heat exchanger Isolation vaves we not fully closed. The
ConsuctrbonC to aose conitn resulted front premture achation ofvalve motor operaor position indicabn
Manufacture/ imit switches and control room indication of the valvs being in the closed position. A5 Wallation chage is being hnplented for these valves to spante the torque switch bypass limit
kwadquac* switch and the valve position indicating limit switch by rewiring the position indicating

rotn.
Dand Design Design Actuator Motor RHR-B 19S7 Failue Ptil Suppresson pool cooling valves (onein each loop) failed to open. As long as theRHR

c onstuctiow to Open m was operating, the valves codd not be opened and the thernal overloads would trip.
6 Manuacturw/ Cause was an incorrecdy sized motor.

nstallation
Inadeuacy

Demand ign Design Actutor iruit -B 19 Faile Coplete Both LCI njeion MOVs would not open due to an eror in the valve logic circuit
Cor" Open grnudig and the removal of motor brakes for environmental qualification. This condition7 Manufature caused the valves to continuously try to lose until both valve ster. wef damaged.

Installion
nadequacy
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Item DiscoveAy Foling pxin Cu Sub PiecePart SystemYew r Failure Degree of Description
MeDisoder aCoulnr ~ j5 Component Pic atS'tn W Mode Failurem _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Demand Design Des4n/ Acu r ircuit RHR-P 1999 Falure Cornplete Thaal overloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency. Consequently, the
Construction/ to Open normal dosure of the valve will trip the thernl overload heater some percentage of the

S Manuacr time.
Installation

Demand Design igl valve RHR-B 1991 Failue Paril Inboard LCI valve failed to open due to failed actuator motor caused by sustained operation
Cnsuctoal to Open at locked-rotor curent due to hydraulic locking ofthe valve bonnet Modifications

9 Maiofncturel performed on both LCI inboard valves and both core spray inboard valves.
Installation

_ _ _ ~~~Inadequacy _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Demand Design Desig ae isk SO 198 Failure PIalatn condenser dc outdt MOVs failed to open. Both valve failures are attributed to
Construction/ Open thema binding. wich is identified as a recurring design condition.

10 Manufacture
tallation

_ Inadeq y ___ __equ_cy

Demand Design Extenal kor Torque -P 198 Falure Partial Two RHR MOVs were not giving renote indication in the fll dose position ofvalve.
I I Environment Switch to Close Torque switch inoperative, not rotating on dosing stroke. The torque switch setting screw

I_____ was foiund loose most likely due to valve vibration.
Demand Design OperatonaV Human ctuaor Breaker 198 Failure Partial he motor operated continment isolatin valves fDr the twrbine driven feedwater pump

Ertor to Open supply to steam generator faded to respond duing stroke test from the nain control bDard.
The motor leads in the dc breaker wer found disconnected. This is a plug-in type

12 nnctor unique to the 480 vdr breakers. After evaluation, it was determined that
personnel were working in the cable run compartment a4;acent to the breaker and as they
moved cables around in the cable run, tension was applied to the connectors causing them

I_________ _____________ ___ _ to pull out

Demand Design OperationalV Human cuator Torque RCI 19 Failure Partil An electrical fire was discovered in an MCC. The cause of this event was a personnel error,
Eror Switch toClose which resulted in aancorrect field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. Thenror was

13 omplicated by usful detection of the error during subequent testing or inspections.As coetive actions, the wiring error was corrected. Additionally, all other motor
operators, which were reple for evionmental qualifcation purposes during this period

______ ______ were moiied to pecdude tbis failue
Demand Design Op onaV Hman ctuator ircuit RHR-B 1985 Failure Complete When the control room opertor pceeded to establish shuldown cooling, the suction

Enor to Open valves to th system would not open. Investigation revealed thet whie applying a
tennt permit to the primmry coninment isolation system, a plant operator

14 unnownly removed the wrong fuse. This electrically blocked the residual heat removalstem shutdown cooling suction valves and head spray isolation valves in the closed
position Investigation revealed that althotgh the plant operator removed the fuse, which
wa labed Q, as the permit required, this was not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label
had slid down such that fuse f3 appeared to be Q.

Demand Design Oter uator Circu R -B 198 Falure Partial aureof the auxiliry contact block assembly of valve mor close contactor (failed in
to Open open position) prevented energizing valve molor open contactor. Occured on Unit 2/1

15 nnect isolation valve md on Unit 1RHR isolation injection valve. Ihe contacts
faied in the open position, thereby preventing energization ofthe valve meor open

__ __ __ o__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ntactor.
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Itm Discovery coupling SrxmaeCas Cmonn Failure Degree ofIte Method Factor I ox_Cause _Co_pO t Piece PMod Systm Yea Mode Failure Descripton
Dand Environmental Eternd Actuator Transmission HPI 199 aihre Partial When a close signal was initiated from the control room two Refueling Water Tank valves

Environment Close fkiled to clos. They only stroked 2 t. and gavedual indication. nspection of actuator
16 intemals found nust corrosion, and water intusion. The cause was due to water ingress

through an actuator peation in the stem protector resulting in rust and corrosion to
_~~~~~~~~~~ - actuatorparts

_ Dand Maintenance ign/ Actutor Circuit 198 Failure Partial Aux. feedwater flow controi valves would not open. On one the motor control contactor
Construction/ to Open was not contacting due to 2 loose connections; and the other the torque close setting was

17 Manufacture/ misadjusted, cauing contacts to open oo soon.
Instalation

_ ~ ~ __ _ Iadequacy _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Demand Maintenance Design Actuator Torque 1985 Failure Partial Motor torque swtches were out of adjustment and did not allow full lore.
Construction/ Switch to Close

18 Manufacture/
Instalabon

_ ~ ~ _____ Inadequacy_____ - - - -

Demand Maintenance Exteal Valve Disk RHR-B 198 ailure Partial MOVs failed to open after being closed. Valves are the residual heat removal suppression
Environment Open poo suction valves. Toique switch preented motor bun-out Valve disk was found struck

19 losed. Mud was fund in the valve seat, which caused the disk to wedge into the seat upon
closing and prvented it from opening. Mud in MOVs believed to be from construction

_ . - - activities of plant
20 Demand Maintenance External Valve Body RHR-P 198 ailure Partia Shutdown coolirg isolation valves woidnt fully open. One was attributed to boric acid20 Evironment _ to Open - buildup and the other cause is unknown.

Demand Maintenance Externa Valve Disk -B 198 Failure Partial The suppression pool (residual heat removal) pump suction valves failed to open
Environment to Open lectricaly. The motor was subjected to locked-rotor current for about 2 minutes, resulting

21 in overheating. Sediment accumulations (non-ferrous) that would squeeze out between the
disc and the seat and lock them together was the root cause. The suppression pool sediment

___.__ most likely occued during conuction.
Demand Maintenance Internal to Actuator ircuit RCS 198 ailure Complete The indet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the contro room. This

22 omponent Open failure was due to the main contrl room switch for opening and closing the valve has
_ _ ermtic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.

Demand Maintenance Internal to ctuator ircut AFW 1985 Flure Partial While removing an AFW train from service, the pump discharge valves to two steam
23 omponent Close generators did t close. The closing coils in the motor controller failed, due to unknown

Demand Mantenance Internal to Actuator ircuit RCS 198 Failure Complete The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the control room. This
24 Component to Close failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has

_ _ _ _ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ emitic resistnce reading as a result of war nd tear of the switch.
Demand Maintenance Internal to Actutor imit Switch RHR-B 1995 Failure Partil RHR system suppression pool valves failed to operate on demand (open). The limit switch

Component to Open on the MOV filed to operate, thus not allowing the valve to cycle on command. The cause25 ofthe filure was normdl weer and service condidons of the limit switch resulting in
_ _ fil~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ure.

Demand Maintenance Internal to ctuator ircuit -B 1993 Failure Partial RHR MOVs failed when an aux relay open contactor failed to operate. Cause was
26 omponent to pen attributed to Inappropriate uSw of cramolln spray to clean relay, which caused itto becone_~~~~~~~~~~r _ sticky.
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Discovery Coupling | Pro nate Cam | Ppoe | s Y Failure Degree of Dacription

Demand Maintenanc Ineial to r Cuih CiR-B 1993 Failure arti RHR MOVs failed wben an aux relay open contaor failed to opeate. Cause was
27 Component tose abuted to nappropria use of amolin spmy to cian relay, which caused itto become

2S Deand Maintenance Ltemal to Actuator limit Switch -B 19 Failure P Exinguished valve indic light on RHR pump suction valves MOVs would not
_ C opot_ to Open operae due to broken limit switch rotors caused by loose limit switch ffnger basm.

29 Demd Maienance nal to Actalo rainssion RHR-B 19 Failwe Partial Torus suction valves (Both loops) chutch lever would not enpgca
_Component I_tO_open

Demand Maintenance Human cu Aorque 19 Faulure Oarti perator tred to close motor driven auiliary feedwater pump discharge header to steam
switch Cose eerator isolation valves aginst pump flow and they would not fully dose. Valves failed

30 to dose due to the torque swith opening. These beb caued by the increased torque
uAring ir mitent thdling near the full closed position wbere differential pressure is

_ . _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ximuln.
Demand Maintenance p ation/ Human orque AFW 199 Failue Ptial AFW stam supply valves torque switch setpoints were incorecly calculated for the type

3 1 lEtr switch to Close ofvive.

3Dend Mainenance Operatio lY Human Aaat Torque RHR-B 1991 Failure First failure was a torque switch out of adjustment Second failure was a mis-positioned
32 E r rorSwitch to Close motor kad holdie a torque switch opeL lndequate maintenance.

Demand Maintenance Operational/ Human Actuaior orque RHR-B 197 Failure Part l e tesidual heat removal suWarssion pool Ill flow discharge isolation valve and the torus
33 Error Switch Close pray isolation valve would not fuly dose upon demand. The cause of the failure is

improper previous maintenance activitiea set the torque switch setting on the valve operator
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mfw __illow.

34 Demand Maintenance Opeationa Huian Actu ircuit RCI 200 Failure uumts that signal the RCI steam supply valves to dose in the event of a s
p__ or __to Close line break were rendered inoperable due to human error and work package change errors.

Maintenance Opaonal/ Human Limt Switch AFW 19 Fadlure Pulial Feedwater from the motor driven awdliary feed pumps to stam generators failed upon a
35 Error Cose feedwater flow rtention signal. Nomal operation upon a retention signal is to actuate to a

pret positicaL Inspection of the Limitorque operaor revealed the limit switch was
_ _____ _____ ._____ impropedy positioned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment

Demand Maintenance Operational/ Human Actuator orque RHR-P 198 Flure Shuldown cooling system heat eachger isolation valvescould not be remotely opened
36 Eorwitch Open Complete fom the control room The inability of the valves t remotely open was attributed to

inconect open sequence torque nd limit switch settings. The incorect settings cased the
_ rnotoron the valves o stop before the valves had come offtheir seas.

Dmand Maintenance Opaona Human or L t Switch AFW 19 Falure tial Feedwater from the moor driven auxiliary feed pumps sm geerator failed upon a
Error Open feedwater flow retntion signal. Normal operation upon a retention signal ist actuate to a

37 preet posit Inspection of the Limitorque operator revealed the limit switch was
______ -_- - - impropedy positined An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment.

Demand Maintennce on Human Auator Torque RCS 1981 ailure anial presurizer PORV block valves did not fuly shut on demand The cause of this event
38 Er__ _ Switch Close was due to maintenance praices problem

Demand Mainknance atonal/ Human Actuator B oreak AFW 198 ailure isolation valves to the sm genator from the steun driven auxiliary feedwater pump
Open Wed to open when demmded from the main control board switchL The dc circuit breaker

39 for the motor operated valves were found to have loose (unplugged) connections on the
teminal block inde the breaker. It appears that the connectors are easily unplugged by

______ _______ _ ._ _ noviog the cables in the cable na compartment adjoining the breaker.
D n intenance Opei Humnan Valve e IO 1981 ailure Pal l isolati condenser valves failed to propery operae The stem nuts of the MOV

40 ___ __ or __ -to Cose operators were found to be dmaged.-
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Item Discovery Coupling Proxinate Su- Pp Sym Yer Failure Degre of Decription
__ Method Facto C__ __ _ ponent__ __ Mode Failure

41 Demand aintnance Other Actuator Ciuit AFW 19 FaDure tal During automatic actuation ofthe AFW system, the motor operator flow control valves too Open - Ss did not opeate properly on a flow retetion signal.
4Demand Maintnce Othr Actuator Torqn RHR-B 19 Flure Patial Both LCI loopfs full flow test valves failed to go full closed due to a faulty torque switch.

42 r WSwhx tCbse

43 nand Maintnance O ctuator mit Switch I 1 9 Filure Partil Cose limit switch out of adjustment After adjusne valve closed correctly.
43 _t_ _ Cose

Dand Maintennce Oer Actuator Torque RHR-B 19S4 Failure Residua beat rmoval suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard
44 Switch to Clos isolation suction valve would trip thml oveload when attempting to open from closed

position and failed to dose completely. Torque switch setting was to high and limit switch
- _ - - -se wer ncorrect Res limit and torque switches.

Demand Maintenance Oher ctuator Toque RHR-B 194 ure Pati Residual heat removal sucion fm supprsion pool and shutdown cooling inboard
45 Switch Open isolation suction valve wodd trip thermal ovedoad when attempting to open from closed

position and failed to close completely. Torque switch setting was to high and limit switch
_ - etings wer incorrect. Reset limit and torque switches.

Dand Maintenmce Oher Actutor Limit Switch RHR-P 198 Failure Partl Residua het renoval pump suctons from feedwaterstorage tank valve and containment
46 o Open sump woud not opeate from control roomn. Cuse of valves failure to operate was limit

.________ switches out of adjustmnt
47 Demand Maintenance O Actuator mit Switch RHR-P 1983 lure Partidal MOV moto tued out on sa of openloe cycle. Umit Switches out of adjustment

47 _ toOpen
Demand Maintnance Other Actuator Torque RHR-P 1987 Falure Partial RHR pmp suction MOV isolation valvs would not fully open on demad. The cause of

48 Switch Open this ilue was due to both torque switches wem out of adjustment Both valves could be
______ ciosd on repeated attempts but not reopened completely.

49 D mand aintenance r ctuator ircuit AFW 19U alure PDuriutomatic acadon of the AFW sysm t tor operat flow cono valves to
.__ to Close SG's did not operat properly on a flow retention signal.

Demand Maintenance Actuator ircuit 198 Failure Complete T motor operators for 2 valves which allow the chemical and volume control panps to
to Opn take suction fiom the refueling waterscagc tank when in the closed position or from te

volume control tnk when In the opened position, bumed up in the closed position and had
______ ___ to be manually opened.

51 Demand aintenance nknown Tctutor ransmission RHR-P 198 Falure Partial Low pressure injection supply from the borated water storage tank isolation valves wouldI______ to Close not close due to broken worm shaft clutch ger on valve opeator.
Demand °tional OperatonaV Human ctuator Transission R-P 1995 Failure Partial Low Pressure Injection valv were ovetorqued open In error duing manual badkeating

52 Er to Close after past packing leaks. Excessive force was applied when disengaged from electric
.______ ______ operation, causing clutch ring to bind-up when electric operation was re-initiated.

Demand Operational OirionalI Human Vave Body HPI 1988 Failure Partil Safety injection isolation motor operted valves responded to an open signal from control
to Open oom only after the vahes were cacked open manually. The valve qerators thermal

53 fvedoads filed to tip after the valve renained energr d for 30 minutes. No problems
w the opetor were discovered It b suspected that the practice of manualy seating the

_____ _________ __ _ valve during refueling tagouts overtorqued the valve and prvented it from opening.
Demand Quaity Internal to Actuator orque -B 198 Falure Paria An electrical fire was dicovered in an MCC. The caue of this event was a personnel error,

mConpnt witch Open which resulted in an incormct field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. Tbe error was
54 c plicated by w_unsucceu detection of the error during subsequent testing or inspections.

As corrective actions, the wiring eror was corrected. Additionally, all other motor
perators, vhich were replaced for envionenl qualification purposes during this period

______ _____ modified b prclude this failum.
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Ite Discovery Coupling Proxunae Cam Sub- PiecDee o System Year FiluDree of Description
k' Method Factor _ _ _ __ C poet ____Mode Failure

Demand uality Itrnal to Actuator Torque HCI 1986 Failure Partial Afer an attempt to reposition a HCI MOV (the recirc loop pump suction valve),The valve
Compnent Switch to Open failed to open upon a signal from the control room. An investigation into the cause of the

valves failure determined that a hydraulic lockup of the MOV's spring pack prevented the
55 torque switd from opening cauing the motor to fail. This lock-up was due to: ) the

replament of less viscous new greas, into the operator, which was recommended by the
manufacturer and 2) the failure of the manufactrer to provide infonnaLion regarding the

_________ _____ need to install a retrofit grease relief kit
Demand uality Operational/ Hwnm Acnuar rorque 1985 Failure Complete The procedural deficiency that allowed for a low setting of the bypass limit switches on

Error switch to Open Limitoique valve operators prompted an evaluation of all MOVs. Using the motor operated
valve analysis and test system; a review of the as found conditions of 165 safety related

56 MOVs revealed that 17 valves were evaluated as inoperable for various reasons. These 176 valves induded the auxiliary feedwater isolation valves. Further investigation revealcd that
Lmiorque fied tosupply adequae insuctions on balarcing ofthe torque switches.
Torque switch unbalance resulted in threc valves being unable to produce sufficient thrust

______ ______ to dose against the design differential pressure.
d uality Operational Human Valve Disk RHR-P 1987 Flure Pa Th residual hat rcmoval system safety injection to reactor coolant loop isolation MOVs

57 Error to Close were leaking through while dosed and could not be isolated. Valve split disks were
mversed during initial installation and were 10 degrees out from the proper orientation.
T_his caused seat leakagedue to lack of seating contact

nspection Design Design/ Acuaor Transmission CSS 1993 Falure Partal The motor pinion key for a Containment Spray header isolation valve was sheared.
Construction/ to Open Subsequent motor pinion key failures occuned on October 18, 1993, March 23, 1994, and

58 Aplaure/ 13, 1994. The evaluations for these vents determined that the failures were due to
Installation improper key material.

uacy
Inspection Design Design/ uaor Trnmission RHR-B 1990 al Partial Invetigating failurc of motor operated valve to achieve minimum required closing thust

Construction/ Close cator for inboard isoltown valve nt geared to supply specified I 10 design thrust
59 Manufacue/ Outboard isolation valve and 6 other motor operated valves (2 in RHR) had same actuator

Installation probleas due to failure to consider design capabilities prior to establishing diagnostic
Ina_ uacy _: __testing criteria.

Ispection Dsign Design/ alve isk RCI 1998 paale RCI steam line isolation valves did not have the required seat/disk chamfer necessary to
onstuction/ to Close ure that the valves would dose under design basis conditions.

60 ufacture/
leltahion

_ _ _ _ _ _ 4uscy .__ _

Inspection Design ternal to Valve Body RHR-B 1992 Failure Partial On 4/29/92, the Torus cooling injection motor-operated valve was found to have cracks in
61 omponent to Open the valve yoke. On 8/7/92, the Tonus cooling jection MOV in the redundant loop was also

disvered with cracks inthe yoke.
Inspection Environmental Exm ctuator Motor RHR-B 1985 Failure Partial The ECCS pump room was inadvertently flooded with water, inundating the RHR system

62 Environment to Open minimun flow valve anda punp suction isolation valve. Tbe valve operator motor
windings were grounded a a result ofthe water intrusion.

Inspection Environmental Extemal Body RHR -B 1981 alure Part toroperated valves (chemnwaste receiver tank isolation) and (Torus Injection Isolation)
63 Envrcament Open perators fowd with loose and broke cap scrw anchoring motors to valves due to

__ _ _ ____ __ _ vibration induced loosenig of the hold-down bolti
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DIscovemy coupling Proxhnate Cause Cio e l w System Year ilure Dree of DescriptionMethod Factr I__Component__ I___ Mode Failure _______________________

nspection tintenance Design/ ctuator Transmission RHR-B 199 alure ra L MOV motor pinion key replacemnt wer supposd to be performed in 1982 to
onstruction/ Close change the keys to an appropriate rnaterial key. This replacement was not perlbrmed and

64 Manufacture/ was discovered in 1992 as 3 valve keys were found sheared or neady sheared.
Installation
Inadequacy

Inspection Maintenance Intemal to Actuator Transmision CSS 1989 Failure Partial Oi leaks identified on handwheel of motor operated actwtor for containment spray header
65 Component o Open isolation valves. hlenal seals and o-ring for mating surface of handwheel and gear box hd

.. failed. Failur attributed lo unexected abnormal wear.
Inspection Maintenance ternal to cuator Transmission HI 19U Failure Partial During a special inspection. a limit switch terminal block was found cracked and a bevel

66 oomponent Open gear stripped on safty injection system high pressure header shutoff valves. The cause of
lure has not been detrmined but inadequate maintenance is suspeted. The limit switchI - block wa the bevel gea were replaced.

67 lnspection Maintenance OpertionaV Human ctuator Motor CSS 19S7 Failure Prtial ContaiMnent spray MOVs were rendered inoperable by maintenance stafferror.
Error _ to Open Lubrication for the pinion gear housings was put in the motor housings.

68 Inspection O t l p onaVHuman cT r eaker 1 198atilure omplete Operator went to th wrong unk and de-energJzed a toa offive SI valves.
Error Open

Inspection Operational OperatonaVUHuman ctuator Breaker HPI 198 Failure Complete The breakers for the high pressure injection suction valves from the BWST were
Emrrrt Open inadvertently let tagged open after the reactor coolant systen had been heated up to greater

69 than 350P. The suction supply from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and wouldnot have opened arnmatically upon engineered safeguards actuation. The root ause is
failure to perform an adequate review of the red tag logbook in accordance with the startup

nspection Operational OperaonaV Human ctuator Breaker HPI 198 aure mplete Procedur allowed entry into operating mode wher the system was requird without
70 Error to Open ____ irecting operators to energize HPI MOV valve operators.

nspection Quality Design/ Atwtor reaker 199 Failure Partial The 125 vdcbreakes for motoroperated valves in t turbine driven auxiliary feedwat
Construction/ to Open pump system were not the proper sizn.

71 Manufacture
nstalladon

_______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _

Inspection Ouality Design, ctuator Breaker H 198 Failure Partial Power leads were found reversed to two safety injection valve operators. Root cuse was
onstuctionl to Open poor administrative control.

72 Manufacture/
bistallation

_ ~ Inadequacy __

Maintenance Design Design Valve isk -B 1988 Falure Complete Containmnent spray mode of RHRALCI two MOV injection valve operator motors failed on
onstructionl to Open ovrload when stroking valves due to trapped pressurized fluid between discs of the gate

73 iswanufactu/ slye Thi was caused by misinterpretation of valve purchase specifications by vendor.
Instalation

___ ___ Ladeucy_____

Maintenance Design OperionalI Human ctuator Limit Switch 1985 allure Complete Incorect engineering calctdations resulted in spring pack setting that wold not open the
74 Error o Open Brr isolation valve. The third valve, SI pump to accumulators was discoved with the

_ienn Desi _ opm__ona _ _ _ same ilure.
ainintenae Iaintenance ntem to Atuator Breaker RCI I 99 ailure Partial Valve opeations were not within specified time linits due to faulty contactors. Inadequate

7S a Component I to Open P_M.
'0
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I icvery Cucse Suab- ~ ic )s w Failure Degre ofItulDisco couiu Proximate Cauc |pe Part System Yar cr_iption
__ Metho Fawwr ______'_l__Mode_Failw_

76 M tenance Maintenance btet to Aauatr Motor RHR-B 198 Falure Partial G nwer foud on 2 of 4 LCI Injection valves. Pobable cause was determined to be
76___ Component to Oen insulation breakdown.

Maintenance Maintansc Internal to Zator Torque HPI 1994 Failure Pai lHigh Head Safety Injetion Systm motor operated isolatin valve would Dot open fully.
77 Switch to aose Techniciam investigat and found giese an torque switch conacts, which preunted

contacts fom dosing circuit. Improper greasing resulted in excessive grea accumulation
on torque switch concts.

Maintenanc Maintenanc Intemal to ctuator Torque HPI 1994 Falwue Partial AR completion of men ical rework on HPI MOV acalor, technian was auanpting
Component Switch Open to setup and stroke motor operated valves While stoking valve eletrically found the

78 torque sitch would not ena resulting in vave travel not being stopped Technicin
investigated and found torque switch defective and rtor on limit switch to not be turning

______ fully ~~~~~~~~to proper position.
Maintenance Maintnance Interral to alve iAFW 198 Failure Partial Plug nut Wed wer broken on the auxdihy feedwa pump discharge isolation valves.

79 toonet Open This would allow the disc to come off. Exact cause was unknown but suspect age and
_ _ wearing

tenance Maintenance ational Human ctt Switch RHR-P 19U Fallure Pa l Low pressure safety injection flow contuol contment isolation valves' soke travel wasson- - Close - greatr than allowale. The cau was open limit switches out of adjustment
Mainteanance Ma nance Openational Hunan c Torque RHR-B 198' Fallure Partial Improper wiring and connections on torque switches and limit switches.

81I Error Switch _ Open

82 Maintenance Maance ance ctuar Breaker HPI 1981 Faiure A 480 Vac circuit breaker for a safety ijection control valve feiled to trip within its set
-2 t Open tolernce. The cause of the failure was attributed to a defective circuit breaker.

Maintenance Maintenance Ode Ator Torque CSS 1991 allure Parti While manning the conainmet sump solation valve opeos, it was noted that the as
Switch Open found availble open and close thusts were below the recommaxed minimum. It was

dWrmined that the MOVs were inopeable in the open diection, the safety funcion of the3 MOV and operabble in t closed direction unr worst case design basis conditions 
found. Cause of valve thrusts below mininum recommended was unknown. Suspect it was

______ _____ due to setpoint drift or a cydic loading
Maintenance Maintenance Aclator Breaker HPI I Faiure Patial T 40-volt circuit breakers for three safety injection to cold lg moabr opuated isolation

to Open valves were found out specification high on two phases. The degraded component bad no
signifant effect on the system or the plant but could have caused d age to the valve

- - - - - actuar motors since the overcurent protection was degraded.
Maintenance Maintenance acortor Torque CSS 1991 Falure Partia l u found available open and dose thiusts were below the recommended minimum. It

Switch to Close was detmined that the MOVs were inoperable in the open direction, the safety funcion of5 the MOV and operable in the dosed ditection under worst case design basis conditions as
______ ______ 6_______ fund Suspect itwas due to setpointdrifi and orcyclic loading.

Maintenance Quality Design/ Aaator Wer 1989 alwe Partial The tip coils nstalled in the power supply feeder breakes for the motor actuator for two
CO DS5nco to Open AFW MOVs were incorrect

86 Manufactue
Installation
Inadequacy

Maintenance Quality Dsign ator anmission -B 19 alure Partial Normal aintenance on suppression diamber cooling Loop B throttle valve. Supprsion
to pen cooling Loop B throttle valve motor pinion key sheared ad Loop A throtle valve

87 motor pinin key deformed. Keys were found to be of the wrong maeial due to vendor
h- tallaon inadequacs and utility programmatic deficiencies.



Diswvefy Sub. Failme Degree ~~~~~~~~~ofitem Mfid Cou0min ProximaleCwuse ComFnnPad -Y eal Fah DMo Descriptionlt M ethsoved Factor Proimae mSub Mode Failure _____________________

Maintnance Qlity Internal to Acnuator Limt Switch RCS 19 Failure Ptil he Lmitrque valve opetor for the pressuizer isolation valves found to have cracks onComponft Close the geamed timit switdL
est Design Design ctuaor Torque I9 FailureWa uxiliary Feedwar Pumps to Stea enetor Isolato were determined to be pu tConsbuction/ Switch aose Inoperab Diffent pressar testing conducted durmg the outage mevealed the valves

89 lufactue would not sufficiently close against design basis systen conditions to isolate fDow.Installaton

Test Design Design/ ctuator Torque RHR-B 193 Fallure During operability test of RHR, a loop isolation valve wod not close against systemConstrncton/ Switch Close operating prssure due to an undemsized washer spring pack in valve operator, supplied to90 Manufibu the plnt in actuator by the vendor not in accordance with purchase specifications. SimilarInstallation problen found on the other loop isolation valve.
_ . . Inadequacy
Test Deign Des*il Actuator Torque CSS 198 Failure omplete During mantenance, testing it was determined tat four containment spray MOVs wouldn'tCnsu,ction Switch Close elop the requird thrs The failures were attributed to an Improper spring pack91 Manufac/r instalation and to an improper torque switch intallbtion. The improper installations were

Installation due to incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.

rest Design Desig Acuator Torque RHR-P 1935 Falure artial During maintenance testing it was determined seveal residual heat removal MOVsConstruction/ Switch Open wouldnt develop th required thmnst as specified by te motor operatd valve testing92 Manuhctrea The failure was attributed to an improper torque switch installation due toInslation incorrect engineering calculations of original design values. The appropriate torque switch______ Inequay _____ ______ _ was - -installed, adjused per the revised engineering vahes, tested and returned to sevice.
Test Design Design Actuator Torque CSS 19 ailure mplete During survillance, two containment spray motor opeated valves ailed to open. TheConmaction/ Switch Open vves were stuck due to acess play in opertor assembly, which allowed the open torque93 Man switch to disengage thereby shutting offthe operator. The bypass limit switch was rewired

nstala tion a separate rotor with a longer bypass duration per design change.

Test Design Design/ Actuator Terque AW 198 Fallure al Seven AFW valves would open but would not fully close electrically. The cause of failure
Cotentiow switch Close was that the valve opeator and valve were previously changed out on a modiflcation and94 M ufacture passed the post modification test Upon investigation of the valve failure it was determinedInstaltion dutthe design engineers had the thrust values wrong and the torque switch was reflecting a
Inadequacy 1085 psi ystem when in fact the system is 1600 psi.

Test Deign Design Actuaor Transmission I 198 Failure li Whie testing the high pressure injection control valves, the motor operator ovecbrustedConstmtion/ o open while going in the open direction. Valve operator overthrusted due to a design deficiency in
M a _ t/the torque switch spring pack that allowed a buildup of greaise between the Belleville

95 w mInslation ashes, which resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was operated. After discusion
Inadequacyv wih compnent manfacturer, a plant nodification was perfomed that machined notches

in the ends of the motor operator torque liniting sleev. These notches will provide a better
grease relief path

Teat Design igA ctuator Torque I 199 Falure Partid HPI MOVs filed to fully close. Engineering determined that the recommended close thrust
Construction/ Switch o Close was insufflcient to close valve during worst cue failure.

96 Manufacture/
Installation
Inadequac) 
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Discoveiy Coupling Proximate C-se Su PicPlut Syst Yea Faidure Degree ofDescription

Test Design Design/ Acuaior Motor RHR.B 1989 Failure Partial Due to incoffectly sized operator the Torus cooling valves would not completely close
Consuuction/ to Close against full differential pressure.

97 Manuctr/

Inadequacy
Test Design ig r Motor RHR-B 1992 Failure Partial Due to the oiginal valve operator selection criteria using less conservative factors, the

Construction/ lto ose utboud primry containment spray isolation valves had an iadequate torque and thrust
98 Manufctue capaiy. Design rquimnt is 134 ft4bs; available is 100 ft-lbs.

Inslation
_ _ _ uacy

est Design Design/ ctuator Torque CSS 1985 Failure During maintenance, testing i was detemned that four containment spray MOVs wouldnl
Constuctionl Switch to Open evelop the required tusL Te failures were atributed to an improper spring pack

99 uf*cturJ installation and to an improper torque switch inslation. The improper installations were
Instalation due to incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.

Tat Design Design/ Valve Disk RHR-B 1992 Fdlure rt Te test valves to the suppression pool failed to stroke ful closed. Root cause analysis
Construction/ to Close reveaJed that the failure was the result of a gate valve in a globe valve application.

100 Manufacture/
Insalation

_ _ _ In- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Inadequacy
Test Design Design Valve Body iR-B 1992 Failure Partial Original cnstruction design error resulted in pump m inimum flow valves not being

nstructiont to Close installed with the valve stem in the venical pointing upward orientation. Since these valves
101 Manuiactured o not have wedge springs they have potential to prematrly seat failing to fully close.

Isalation
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~Iride uacy _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ ___

102 Test Design Actuator Torque 1 1991 Failure Partial mpression springs in the HPI MOV torque switch assembly were weakened by vibration.
Envronment switch to Close _ __ _ _ _ __

Test ign ternal to Actuator Motor CSS 19 ailure mplete Routine surveillance disclosed that the containment recirculation sump o contanent103 Component Ito Open spray pump isolation valves would not open. The motor for valve operators burned up.
Test Design Internal to Actuator ircuit AFW 2000 Falure C mplee Loose sliding link caused unpanned swap to LOCAL control. This also caused AFW

104 mpoaens ______Compxnt to Open suction auto swap capability to be blocked. Manual control apparently still available.
Test Design Internal to Actar Torque AFW 196 Fallure Amost During MOV actuator testing the close torque linits on the operator to the emergency

105 Component Switch to Close Comple feedwater pump discharge valves to the steam generators were found to be below
m uinimuL The torque switches were out of adjustment

Test Design Intemal to Valve Packing HCI 1994 Failure Partiai igbPressure Coolantvalva failed to fily dose. The cause ofthe failure appeared to be
106 Component toCbse igh packing load that caused mechankil binding preventing the operator from fully

I ______ __________c______ losing the valves.

107 est Design Oer Actuator Limit Switch HPI 19U Falure The PI header flow rate was not within technical specification requirements. No directto Open ause could be found for the apparent drift of the valve operators.
Test Design Othe Actutor Limit Switch RHR-P 1995 Falure Pania LI throle valves failed to stroke fully openL As a result minimum flow for LPSI injectionl0. to Open legs were below the minimum design bis flow.
Testeatsign Other Actor LimitSwitch -P 199 Falure LIthrole valves overraved inthe open direction by approximately inch. This
109 ___ to____ _________ ___ _ Open esulted in l flow exceeding Tech spec limits..

04



Item Disove Coupling e | Comi Sub- piece PartSystem Year Failure Degree of_p|
__ Method Factr I _ _ __ _Componet ___ Mode Failure ______________________

Test Environmental Ertnal Acutor Ihnsmission RHR-B 1991 alure Ptial One of the two pimuy containment isoltion valves in both residual heat rmoval low
Environment Close prsme coolant injection subsystm to be noperble. One valve operator torque switch

tipped in both directions preventing both full closure and full opening. The other valve had
110 excessive sect leskagc The threads of the gate valvesten nut in the motor operator weren and broken causing the valve to lock in a partially open position. Anaysis demined

stem nut wear out may have been acelerated by mechanical overload caused by high
ifferendal pessure across the valve. The valve stem fhiled due to vibration causing cyclic

._ _.fitigue.
I et Environmental Extrnal ctuator Motor HCI 1981 Falure Complete Whie testing the tonhs suction valves two MOVs failed when given an open signal. Both

Environment _ to Open torus suction valves had shorted out due to excessive condensation in the HCI room area.
est Maintenance Design Actustor Limit Switch -B 1988 alre PDuring surveillane testing ofthe RHR shuwia cooling isolation vale evealed

Constnaobnt Close csc loop injection valve filed to close as required. The failure wa due to a wiring mr112 ManufacAnc/ on te limit switdes associated with RHR suction valves. An ncotrect limit switch was
Installation used fr both valves which made a slight mis-opemion of the switches cqable of
__________ Inadequcy ._______ ________ - affecting the close circuitry of the isolation valves.

Teat Mantenan c Design/ Actuator Torque H1 1 99i ailure Patial high pressre safety injeciion system flow control contimnment Isolation valves failed
Consuction/ Switch close comletely close because total close thrust was not sufficient to close valveunder

113 Manufacture gamic stoke. Athnustvabie beyond the recomnnnded rnaximum total close thrust woud
. Installation be needed to completely close the valve Engineering evaluation determined a higher thrust

Inadequacy v - _ ue would be acoeptable.
114 Tat Maintenance ternalto Actuator oru RHR-P 98 aiur W hile the unit in shuidov for relin the BWST oudet valve operator failed to

114____tomponent Switch _ o Open _during motor operted valve acution tting. The torque switch was out of balance.
Tat Maintenance ntemai to Actuator imit Switch AFW 199 Failure tiaAFW pump suppy to steam gentor cona valves stpe at an inte__ediate

115 omponent Open position and did not fuily open. Local verification bsed on stem travel verified the valve
- - stopedatm an rmediate position. The vae operas liit switch was out of adjustment

116 at Maintenance e to cHuator oor R-B 198 allure i Bured out motors (one LCI and one Tors cooling) due to aging.116_ _ _ omponen _ Open . __
Teat Maintenance Interal to ctuator Trnsmission RHR-B 1983 Failure Paral RHR inbod injection valve woud not open due to a locking nut on the wrm gear shaft

117 Cnpwtnt Open bying backed off allowing the worm gear to back out of the bearing ad the spring pack.
. _ _ TI opposite train valve had filed 2 months previously for the same cause.

118 Tat Maintenance temal to Actuator Circuit HP1 1986 Failure Pari conmas and lose connections resulted in valves failing to open.o omponent Open
Test Maintenance nternal to ctuator Motor AFW 199 ailure Patial, T maximum dip previouly used in eariier testing and evaluation was determined to not

omponent Clow represent worst cse conditionds Further testing revealed that none of te AFW block vaves119 would full dose againsttealcula d worstcasedip The rootcause ofthe inability ofthe
vm_ _to dose is attributd to valve condtion due to normal wear.

est Maintenance Intemal to Actustor Braker CSS I allure The 480 Vac circuit breakers for reciulation sump to contaiunent spray pump Isolation120 ______ _____ Component . _ _ Open ives would not trip on an Ins_tna trip test within specified curt limits.
Test Maintenance Internal to Actar Toque HP] 1991 ailure Patial fuse failed in the first event due to aging and washers in the spring pack of the second121. __n C omponent _____Switch Open alve came loose and grounded the motor. Rootcause mwas inadequate naintenance.

122 eat Maintenance b l to Valve Disk RHR-B I Prilure atial R MOVs failed the surveillane test with gross seat lekage. Investiation revealedw122 Compont _ oCose on the disc guids and some scratches on the seat The cause is nonnal wear and aging.



Dsv, ety Countplin& o caus Pic Pw at System Year Faile Degrw of t

Test Mainenace Opertioal/ HumAn ku eWaer HPI 199 Fallure RWST to Charging Pump Sucuon olaion Valve failed to opeL Troubleshooting

123 . Ea"W .tO Openi 3 ubauedy deemined tha the MOV had two lifted leads. Furtw invetgation revealedha ano h arg Pump Suctn Isolation Valve also bad two lifted leads The cus of
- - - - die ~event Was personne eafor.

tet Matnance O na/ Human Acat Torque 198 Failure Patial isyfeedwaterres1Uting slation MOVs were obsevedto stick mdjm during
Enfor Switch to open or praed valve acut testing becase t teting looewed the valve copling on

124 the drive sha tbowing he limittches out Te caue ofthe coupling coming lo=wathetorqueoftheop orexceodigtbepotetia ofthecoupling, thus unscrewn itn
rhis ulted f6m too high a seting on the torque switc, and the setup of the control

ct Mainteance THma orque 1 1981 allure Makeup pwmp recira valwvs did not flydosw dw to low wue valu The torqw
125 Om 'I Switchb Ito Coe switch settngs were set with no sym pressue.

est p tional/ Huma aor ti Switch -P 1991v ailwe _LPI MOVs faled to ope Inorc setpmus of th valve oeatr limit switche. Rot126 Eor _ _ to aose was insdicet eonol of setpoas.

Tat Main p e Hun tSwh RCS 19& Failure Pa l in peromnce ofsourveillce tsg presriz power opeted relicfvaves, faid to

127 Eror a . . . lose dose properly. Loose c within the Lnentrque operator. Long tm measwes to17 imnute this recourin prblm include changes to maintenance procedures requiring
_ _____ .____. periodic examations of all switch cott within Umitoque operaors.

Test Maintenance rt Human rn Trmission HPI 198 ailure Pt The igh pressur afety nject header to loop Wction MOV opator spring packs

128 Error Open w foundwith ex grseduringwrveillanc tesingcasing valveto torque outmidtroke. The spring pck was ipab e due to axcessive grase caused by improper
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mainteanoce.

129 est Mainenance Opetiona/ Hwna . imit Switch CSS 19 Failure Redundant disharge valvcs an a cotie a spay pump would not ope. Valve would
129to_ &o __to_Open torqueoutbefore going open dueto improperlyadjusted limitswitch

Test Manienance Operational/ Human ircwit HPI 19& Failure Compte While performing a suveian test durig re&eling shutdown, the open cOtact for HPI
130 Error . to Open loop isolation valves did not clse. The contadors were out of adjustment

Tea Maint peace io all Human ircut HPI 1986 Failure Partial T ECCS MOVs had wire grounded under valve qeor cover. Both failures were
131 rr . . r _ _ 'Er to Open attributed to previous maitenance.

Test Matenance Operational/ Human Valve Stm R -B 19U Falure AlmostWig the high pressure injection conl valve, the motor opertor overrlsted
Eror to Close Compbte whie going in the open direction. Tbe valve operator ovehsed due to a design

defnc in the torque switch sping pod that allowed a buildup of grease between the
132 Bieville wass whch resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve wvs operated. After

discussion with component mnufactuer, a plant madifica was perfonred that
macined not in th ends ofwthe motor oprtor torque limiting sleeve. These notches

- - will provide a better grease reiiefpath
Test Maintenance Op onal/ Human Valve Stem RCS 199 ailure Parta Tb pressurizes power opated relief valves isolation valve opetos output trust was

133 ErClr aose below the minimum requid to flycose the valve an demand. The valve' stan to stem
o _ ut nickel based luicat vw t cause

Test Mainterce Opan Huma Valve Stem AFW 194 Falure Aux feedwater pump dishargehAder isolation valves found damaged duing special
134 Ert Open inspetio One valve did not open during suveillace test te oher three wee not

operated, but probably wwd ot have opend due to excessive damage, (bet stem). AU
- _ - damge was determined to be due to over-twrquing the torque switch.



lteFn Discovery Coupling sub- ~~~~~~Failure Degree ofItem Method Sub- Piee P ste 19 mode Failure Descaiption
Test Maintenmce OptionaV Hwnan Valv Stem CSS 19S4 F CrpAe During s.llane tst two eciculation sptay p suctio vves were inopefableEffor toOpen Tbe valve positonlights in thecontroom indicated the valve cycled normally. However,135 the valve did not nowve from the closed position. Failure was cwsed by the shearing of the

nog pin due to inadvertently leaving te inconect pin, a rlin pin, (tapered pin
- - - - *bl~~~~~'y used fr alignment), in the valve opertorcopig_ _ w opsator~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ps coupling.

Test Maintenance Octr reaker RHR-B 196 Failure Pardal CI test vatve and CI toru suton valve would not ope upon demnd and would trip 136 t Opel breaker upon movement Found auxiliary contas on breaker in open circuit not making
up.

t Mdntenance t Actuaor Torque I 1994 Faile Partia gh Pressue Safety Injection to Loop MOV would not stroke filly open. Electricians
137 Switch to s found oxidation on the open totque switc contacts, causirg the notor to stop vdve

movement befbre the valve wa fuly open. Oxidation is an expected ocurene over time_____ in this atnmp
est Maintenance Odwc At Limit Switch PI 1994ailu Ptid Limit switches being cut ofadjustment reslted in contined leakage. One had both open138 Close and closed liit switches out ofadjustment The othervalve had oily the closed limit__ swithes out of adustment
rest Maintenance Ote ctar Lmit Switch I 199 Failure Partial hm high pfessu safety injection pump long term coolir cament isolation MOVs139 Open iled to achieveminimnn flow requiremnt T cause of failure was attributed to the_ _ limit switch rotor being out of mechanic adjument

140 et Maintenance Actuator Torque RHR-B 19 ailure Partial LLRT failurs on Torus Suction valves due to torque switch misadjumnent_ ____ ____ Switch _ lose _
Test Maintenance O ctuator Torque HPI 199 lure Partial Motor Operated Valve br High Pressure Safety Injection would not stroke fiuly open.141 Switch to Open Electricians found oxidion n the open torque switch contac causing the motor o stopvalve ovemnt before the valve wa fully open. Oxidation is an expected occurrence over_ ____ ____ tine in this atmosphee.
Test Maintmnce Acttor Lmit Swi RHR-B 1984 Flure Partia During a LCI operability test fuil flow test valves were closed by position indication.142 to Close However the valves we not fily seated, md the LCI discharge piping drained. Valve

I _ . Iosition indication was outa a -- -
rest Mntenance Oer Actuor Torque RHR-P 19 Failure Partial Wl1e pefonning sump valve soke test two MOVs failed to re-open after being stroked

143 Switch to Open closed. The cause ofthe filures has been determined to be that the bypss ircuit time wastoo shol This prvened the valves from opening untl the control switch had been
__a _ _ _emed seveal times.

44 est Maintenance Ow Actuaor mit Switch RHR-P 1990 Fallure Partial Sem tnavel was excessive on low pressure saty injection flow control containment144_to Open isolatieon valves. The opening travel was excessive, due to limit sitch out of adjustnent
Test aum Actudtor ker RCI 198 ailure Complete Durng the peformance ofta schedud RCI systn logic system fiunctenal tet an

145 Enror Oplen o esff ee n suctin piping octed. The peraos Incorrectlypiiose andor Incrately veified the positions of 6 cIrcut breake to motor operated
__ . _ . valves prior to (and fr) the test RCI system inoperable.

Test lity Deign/ ctuator Transmission I 199 Failure Part A safety injecdon recirculatlon MOV filed to dose It was discovered that the valve had a
corwmpc tClose b en arotain device (key) This promped an Inspection of the remaining globe146 Manull valm that found the safety injection to reactor coolant system cold leg injection valvesIhlato aso had a brokn key.
hnadequacy _

'' ' t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
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ltn Discovery Coupling ftXiA-C'n u- ice Pa syt Ya Failure Degree of Dsito

Test aty Dasgn/ Acutr Circuit 1982 alure Pat twas detemined that a trai of AFW MiOVas would not open on a steam genrar low-
Constnucton/ toOpen low level. Some ofthe wiring to be done for design a diange was inconmplete upon

147 Mauilctural cmlto o ie desipn change

Test QaityP ugnv Valve Dik HI 19 Fallure P W testing the high presure itijcton system, it was discovered tha the flow rate was
onstauceloni t Open unbaaced and below the minmum allowed by the units tecuical specifications. The

148 p0/m elacement of the plugs in the MOVs with a piLug that had bewn tu uredu to
lation ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the wrong damions due to an wor in a vendor drawing, caused unbalanced and low

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ uacy _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~flow.
Test Qaity Op *onal/ Human Ua LmtSwitch SS 19 Fallure Coplee n re-testing, technicians found that the continment sump isolation valve qieAto

Effor t~~~~~~~~~~~~ pen ea limt switche were incorecty set. This prevented te contaiment spray suctio
149 valve from repoitioning as required. During a plan modification, technicians Incorrectly

Sdthe CmknMentup Sisolation valVe operats iantena limit switch. The switch was
sato be open, though drawings calle for it to be closed. Die to inadequate functional

________ _________ ________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~verification, this effor was not found during post modifica esting.
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Appendix B

Data Summary by Sub-Component

This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure (CCF) data

collection effort for MOVs. The tables in this appendix support the sections in Chapter 4. Each table is

sorted alphabetically, by the first four columns.
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Table B-1. MOV actuator sub-component CCF event summary.

Item Sub Proximate Cause Discovery _ Coupling Year Fail Degree of Description
__ Component _ _ _ __ Medhod ____ _ Fwcto Mode FailureDeclto

Actuator Designl Demand Circuit RHR-B Design 1984 Failure Complete Both LCI injection MOVs would not open due to an error in the valve logic circuit
Con5tfJcti0n/ to Open diagrams and the moval of motor brakes for environmental qualification. This condition

lManufacure/ caused the valves to continuously try to close until both valve stems were damaged.
Installation

_ _ _ __ _ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _

Actuator Designl Demand Circuit RHR-B Design 196 Failure Complete Residual heat removalAow pressure coolant injection discharp to suppression pool
Constzuctiont to Close minimum flow control valves did not close properly on demand. Incorrect logic design

2 Manufacture/ prevented valves from closing completely on demand. The new design provided for a seal-
Installation in contact wit the automatic isolation signal. The seal-in contact dallows torque closure of
Inadequacy _the valve even if the selector key lock switch is in the lock, position.

Actuator Design/ Demand Circuit AFW Maintenance 194 Failure Partial Awn feedwater flow control valves wowd not open. On one the motor control contactor
Construction/ to Open was not conaeting due to 2 loose connections; and the other the torque close setting was

3 Manufacturel misadjusted, causing contacts to open too soon.
Installation
Inadequacy________ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ctuator Design/ Demand Circuit RHR-P Design 1999 Failure Complete Thermal overloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency. Consequendy, the
Construction/ o Open normal closure of the valve will trip the thermal overload heater some percentage of the

4 Manufacture time.
Installation

_ _____ Inadequacy _
Actuator Design/ Demand Limit Switch RHR-P Design 1985 Failure Partial Shutdown cooling system heat exchanger isolation valves were not fully closed. The

Construction/ to Close condition esulted from prenature actation of valve motor operator position indication
Manufacture/ - limit switches and control room indication of the valves being in the closed position. A
Installation cage is being implemented for these valves to separate the torque switch bypass limit
Inadequacy switch and the valve position indicating limit switch by rewiring the position indicating

rotors.
Actuator Design/ Demand Motor RHR-B. Design 1987 ailure Partal Suppression pool cooling valves (one in each loop) iled to open. As long as the RHR

Constructionl o Open pump was operating, the valves could not be opened and the thermal overloads would trip.
6 Manufacture Cause was an incorrectly sized motor.

Installation
_ - Inadequacy _

Actuator Design/ Demand Motor AFW Design 1989 Failure Partial AFW MOVs would not fully close under high dip conditions until the valve actuators were
Construction/ to Close setup at the highest torque switch setting allowed by the tolerances.

7 Manufacture/
Installation

_ _____ Inadequacy _____ ____________________________________________

Actuator Design/ Dmand Motor RHR-B Design 1991 Failure Partial RHR test return valves failed to seat tightly due to friction related problems. Replaced
Constructionl Close operators.

8 Manufactured
Installation
Inadequacy
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tem CSub- Proximate CAs Discovery Piece Put Sysler coupling Yer Failure Dege ofao
__ _________ Metod - _____FWAo Mode Failure ____ _________________________

Actuator Design Torque I 1981 Falure Motor torque switches wore out of a4jusment and did not allow full losure.
Consuuction/ switch to Close

9 Manufacturc
InstlIlation

Acuator Designl Demand Traumission RHR-P Desig 1991 Failure arti T h motor opator for cold leg isDlaion valve decricallyengaged while the valve was
Constuction/ to Open being manually stroked open dwing post-modification testing. The motor opaator
Manufacue/ electrically eng and closed the valve (short stroking). Investigation detamined that tis

10 Instllaion lectrical short stroking of the valve caused the mor pinion key to shear. Oer safety-
Inadequacy elated motor opeator were specte The motor opeators were identified as having

failed keys smilar to the failed k identified earlie. Further investigation revealed small
emanating from both corners of the keyway on the motor shaR The root cause of the

msheared motor pinion gear was that the k material was inadequate.
Actuator Design/ Inspecion reker HPI Quality 1980 Falure Power kads were found reversed to two safety injction valve operiors. Root cwse was

Consucto to Open do dmintive control.
ManuacturJ
Installation
Inadequacy

Acuator Dcsignj Inspection Braker Quality 1985 Failure Paria he 125 vdc breakers for motor-operated valves in the turbine driven auxiliary feedwatr
Construction/ to pen pyste wr Mt th pp sze

J2 M
installation

quacy
ctuator 1Design Inspection Transmission CSS Design 1993 Failure Pst Ihe motor pini key for a Conainmet Spray header isolation valve w serued.

Constuction/ to Open Subsequeat motor pinion key failures oared on October 18 1993, Mach 23,1994, and
1 3 ManurJ April 13,1994. The evaluations for thee events ddmined that the failures were due to

Installation improper key material.
Iadeuacy

Actuator Design/ Ispection Trasmission RHR-B Design 199 Falure Pa vestigag failure of motor operated valve to achieve minimum required dosing tust
Consution/ o Close fr iobr d isolati valve t gaed to supply specified I 10% design rust

14 Manufaur Outboud isolation valve and 6 other motor opeed valves C2 in RHR) had same actuator
ntalaion prolems due to failure to consider design capabilities prior to cstaWishing diagnostic

_______ hadequacy _ ting criteria.
Actuator Design/ Inspection Irsmission -B tnane 1 allure LCI MOV motrpinion key replaement were supposed to be perforned in 1982 to

Constnction/ Close the kes to an apppriat material key. This replacement was not per6wmed and
15 Manufacwas discovered in 1992, as 3 valve keys were found sheared or nearly sheared.

Installation
Inadequacy

Actuator Design/ Maintenance Braker AFW Quality 198 Fallur art Thetrip cois installed inthe power supp feeder breakers for the motor actuator for two
Consuuction/ to Open FW MOVa were inconec

16 hlmnuar/ -
blion

_ _ _ u sc y _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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Item Sub- P C Discovery P Sy Coupling Y., Failure Degree of Desription
__Component ______ Metod I___ __ Factor - Mode Failure ________________________

Actuator Designl Maintenance Tranmission RHR-B Qlity I ailure Partial Nomal maintenance on suppression chamber cooling Loop B thottle valve. Suppression
Conscion/ Open chamber cooling Loop B throttle valve motor pinion key sheared and Loop A throttle valve17 Manufature notor pinion key deformed Keys were found to be of the wrong material due to vendorh Nllation inadequcies and utility programmatic deficiencies.

I Inadequacy _ ___

cetuator Design Tet Circuit AFW ity 19S2 alure Partial It was determined that a train of AFW MOVs would not open on a steam generator low-
Consuctiont/ Open low level. Some of the wiring to be done for design a change was incompilete upon18 MManuhture/ ompletion of the design change.
Installation
nadequacy

Actuator Designt Test Limit Switc RHR-B Maintenance 1988 Failure Partial During urveillane testing of the RHR shutdown cooling isolation valves reveaed that
Constetion/ Close eh loop injection valve failed to close as required. The failure was due to a wiring error19 Manucture on the limit switches associated wifth RHR suction valves. An incorrect limit switch was
Installation used for both valves, which made a slight mis-operation of the switches capable of
Inadequacy .... .._. _ affecting the close cireuitiy of the isolation valves.

Actuaor Designl Test Motor RHR-B Design 1992 Failure Partial D to t original val opet selection itr Using less coseaiv tor t
Construction/ Close wprimay containment spray isolation valves had an imadequate torque and thrust20 Manuhfature/ pability. Design requirement is 134 ft-lbs; available is 100 fl-lbs.

Installation
Inadquacy

ctuator Design/ Test Motor Design 18 ailure Partia Due to incorrctly sized operator the Torus cooling valves would not completely close
onstruction/ Close against full differentia pressure.

21 Manufacture/
Installaton
Inadequacy

Actuator Designl et orque Dign 1994 Failure Partial uxiliary Feedwater Pumps to Steam Generator Isolations were determined to be past
Construction/ Swith Close inopeabe Differential pressure testing conducted during the outage revealed the valves22 Manufacture/ w d not sufficiently lose against design basis system conditions to isolate flow.
Installation
I1nadequacy _ _ _ __ _

Actuator Design Test Torque Design 1989 ailure Patal Seven AFW valves would open but would not fully close electialy. The cause of failure
Construction/ Saitch Cose was the valve opertor and valve were previously changed out on a modification and

23 Manufacture/ passed the post modification test Upon investigation of the valve hilure it was determinedwallation that the design engineers had the thnust values wrong and the torque switch was reflecting a
Inadequacy 1085 psi system when in fact the system is 1600 psi.

Actuator Designl Test Torqu CSS Design 1984 ailure Complete Durg surveillance, two containment spray motor operated valves failed to open. The
onstruetion/ Switch Open valves were stuck due to excess play in operator assembly, which allowed the open torque

24 Maufacture/ switch to disengage thereby shutting off the operator. The bypass limit switch was rewired
Installation to a sepate rotor whh a longer bypass duration per design change.

Acltuator Design/ Test Torque I Design 1994 ailure P al HPI MOVs failed to fuly close. Engineering determined that the recommended lose thmst
Construction/ Switch to wasinsufficient to lose valve during vos case filufe.

25 Mwnufati
bInsXlation.
Inaequacy__
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Sub- -iscov Couplin y Failure Degree ofItem Proximate Cause Divey r sytem oupln ef Description 
__Component Method 1iO rt Factor Mode Failure DsztO

Actuator DesigrV Test Torque RHR-B Dksign 1987 Failure Partial During operability test of RHR. a loop isolation valve wotdd not close against system
Constzuctaon/ lswitch a Close operating pressure due to an undersized washer spring pack in valve operator. supplied to

26 Manufctuf the plant in actuators by the vendor not in accordance with purchase specifications. Similar
Instaliation problem found on the other loop isolation valve.

_ _ _ Inadequacy ._ _ _ ___ _ _

Actuator DesigrV rest Torque HPI Maintenance 1991 Failure Partial T high pressure safety injection system flow control containment isolation valves failed
Construction/ Switch Close to cornpletey close because total clse trust was not sufficient to close valve under

27 Manfacture/ yamic stroke. A thrust value beyond the recommended maximum total close thrust would
Installation be needed to completely dose the valve. Engineering evaluation determined a higher thrust
Inadequacy _______ _______ _______ value woul be acceptable.

Actuator Design/ Test orque -P Design 1985 Failure Parial During maintenance testing it was determined several residual heat removal MOVs
Consruction/ Switch Open wouldn't develop the required thrust as specified by the motor operated valve testing

28 Manufacrci pgran The failure was attributed to an improper torque switch installation due to
Installation incorrect engW ing calculations of original design values. The appropriate torque switch
Inadequacy instaed adjusted per the vised engineering values, tested, and retuned to serie.

Actuator Design/ Test orque CSS Design 1985 Failure Partia During maenae testing It was determined that four contiment spray MOVs wouldn't
Constction/ Switch Open develop the required thrusL The failures were attributed to an improper spring pack

29 Manufacture/ installin and to an improper torque switch installation. The improper installations were
Installation due to incorrect egineering calculations of original design values.
Inadequacy _

Actuator Design/ Test orque CSS Daign 1985 Falure Complete During maintenance testing it was detenmined that four containment spray MOVs wouldn't
Construction/ witch to Close develop the required thusL The failures were attributed to an improper spring pack

30 Manufacture/ installation and to an impropertorque switch installation. The improper installations were
Installation due to incorrect engineering calculations oforiginal design values.
Inadequacy _

Atuator DesignV Test rananussin HPI Quality 1992 Failure Parti A safety ijection recirculation MOV failed to close. It was discovered that the valve had a
Close broken anti-rotation device (key). This prompted an inspection ofthe remaining globe

31 Manufactve/ alves that found the safety injection to reactor coolant system cold leg injection valves
Instalation aJo had a broken key.

_ Inadequacy

Actuator Design/ Test Transmission I Design 1987 Failure Partial e testing the high pressure iection control valves the motor operator overthuusted
Constructionl to Open while going in the open direction. Valve opator overdus due to a design deficiency in
Manufactur/ the torque switch spring pack tht allowed a buildup of grease between the Belleville

32 Installalion .iwass vich resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was operaed. After discussion
Inadequacy ith component manuficturer, a plant modification was performed tat machined notches

in the ends ofthe motor operator torque limiting sleeve These notches will provide a better
grease reliefpat

Actuator External Denand Torque RHR-P Design 1983 Failure Partal Two RHR MOVs were not giving remote indication in the full close position of valve.
33 Environment witch to Close Torque switch inoperative not rotating on dosing stroke. The torque switch setting scew

__________ was found loose most likly due to valvevibraton.
Actuator External D and Transmission HPI Environnental 1995 Falure Partial When a dose signal was initiated from the control room, two Refueling Water Tank valves

Environment to Close failed to close They only stroked 2 pt. and gave dual indkation. Inspction of actator
34 interals found rust corrosion and water intrusion. The cause was due to water ingress

ugh an actuator pnetration in the stem protector resulting in ust and corrosion to
ac_r parts.
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Sub- CmoetProximate Cause Discovery Pie= Patt ;yste Coupling M e Failurete Component _ _ _ __ Method Desc__ ato alueDgreo ripo

ctuator Extemal Inspection Motor IHR-B Envionmental 1985 Failure Pattial The ECCS pumnp room was inadvertently flooded with water, inundating the RHR system
35 Environment to pen minimum flow vave and a pump suction isolation vale. The valve openaor motor

- _ - - windings were grounded as a result of the water intuion.
36 etuat ot19 ailur e ile teting t tos suction valvs, two MOVs failed when given an open sigal. Both

___6 __ Environment _ __ t Opent suction valves had shoted out due to excessive condensation in the HCI room area.
37 ctuator Exenal Test Torque {PI Desig 1991 Faihre Partial Cornpreion springs in the HPI MOV torque switch assembly were weakened by vibration.

_ Environment Switch _ t Close
Actuator Extemal Test Transmission RHR-B Environmentl 1991 Failure Pt of the two Pimary coninmt isolaon valves in both reidual heat removal low

Environment t Close pressure coolant injection subsystems to be inoperable. One valve operator torque switch
tpped in both directions preventing both full closure and full opening. The other valve had

38 cesive seat leakage The threads of the gat valve sten nut in the motor operator were
worn and broken causing the valve to lock in a partially open position. Analysis determined
tem nut wear out may have been accelerated by mechanical overload caused by high
differentul pressure across the valve. The valve stem failed due to vibration causing cyclic

-- _____ - - ~~~~~~~~~~fa ftigue.

Actuator Intemal to Demand ircuit CS Maintenance 19 ailure plet e inlet block MOVs for the PORVs filed to close or open from the control room. This
39 Component Close failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has

_______ erratic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.
Actuator Intenal to Demand Circuit CS intenance 1989 Failue Comple The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the control room. This

40 Component Open failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has
- _ -_ - erratic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.

Actuator Intemal to Deman Circuit 1985 ailur Partial le removing an AFW tin fom sevice, the pump dicharge valves to two steam
41 Component to Close generators did not close. The closing coils in the motor controller failed, due to unknown

__ _ __C_ ause.

ctuator Intenal to Demand ircuit RHR-B Maintenance 1993 Failure Partial RHR MOVs failed when an aux relay open contacor failed to operate. Cause was
42 Component to Close aributed to inappropriate use of cramolin spray to clean relay, which caused it to becomer I ~~~___ _sticky.

Actuator Intemal to Demand circuit tHR-B Maintenance 1993 ailure Partial RHR MOVs failed when an mx relay open contator failed to operate. Cause was
43 Component Open attributed to inappropriate use of cramolin spray to clean relay, which caused it to become

sticky.
Actuator Intemal to Demand Limit Switch RIHR-B aintenance 1980 Failure Partial Extinguished valve indicating lights on RHR punp suction valves. MOVs would not

44 Component to Open operate due to broken limit switch rotors caused by loose limit switch finger bases.
Actuator Intera to Demand imit Switch RHR.B Maintnance 1995 Falure Pati RHR systen suppression pool valves failed to operate on demand (open). The limit switch

45Component to pen on the MOV failed to opeate, thus not allowing the valve to cycle on command. The cause
of the failure was normal wear and service conditions of the limit switch resulting in
failure.

Actuator Intemal to Demand Torque RHR-B Qudity 1986 Failure Partidal An electrical fire was discovered in an MCC. The cause of this event was a personnel error,
Component Switch t Open which resulted in an incoret field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. The error was

complicated by unsuccessful dedtion of the error during subsequent testing or inspections.46 As coriecti actions, t wiring error ws coroed. Addidtionally, all other motor
opennors, which were replaced for environmental qualification purpo during this period

were mcdified to preclude this failure.
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Item Sub- Proximae Cam Discovery pie Pat Coupling Ya Failure Degree of Description

cluator Internal to Demnwd Torque HCI Quality 1996 Failure Paual an atempt to repostion a HCI MOV (the irc loop pump suction valve The valve
Component Switch Open faild to open upon a signl from the control room. An investigation into the cause ofthe

valvds failure detmine d that a hydaulic lockup of the MOV's spring pack prevented the
47 torque switch from opening causing the motor to fl. This lock-up was due to: I) the

replaeent of kss viscous new grease, into the operator, whicb was recommded by the
anufactuer and 2)the failure of the manufacturer to provite information regarding the

needto install a retrofit grease relief kiL
48 A r Internal to Danld Transmission RHR-B Mintenance 194 alure Pftal Ton suction valves Both loop) cuch lever wold not engage.Compent open 

Intenal to Ispen Tranaussion 19 ailure Partial During a special inspecion, a limit switch tmial block ws found cracked and a bevel
49 Comptnent Open gear sipped on safty injection system high pressure header shutoff valveL The cause of

failue has not been determined but inadequate maintenance is suspected. The limit switch
_______ terminal block and the bevel gear were replaced.

Acuator Internal to Inspection Transmission CSS Maintenance 198 ailure aral O leaks ideatified on handwheel of motor operated acuator for conainmcnt spray header
SO Component Open isolation valves. eal seals and oring for matig surfce of handwheel and gear box had

failed. Failure atuributed to urpected abnormal wcar.
51 Actuator Interal to Maintenance reaker RCI Main ce 19 Failure Partial Valve opeaio were not wit specified im limits due to fauty contaors. Inadquate

51 _______ t D Open PM.
Actator Internal to Maintenance Limit Switch RCS Quality 1983 'ailue Partial The Limitorque valve oerator for the pressurizer isolation valves found to have cracks on52 Component ._____Ito Close the geared limit switcu
Actuato Internal to Maintance Mor RHR-B Maintenance 1985 ailure Partial Gounds wer found on2 of 4 LI Ijection valves, Ibable cause was determined to be

53 tComponent Opn insulation breakdown.
Actuator Interal to Maintenance Torque Maintenance 1994 aIlwr. Partial After completion of mechanical rework on HPI MOV actuator. technician was attempting

Coons witch to Open to setup and stroke mtdr oped valves. While sroking valve elecrically found the
54 rque switch would not open, resulting in valve travel not being stopped. Technicians

invesiatd and found torque switch defective and rotor on limit switch to not be tuming
- _- - - - fuly to proper position.

ctuator Intenal to Maintenance Torque BPI iance 1994 alure Partial igh Head Safety Injection System motor opat isolation valves would nt open fully.
55 omponent Switch Close Technicans investigated and found gease on torque switch contacs, which prevented

conacts from cosing ciruit nproper greasing resulted in ceive grease accumulation
on torque sAtch contacts.

Actuator Interal to Test Breaker CSS Maitenaace 1990 alure Partial 480 Vac circuit breake for recirculation sump to containment spray pump isolasbn56 omponent to Open alves would not trip on an instaneous trip test within specified current limitL

Acar Intenal to Test Circuit BPI Mnlance 198 6allure Partial Dirty contacts and oose connections resulted in valves faling to open.
57 Component [to open

Actuator Internal to Test Circuit AFW Design 2000 alure Complete Loose sliding lik caused unplanned swap to LOCAL contro. This Iso caused AFW
58 1Comporent to Open suction auto swap capability to be bloced. Manual control apparently still available.

Actuator Internal to Test Limit Switch AFW MPace 1992 allure PatW TM AFW pump sUpply to steam generator control valvesstopped at an intermdiate
59 Component Open sition and did not ful open Local verification based on stem travel verified the valve

-I- -stopped at an intermediate position. The valve operators limit switch was out of adjustment.
Actuator Internal to Teat otor AFW 199 ailure Parti Te maximum d/p previously used in eadier testing and evaluation was detemined to not

omponent - Close repmsent worst coe conditions. Futher testing revealed tat none ofthe AFW block valves
would full close against the calculated worst cae d/p. The root cuse of the inablky of the

_____ _________ ______ ____ valves to close is atributed to valve conction due to normal wr.
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Item Sub Proximate Cau D Msoet h P M coupling Y Failure Degree of
__component ______ Metd ___ _ Fawtor __ ode Failure Descrip________________on___

61 Actuator to Test Motor R Manance 1985 Flure a Bued out moton (one LCI and one Torts cooling) due to aging.C__ omponent to__ ___ _ Open_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

62 Actuator nena to Test Motor SS Design 1986 Flure Complete Routine surveillance disclosed that the contaimnent recirculation sump to containment
62 Compe- to -Ope pump isola valves would not open. The motor for valve operatrs buned up.

Actuator Intemal to Test Torque Daign 1986 Faihre Almost g MOV actuator testing the clse torque limits on the operator to the emergency
63 Component witch t Close Complete feedwter pump discharge valv to the stemn genators were found to be belowr h~~~____inimm. The toque switches were out of adjustmen.
64 Actuator Internal to Tat orque R P Maintenance 1986 Failure Patial While the unit was in shutdown for refueling, the BWST oudet valve operator failed to

ompont with It Open open during moor opeated valve actuation testing. The torque switch was out of balance.
65 ctuator Internal to et Torque HP ahenae 1991 alure Partil A fuse failed in the first event due to aging and washers in the spring pack of the second

65 _____ Component [Switch t Open - vhe came loose and gronded the motor. Root cae was inadequate maintenance.
Actuaor Internal to Test Transmission RHR-B Maintenance 1983 Falure Partial RHR inboard injeci valve woud not open due to a locking nut on the worm gear shaft

Component to pen having backed off allowing the worm gear to back out of the bearing and the spring pack.
- -- The opposite tain valve had failed 2 months previously for the same cause

Actuator *OpetatonaV Human Demand Breaker iFW Mdntenance 1937 Failure Partial Th isolation vaves to the steam generator from the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump
Error to open failed to open when demanded frm the main cotrol board switch. The dc circuit breaker

67 for the motor opeted valves were found to have loose (unplugged) connections on the
minal block inside the breaker. It appears tht the connectors are easily unplugged by

-_- - - moving fte cables in the cable tun comprtnent adjoining the breaker.
Actuator *ona/ Human Demand Breaker FW Design 1988 Failre Pard Themotor opeted containment isolation vlves for the turbine driven feedwater pump

Error to Open supy to steam genemtor failed to respond during stroke test from the main control board.
The motor leads in the dc beaker wem found disconnected. This is a plug-in type

68 connector unique to the 480 vdc breakers. After evaluation, it was determined that
personnel were working in the cable run compartment adjacent to the breaker and as they

oved ctbles around in the cable run, tension was applied to the comectors cauing them

-A cuator OperationaV Human Demand Circuit RC Maintenance 20 ailue Partial e intruments that signal the RCI steam supply valves to close in the event of a stear69 Error to Close line break were rendered inoperable due to human enror and work paciage change errors.

Actuator OperationaV Human Demand Ciruit RHR-B Design 1985 ailure Coplete When the contrl room operaor proceeded to establish shutdown cooling, the suction
Error to Open lves to the system would not opm Investigation revealed that while applying a

maintenance permitto the ptima containment isolation system, a plant operator
70 unknowigly removed the wrong fuse. This electrically blocked the residual heat removal

system shutdown cooling suction vaves and head spray isolation valves in the closed
positi Imestigation evealed that although the plant operator removed the fuse, which
was beled Q, as the permit requird, this was not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label
had slid down such that fuse 3 appeared to be Q.

Actuator O onaV Human Deand imit Switch AFW Maintenance 1984 aiure Ptia Feedwater from the motor driven auxiliay feed pumps to steam generators, filed upon a
71 Error aose feedwaer flow retention signal. Nornal operation upon a retention signa is to actuate to apreset positiorL Inspection of the Limitorque opewator revealed the limit switch was

imprely positIoned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment.
Actuator OperationaV Human Dmand Limt Switch 1984 ailure P al Feedwater ftom the motor driven auxiliy feed pumps to steam generators, failed upon a

72 Erro Open feedwar flow retention signal. Normal opertion upon a retion signal is to acuate to a
preset position. Inspection of the Limitorque operator reveaed the limit switch was

________. impropery positioned. An ivestigation could not detemnine cau of improper adjustment
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Item Sub Proxirnate C st Coupling F Failur Degreiof
Component _ ____ Metho system Fcto Mode FailureDeclzo
Actuator Operational/ Human Demand Torque RHR-B Maintenance 198 Failure arti Th residual heat removal suppression pool fuU flow discharge isolation valve and the torus

Error Switch to Close spray isolation valve would not fully dose upon demand. The cause of the failure is
inmper previous in c ctivites set the torque switch stting on the valve operator

___ _ _ _ _ _ inlcorecy low.
Actuator OperationaU Human Demand Torque RCI Design 199 Failure Part An electrical fire was discovered in an MCC. The cause of this event was a personnel error,

Eror Switch to Close which resulted in an incorrect field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. The error was
74 coxmplicated by unsccsful detection of the error during subsequent testing or inspections.

conective actions, the wiring error was corrected. Additionaly, all other motor
pertors. which were replaced for envionental qualification purposes during this period

____ _ were modified to predude this failure.
Actuator Operational/ Human Demand Torque RHR-P Maintenance 1983 ailure At Shutdown cooling systen heat enchanger isolation valves could not be remotely opened

75 Error Switch tOpen Compete from the control roonL The inability of the valves to remotely open was atributed to
incorect open sequenc torque and limit switch setings. The incorrect settings caused the
motor on the valves b stop before the valves had come off their seats.

76 caor Operational Human Dmand Torque AFW Maintenance 1995 Falure Pati steam supply valves torque switch setpoints were incorrdy calculated for the type
Error switch I to Close of valve.

ctuator Opeational Human Demand Torque AFW tenance 198 Failue Pdart Operator tried to close motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump discharge header to stcam
Error Switch to Close gencrator isolation valves aainst pump flow and they would not fully close. Valves failed

77 to close due to the torque switch opening. These being caused by the incrased torque
during ntermittent throUling nearthe full closed position where differential pressure is

Actuator Operational Humar Demand Torque AFW Quality 1985 Failure Complete TM procedural deficiency that allowed for a low setting of the bypass limit switches on
Error switch to Open Limitorque valve operators prompted an evaluation of all MOVa Using the motor opeated

valve analysis and test system; a review of the as found conditions of 165 safty related
MOVs revealed that 17 valves were evahated as inoperable for various reasons. These 17

78 valves included the auiliary feedwater isolation valves. Further investigation revealed tat
Limitorque failedtosupplyadequate instructions on balancing ofthe torque switches.
Torque switch unbalance reulted in three valves being unable to produce sufficient thust

lto ose against the design differential pressure.
Actator Operational/ Human Demand orque CS Maintenance 1981 Failue Part The pressurizer PORV block valves did not fuly shut on demand. The cause of this event

79 Error Switch _ to Close was due to naintenance pracic problems.
Actuator Operational/ Human Denand orque RHR-B Maintenance 1991 Failure Partial First iure was a torque switch out of adjustment. Second failure was a mis-positioned

s0 Error Switch to Close motor lead holding a torque switch openL Inadequate maintenance.
Actuator Operational/ Human Demand Tranission RHR-P Opeational 1995 Fallure Parta Low Pressure Iqjection valves were overtorqued open in error dwing manual baceating

81 Error to Close afl past packing leak. Excessive force was applied when disengaged from electric
I_____ I_________ _____o __ __ operation, causing clutch ring to bind-up when electric operation was re-initiated.

82 ctuator Operational/ Human Inspection Beaker BPI Op national 1981 Falure Complete Opea went to the wrong unit and do-enegized a total of five SI valves.
82 Error to Open

Actuator Operational Human Ipection reaker HPI Opational 198 Falure Complete Tlw breakers for the high pressure injection suction valves from the BWST were
Error to Open inadvertenwly ft tagged open after the reactor coolant system had been heated tog

han 350F. The suction supply from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and would
83 nothave opened utomatil upon engineered safeguards actuation. The root cause is

faiure to perform an adequate review of the red tag logbook in accordance with the startup
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Item, Sub- Proximate Cause Discvery 1 pt Sy Coling year Failure Degr Of Dscripion__Component _ _____ Methd ____ Factor __ ode Failure ___________________________

84 Acuator tiona Huma nspection Breaker HP! Op donal 1989 arur dpls allowed entry into opeting mode wher the system was rquired without. ______ t Open dire cting ope s to energize HPI MOV valve operators.
85 Actuator Hona H un peion motor CSS Minnance 197 adlure Mal Containment spra MOVs were nderd inopemble by maitenance staff err.

85 r ______ ______ ______ Open Lubrication for the pinion gma housings was put in the motor housings.
Actutor Opeaional Human Mainteance Limit Switch BPI Design 198 Flure Comptete I engineering calcuidom rsulted in sping peck setting that would not open the

86 Emrrt Open BIT isoation valves. The third valve, Si pump to accumulators was discovered with the
same fuilte.

87 ctuator OperationaV Human Maintenance Umit Switch RHR-P Maintenance 1986 Failure Partial Low pe safety injection flow control containment isolation valves' strokc travel was______ Error tc _ Close greatr than allowable. The cause was open limit switches out of adjusunt
88 ctuator OpemtionaV Human Maintenc oqe -1Maintenance 1983 Failur Partial Improper wiring and connections on torque switches and limit switches.Effor Swith I to OpenI

Actuator Operational/Human est Breaker HPI aitance 1994 Failure Partidal RWST to Charging Pump Suction Isolation Valve ied to open. Troubleshooting
89 r Open smWsequently detmined tat the MOV had two lifted leads. Further investigation revealedant ther Charging Pump Suction Isolation Vave also had two lifted leads. The cause of

_ _ theena twas personn er.
ctuator *OpemonaV Human est ker CI Operonal 1989 allue Complete During the performance of a scheduled RCI tm logic system fuctioa tes, an

90 Ermr Open v o n of the system's suction piping occurred. The operats incorecty
itioed and/or inaccurately verified the positions of 6 circuit breakers to motor operated

- _ - vvcs priorto (and for) the test. RCI system inoperable.
91 Actuator Operational/ Human est crcuit I aintenanc 1986 Failure Partial Tho ECCS MOVs had wire grolnded under valve operator cover. Both failures were

Enor -_ t Open attnbuted to previous mainten.
92 ctuator Operational/ Human est Circuit HP! Mintenance 1984 Failure Complete While performing a surveillance test during refueling shutdown, the open contactor for HPI

__m_ E_ t Open loop isolation vaves did not dose. The co rtc. were out of adjustment.
93 ctuator Opetional/ Human est Limit Switch RHRP aenance 1991 Failure P*tal LPI MOVs failed to open. Incorect setpoints of the valve operator limit switches. Root

Error _ Clse cause was insuffient ontml of setpoints.
Actuator OperationalHuman et Limit Switch RCS Maintenance 1984 Failure Partial In performance of surveillance testin, pressurier power operated relief valves, iled to

94 oEror Close close properly. Loose connections within the Lmitorque operator. Long term measures to
eliminate this rmring problem include changes to maintennce procedures requiring

______. periodic examiaion of al switch onacts within Limitorque operts.
Actuator Op *tionaU Human est Limit Switch CSS Quality 1988 Failure Complete During re-testing, technicians foWd that the containment sump isolation valve operator

Error o Open intemal limit swiches were incorrectly set. This prevented the containment spray suction
vale fn repositioning as quired During a plant modification, technicians incorrecly
set the ceontainment sup oitation vaive operatoes internal limit switch The switch was
set to be open though drawinp called for it to be closed. Due to inadequate fnctional

- - ______ vcri- *fication, this eor was not found during pot modification testing.
ctuator O onaU Human est Limit Switch CSS aintenance 1985 Failure Partal Redundant discharge valves on a containmnt spray pump would not open Valve would

p Enor _ - orque out befor going open due to improperly adjusted limit switch.
Actuator onal Human est orque AFW Maintenance 1987 Failure 'ial Awxiliay fedwter regulating isolation MOVs wer observed to stick and jam during

Error Switch o open motor operated valve actuation testing because the testing loosened the valve coupling on
the drive shaft, throwing the limit switches out The cause of the coupling coming loose
was the torque of the opertor exceeding Oe potential of Ihe coupling ffi wuaewing it
This resulted from too high a setting on the torque switc, and the setup of the control

w
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itm su. pro,, Cas Discovery pw patcut ya Filure Degre of scpio
_ Sd> Method _ _ System Fao Y ode Falure

Actuao O pad Y Human est To HPI Mai9rance 19S Parial Makeup punp recirlatio valves did not fully dose due to low torque values. The torque
98 Error Switch to aose swith seUings we sat with no system pressure.

Actator Operaonall Human t nmisson HPI M e 19 al P The bib pressure safty injecon h to loop ction MOV operitor spring p
99 Enow . to Open wer fund with ece preae during surveillance testing causing valveto torque outmid

E.ror . s The sping pack wui e due to xcmiegrease caused by improper

. tr Othe Demand Rt -B Dsign 1987 Failure Failure ofthe aury contact block Luemly of valve moor dose conctor (failed in
to Opn ope position) prevented energizing valve mtor open concr. Occurred on Unit 2/1

100 croaconnect isoLion valve ad on Unit I RHR isolation ijection valve. Ihe contac
failed in the open position, thereby prventing energization ofth valve maor open

_____________ ________con__ __or.

101 ircOhe. Cisuit FW Mai_oce 19U Fallure Pa Dnial g automak atuation ofthe AFW system, the moLor operator flow conol valves to-01 -"w _______-_ __ to CSe s did not opeae properly on a flow retention signL
102 Au r h Demand Circuit AFW tenance 19 alure au a Dtg u ic acatio of the AFW sytem, the motor operaw flow conrol valves to

_____`ot O _p _ SOs did not operate properly on a flow retention signal.
Buar Other Demand Limit Switch RHR-P Mais 1987 alure Patial Residul beat removal punp sucios from feedwater storage tank valve and containment

103 to Open sOW would not opeate from corol room Cause of valves failure to operate was limit
__ ___ _ swiche out of adjusnL

104 b r Ode Deaid Limit Switch 19i2ce 19 Partil Cow limit switch Out of adjutmen Afar adjusanIn, valve dosed coney.104 t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o Cose

10 A r Dand Limit Switc HR-P M ace 193 Failure Partl MOV motor toqued out on stat ofopen/dose cyde. Umit switces out ofadjustment105_ _ __ ___ __ _ to Open I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

106 Acurato Oer Demand Torque HR-B e 194 Failure Pti 8th LCI oopPs full flow te valves failed to go fll dosed due to a faulty torque switch.
106 __ ____ ____ ____ Switch to Cose

Actator Other Demand orque HR-B idenance 19B4 Falure Parutidu a l beat emoval sucti from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard
107 witc aose isolai sucto valve would trip thanl overload when attempting to open from dosedposito d filcd o dose compblay. Torque switch sin ws to high d imit switch

_______________ ___________ setings wre nCoTect Reset limit and rq swihe.
Acuator Dema Torque UIR-P tnance 1987 Failure Partial R pump suction MOV ioation valves would not fuly open on demand The cause of

10B Switc to Open this failure was due to both torque switbhes were out ofadjustment Both valves could be
_ dosed on~~~~~~~~0 repeated s&np but not roene completly

AcStor Other Demand Torque R-B MnWm.m 19B4 Falure Put Residual heat removal suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling inboard
Switch tOpen isolt sucion valve wvld trip teral overload when aumpting to open from closed

posiinand filed to dose compleely. Torque svitch seuing was to bigh and limit switch
________ _s Lip were incorc. Reset limit and torque swithes.

Actuator Othe Mainenance Breaer HPI Mainauance 199 Fure P The 40-volt circuit breakem for three fety injection to cold leg nor operated isolation
to pen v es we found out speUlation higb on two phases The degraded component had noignifict efct on the sysm or the plant, but could have cused damage to the valve

_____ __ oto nrs since the overcurent protection was degraded.
1 Aca Maintenance BrI tance 198 Fallure t Vaccircuitbreaker fr a safety injection control valve filed b trip within its set

_ to teolence The cause of the failure was aributed to a defective circuit breaker.
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Item Sub- Proximate Cause Discovery Piec FatrSyste cFupling yearFailure Degree of Desiption
Component Me_____ od__ Factor__ _____ mode Failure _________________________

Actuator Other Maintenance Torque CSS Maintenance 1991 lure Pat as found available open and close denius were below the recomm minimum. It
112 Switch Close was determined that the MOVs wver ioperable in the open direction, the safety function o

the MOV, and operable in the closed direction under worst case design basis conditions as
__________ ______ found. Suspect it was due to setpoint driRft and or cyclic loading.

Actuator Other MaiTtenance orque SS Mai1991 Failure Para While maintaing the cnainmet sump isolation valve operators, it was noted that the as
switch Open found available open and clos thrusts vere below the recmmended minimum. It wa

113 detnn that the MOVs were inoperable in the open direction, the safety function of the
MOVs, and operable in the closed direction under worst case design basis conditions as
fotmd. Cause of valve thrusts below minimum recommended was unknown. Suspect it Was

_____ _ _ _ _due to setpoint drift or a cyclic loading.
ctuator Oeret Breaker - aintenance 198 Failure d LCI test valve and LCI torus suction valve would not open upon demand and would trip the

114 Open breaker upon movement Found awiliaTy conbcts on breaker in open circuit not making
_ _ __ _ ___I_ up

Actuator O et Limit Switch I aintenance 1989 Failure *aial The high pressure safety injection pump long term cooling containment isolation MOVs
115 Open fkiled to achieve minimum flow requiranemts. The cause of filure was attnbuted to the

_________ _______ limit switch rotor being out of mechanical adjustment
Actuator Ohert Limit Switch R-B Maintenance 1984 Failure Parial During a LCI operability test full flow test valves were closed by position indication.

116 Close ever, the valves were not fuly seated, and the LCI discharge piping drained Valve
____________ _________ position indication w as out of adjustnen

ctuator Other eat it Switch Maintenance 1994 Failure Patial Limit switches being out of adjustment resulted in contained leakage. One had both open
17 to Close and closed limit swtches out of adjustmnt The other valve had only the closed limit

_____________ __________ switches out of adjustment

1 Actuator Other Test Limit Switch - ign 1995 Failure Partial LPI throtte valves over traveled in the open direction by approximately Vt2 inch. This
1 S__ to Open resutd in LPI flow exceeding Tech spec limits..

119 ator Othe Test Limit Switch ign 1984 Failure Partial The HPI header flow rate was not within technical specification requirements. No direct
______ __________ _______ 19_ _ t Open cuse could be found for the apparent drift of the valve opertors.

ctuator Other Test imit Switch R-P ign 1995 Failure Partial LPI throttle valves failed to stroke fuly openL As a result, minimum flow for LPSI injection
120 o Open legs ere below the minimum design basis flow.

c21 to Othe Test Limt Switch RHR-P 1i99ane 0 Failure Partial Stem tave was excesive on low pressue safety injection flow control containment
121 ______ _________ _____t Open isolation vaves. The opening travel was excessive, due to limit switch out of adjustment

Acuator Other Test Torque I Maintenance 1994 Failure Partial Motor Operated Valve for Hligh Presu Safety Injection would not stroke fully open.
Switch Open Electrkians found oxidation on the open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to sto

nve movement before the valve was ful open. Oxidation is an expeted occunrence over
_ ____ _________ ______ _tim in this atmosphere.
ctuator Other Test Torque Maintenance 1994 Failure Partial High Pressure Safty Injection to Loop MOV would not stroke fully open. Electricians

Switch C lose found oxiddation on the open torque switch conacts, causing the motor to stop valve
123 m v before the valve was fully open. Oxidation is an expected ourrence over time

_ ______ _____________ _________ ________ _ in this atmosphere

ctuator Other Test Torque RHR-B Maintnace 1984 ailure P LLRT failures on Torus Suction valves due to torque switch misadjustment
124 Switch _ Close

ctuator OtherTest Torque HR-P aintace 1984 ailure Ptral While performing sunp vave stroke test to MOVs failed to -open after being stroked
125 Swkch Open losd The cause of the failes has been detemined to be that the bypss circuit time was

too shoLt This prvented the valves from opening until the control switch had been
_ ____ _ _ _ _ several tmes
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Sub.. Discovety pic par CosngFilr Degree oflten Compnen t |ProxunateCause | m e Part S Fad" YI Mode Faiure Descripion

Actuator Unknown Ciruit HPI 1985 Failure Complete The motor operato for 2 valves whicb allow the chemical and volume control pumps to

126 wtOpen take suction from the refueling water stage tank when in the dosed posiion or from the126 _ _ _ __C. volume control tank when om te oped positin buled up in the closed position and hadI I I to be manuallyopened. - -

127 ator nlnown Demand ransnisson R P 198 alure ow priw e injectn supply from the borated waler storage tank isolation vaes fwouldI Po Close anot dose due to broken wona shaft clulch gear on valve opmrZr.
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Table B-2. MOV valve su bcomponent CCF event summary. _
Item C ube Proximate Cause Discovety Piece Pat System Couplin Year Failure Degree of Desciption

__Component ______ Method ____ __ Factor __ Mode Failure _______________________

Valve Desigd Demand lody RHR-B Design 1991 allure Partial Inboard LCI valve failed to open due to failed actuator motor caused by sustained operation
Consttuction/ Open at locked-tor current due to hydraulic locking of the valve bonnet Modifications

128 Manufacture/ onmed on both La inboard valves and both core spray inboard valves.
Installation

__ _ _ _ _ Inadequacy l _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Valve Design/ Demand Disk Design 1989 Failure Partil Isolation condenser dc outlet MOVs failed to open. Both valve failures are attributed to
onstruction/ Open thermal binding which is identified a a recuring design condition.

129 Manufhctutel
Instalation
Inadequacy

a alve Design/ Inspectin Disk CI Design 1998 Failure *al RC steam line isolation valves did not have the required seat/disk chamfer necessary to
Constuction/ Close ssure that the valves would close under design basis conditions.

130 Manufacturel
Installation
Inadequacy

Valve Designl Maintenance Disk RHR-B Design 1988 ailure Complete Ctainment spay mode ofRHRLCI two MOV ijection valve operator motors failed on
Constuctiono Open oveHoad when stroking valves due to trapped pressurized fluid between discs of the gate

131 Manufacture/ Ive. This was caused by misinterpretation of valve purchase specifications by vendor.
nstallation

- ___ ~Inadequaq_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Valve Desig/ et RHR-B Design 1992 Failure Parti Oiginal co_nsuctio design error resuked in pump minimum flow valves not being
Construction/ Close insiled with the valve stem in the vertical, pointing upward orientation. Since these valves

132 dManufactu/ o not have wedge springs they have potentia to prematurely seat failing to fully close.
Installation

Inadequacy

Valve Design/ Test Disk lity a990 ilu P ile testing the high pressure injection sysm it was discovered that the flow rate was
Consttuction/ o Open unbalanced and below the minimum allowed by the units technical specifications. The

133 Manufacure/ previous replacemnent of the plugs in the MOVs with a plug that had been manufactued to
Installation the wrong dimensions, due to an erwor in a vendor drawing caused unbalanced and low

_ _ Inadequacy _ _ _ flow.
Valve Design/ -- Test Disk RHR-B Dsign 1992 Failure Partial TIM test valves to the supprssion pool failed to stroke full closed. Root cause analysis

Consttuction/ Close revealed that the faiure was the resuk of a gate valve in a globe valve application.
134 Manufactuwrei

Installation.
_ ________ Inadequacy

135 Valve External Demand RHR-P Maintenance 1985 ailure Partial Shutdown cooling isolation valves wouldnt fully open. One was attributed to botic acid
135 ___ Environnent tOpen Imildup and the oder cause is unkown.

Vew External Demand Disk RHR-B Maitenance 1986 Failure Partial The suppression pool (residual heat removal) pmp suction valves failed to open
Environment open electrically. The motor was subjected to locked-rotor current for about 2 minutes, resulting

136 in overhaing. Sediment accumulations (non-ferrous) that would squeeze out between the
disc and the seat and lock them together was the root cause. The suppression pool sediment

- rn_______ - - _______ most likely occurred during construction.
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hm Sub- Discovesy pl pat yse Coupling FailureDeeeo_Itan B Proiwte Cuc av y P hn Syn Fr - year Failure Degree of Description
__ ___ _____ Ma4dtod O Fact Yar"od Failure __ _ _ _t__ __ _ _ ___o__ _ _ __ _ _

Valve Exteral DeDad isk RH-B tnance 19 Failure Partial MOVs fiiled to open after being closed. Valves ue the residual heat removal suppresion
Environment Open pool suction valveL Toaque switch preveaed motor bun-out Valve disk ws found stuck

137 dose Mud wu found in the valve seat which caused the disk to wedge into the seat upon
closing and prevated it from opening. Mud in MOVs believed to be from construction

I_c ._ avities of plant
Valve Extenal Ipection RHR-B Environmenal 1981 Falure Molor operated valves (chenwate receiver tank isolation) and Torous Injection Isolation)

13S Environment t Open peto fond with loose and broken cap screws achoring motors to valves due to
_._._ _ vibratlion induced loosening of the hold.down boItL

Valve Internal to Hpecion R-B Desin 199 Falure On 29/92, the Torus cooling injection motor-operaed valve Wu found to have cacks in
139 Component Open the valve yokL On 8n92, the Toms coolig injection MOV in the redundant loop was also

- "-e - c", r discovered with cracks in the yoke.
Valve Intemal to nDisk AFW Mance 198 Falure Plug nut welds were broken on the adliaLy feedwater pump discharge isolation valves

40 Component Open This would allow the disc to come ol Exact cause was unknown but suspect age and

Valve Intenal to Test Disk RHR-B e 199 Failure RHRMOVs failed the surveillance et vith g seat leakge. Investigation revealed weu
141 Component toClose the disc guides and some scatches on the seaL The cause is normal wear and aging.

Valve to Test n H De 1994 Falwe PgbPressure Coolantvalves failed to flly clos. The cause ofthe failure appeared to be
142 Component aose b packg load tit caused medancal binding preventing the operator from fily

______ osing the valves.
Valve Operational/ Human Dand HPI 198 Falure Safety injectin isolation motor opeted valves rsponded to an open signal from control

Error Open o ly after the valves were cra d open mauly. The valve opeators themal
143 tvoab failed torip after the valve renained energized for 30 minutes. No problems

with the operator were discovered. It is suspeted that the practice of manually seating the
________ ___ _ valve during refuelging tagouts overorqued the valve and prevented it from opening.

alve OperationaU Human Dend Disk -P Quality 198 Failure residual heat removal system safety injection to reactor coolant loop isolation MOVs
Error Cose were leaking through while closed and could not be isolated. Valve split disks were

44 revenred dring initial installation and were 180 degrees out from the proper orientation.
This causoed sca leakage due to lack of seating contact

Valve Opa nai/ Human Demand Sten Mainnance 1981 Fallure isolation condenser valves failed to properly opea. The sten nuts ofthe MOV
145 Error to_Close operators were found to be damaged.

Valve OperaionaU Human Test Stem CS Maintenance I Falure h pressurizaes power opeaed relief valves isolation valve operaor!s output thrust was
146 Error Close below the minimum required to fuily dose the valve an demand. The valve's stein to stem

_ _____ __________ ______ ______ __ __ _ nut nickel based lubricant was the cause

Jalve Operational Human Test Stan R -B Maintenance 198 Failure Wost While tesdng the high pressure injection control vaives, the motor operator oveathrsted
Error toClose omple while ping in the open direction. The valve operator overthnsted due to a design

deficency in the torque switch spg pack tha allowed a buildup of grease between the
147 Bcileville wahers which resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was operated. After

discussion with compoent manufacturer, a plant modification was performed that
mwhined no in the ends of the motor opeator torque limiting sleeve, These notches

_____________ ____ _19 a will provide a beter grease relief pa
ave p ona Human east Stern h nnce 19S alur m feedwater pump dishargelhader isolation valves found damged during special

r4ror Open inspe One valve did not open during surveilanc te the other three were not
perated, but probably would not have opened due to excessive damage, (bent stem). All

- - ___ _ dam-ge w determined to be due to over-torquing the torque switch.
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DesTion

During surveillace tess, two recirculation spray pmp suction valves were inoperab
The vahe position lights in die control rom indicated the valve cycled normally. However,
the valve did not move fmm the closed position. Failre was cased by the shearing of de
coupling pin due to inadvertetly leaving the inc-t pin, a marin pin, (tapered pin
possibly used for alignment), in the valve operator coupling
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Appendix C

Data Summary by System

This appendix is a summary of the data evaluated in the common-cause failure
(CCF) data collection effort for MOVs. The data has been sorted by system to facilitate
review of these events with Chapter 5 of the report. Each table is sorted alphabetically,
by the first four columns.
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Table C-1. MOV CCF data summary by system.

Item System Proximate Cause Discovey P Sub Coupling Yea Failure Degree Of criptionI _ _ __ _ metodw ___ Co-met Factor __ Mode Failure ______________________

AFW Design! Demand ircuit Actuator Maintenance 1984 ailure Partial Aux feedwater flow control valves would not open. On one the motor control contactoronstruction/ Open wu not contacting due to 2 loose connections; and the other the torque close setting wasI Manufacture! misadjusted, causing contacts to open to soonL
Installation
Inadequacy

FW Design! Demand motor Actutor Design 1989 Failure Partial AFW MOVs would not fully close under high dlp conditions until the valve actuators wereonstruction/ to Clos setup at the highest torque switch setdng allowed by the tolerances.
2 Manufacture!

Installadion
____ Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AFW Design/ Inspection reaker Actuator Quality 1989 Fallure Partial The 125 vdc breakers for motor-operated valves in the turbine driven auxiliary feedwaterConstruction/ to Open pump system were not the proper size.
3 Manufacture/

Installatdon
Inadequacy

AFW Design! Maintenance reak ctuator ality 198 Failure Partial e trip coils installed inthe power supply feeder breakers for the motor actuator for twoConstruction! to Open AFW MOVs were incorrcL4 Manufacture!
Installation
Inadlequacy__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AFW Design/ Test Circuit Actuator Qudity 198: Failure It was determined that a train ofAFW MOVs would not open on a steam generator low-Construction/ to Open low level. Some ofthe wiring to be done for design a change was incomplete upon5 Manufacturel completion of the design change.
Installation
Inadequacy

AFW Design/ Test Torque Actuator Design 1994 alure Partia Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps to Steam Generator Isolations were determined to be past
Construction/ Switch Close inoperable. Differential pressure testing conducted during the outage revealed the valves6 Manufacture/ would not suficiently close against design basis systern conditions to isolate flow.
Installation

_ _ _ _Inadequacy ___ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _ .__ _ _ _

FW Design/ Test Torque Actuator Design 198 alure Partial Seven AFW valves would open but would not fully close electrically. The cause of failure
Construction/ Switch to Clos was that the valve operator and valve were previously changed out on a modification and

7 Manufacture/ passed the post modiflcation test Upon investigation of the valve failure it was determinedInstallation that the design engineers had the thrust values wrong and the torque switch was reflecting aInadequacy . 1085 psi system when in fact the system is 1600 psi.
AFW Inteal to Demand ircuit cuator Maintenance 1985 Failure Partia While removing an AFW train from service, the pump discharge valves to two steam8 Component t Close gaors did not close. The closing coils in the motor controller failed, due to unknown

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ c use.
AFW Internal to Maintenance Disk Valve Maintenance 1988 Failure Partial Plug nutwelds werebroken onthe auxiliary feedwatpump dischargeisolation valves.9 Component to Open This would allow the disc to come off. Exact cause was unknown but suspect age and

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ wearing.
AFW Inreral to Test rircuit Actuator Design 2" Failure Complete Loose sliding link caused unplanned swap to LOCAL control. This also caused AFWI0 Component to Open suction auto swap capability to be blocked. Manual control apparently still available.
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Item System Proxmae Cause Discovery P e Pt Sub. oupling Year Faiure Degre of Description

Internal to Test Liit Switch ctr Maintenance 1992 Palure Ta AFW pump supply to steam generator control valves stopped at an intemediate
I I Component Open poslion and did not fully open. Local verification based on stem tavel verffied the valve

_______ stopped at an intemediate position. The valve operators limit switch was out of adjustment
FW Iternal to Test Motor Acu r Maintenance 192alure Partial maximum d/p previously used in earlier testing and evaluation was deemined to not

12 omponent to Close represent worst case conditions. Furter testing reveaed that none of the AFW block valveswould full close against e calcuated worst case dip. The root cause of the inabilky of the
_ valves to close is attributd to valve concition due to normal wear.

AFW Internal to Test Torque Act Design 1986 Failure Almost During MOV actuator testing the dose torque limits on the operator to t emgency
13 Component witch to Close Complete feedwater pump disdarge valves ID the seam generators were found to be below

_ o _ _ minimum. The torque switches were out of adjustment.
peronal Human Demand eaker Acuat Main c 1987 Falwe Te isolation valves to the steam genertor from the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump

Error to Open failed to open when dernmded from the main control board sitch. The dc circuit breaker
14 for the motor operated valves were found to have loose (unplugged) connections on the

termial block inside the breaker. It appears that the connecton are easily unplugged by
moving the cables in the cable n compartment adjoining the breakr,

AFW OperationaV Human Demand Baker tuator Design 19U Failure PartTal motor operated containment isolation valves for the turbine driven feedwater pump
Error to Open supply to sm genemtor failed to respond during stroke test from the main control bard.

The motor leads in the dc breaker were found disconnected. This is a plug-in type
15 connector unique to the 480 vdc breakers Afler evaluation, it was ddmined that

personnel were working in the cable run comparnent adjacent to the breaker and as they
moved cables around in the cable run, tension was applied to the connectors causing them

_______ to pull out
peraional/ Human Demand Limit Swith Actuator Mainance 19U Fallure Paral Feedwater from the motor driven auxiliary feed pumps to steam gaerators, failed upon a

16 Error to lose feedwaler flow retentioa signal. Nomal operation upon a retention signal isto actuate to apreset positi Inspection ofthe Limitorque operator revealed the limit switch was
______ improperly positioned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment

rationai Human Dant LimtSwitW ch aot M&WWW= 19U Falure Parial fedwatfrom the motor driven auxiliary feed pumps to steam genrators, failed upon a
12 rror to Open feedwater flow retention signal. Nomal operation upon a retention signal isto actuate to a1 7preset position. inspection of the Limitorque operator revealed the limit switch was

______ improperly positioned. An investigation could not determine cause of improper adjustment
18 AFW OperationalV Human Demand Torque Auamn Mai nce 1995 Falure Partial AF steam supply valves torque switch setpoints were incorrealy calculated for the type

I18 Error Switch to Close of valve.

AFW Operational/ Human Demand Torque Acu Quality 1985 alure mpte procedual defciency that allowed for a low setting ofthe bypass limit switches on
Error witct Open Limitorque valve operators prompted n evaluation of all MOVs. thing the motor operated

valve analysis and test system; a review ofthe as found conditions of 165 safety related
19 OVs revealed that 17 valves were evaluated as inoperble for various reasons. These 17valves included the auxiliary feedwatr isolaton valves. Further investigation revealcd that

Limitorque failed to supply adequate instuctions on balancing of the torque switches.
Torque switch unbalance resulted in three valves being unable to produce sufficient thust

__________ ______ ___ lto dose against the design differential pressure.
AFW Opsationa/ Human Demand Torque htuator tenance 1988 Falure Oped tried to dose motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump discharge der to steam

r witcb to Close generator isolat valves against pwp flow and they would not filly close. Valves failed
20 dose due to the torque switch opening. These being caused by the increased torque

uring intermittent throttling near the ful closed position wbere differential presure is
__ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ l m.
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item system ~~~~~ D Dsoey __ Sub- Coupling Failure Degre of DsrIt- Sstm Proxirnate Cause DieT PieeePat Su atr Year Mure D o e ito____________ metod __o_____nt Facto Mode FailureDecito
FW Oerational Human Test Sten Valve Mainrenane 19 alure Pati Aux feedwater pump discharge/header isolation valves found damaged during special

21 Enor Open inspection. One valve did not open during surveilance test; the other three were notoperated, but probably would not have opened due to excessive damage, (bent stem). All
damge was detennined to be due to over-torquing the torque switch.

AFW ona/ Human Test Torque Actuator M tenane 19 Palure A liaty feedwater regulating isolation MOVs were observed to stick and jam during
Error Switch Open motor operated valve actuation testing because the testing loosened the valve coupling on

22 . the drive shafl, th owing the lnit switches out The cause of the coupling coming loose
was the torque ofthe operator exeeding the potentia of the coupling, thus unscrewing t
This resulted from too high a setting on the torque switch, and the setup of the control
iruitry.

23 AFW Other Demand Circuit tuator aintenance 19 ailure Partial During automatic actuation ofthe AFW system, the motor operator flow control valves to
_______ ~Close SGs did not opat properly on a flow retention signa.

24 AFW Othe Demand Circuit Actuator Maintenance 19 Failure Partia During automatie actuation ofthe AFW system, the motor operator flow control valves to
2_ _ o_ loOpen - SOs did not operate propely on a flow retention signal.

CSS ig/ Inspection Trnmnission Actuator Design 1993 allure Partial motor pinion key for a Containment Spray header isolation valve wm sheared.
Consttion/ o Open Subsequent motor pinion key failures occurred on October 18, 1993, March 23,1994, and

25 Aanufature/ pril 13,1994. The evaluations for these even determined that the faihes were due tolation improper key material.
_ __ Inadequacy _______ _

SS Design/ Test Torque Actutor Design 1984 Falure Complete During surveillance, two continment spray motor operated valves ailed to open. The
Construction/ Switch Open vves were stuck due to excess play in operator asembly, which allowed the open torque

26 Manufacturel switch to disengage thereby shutting off the operator. The bypass limit switch was rewiredInstallation o a sepmate rotor with a longer bypass duration per design change.
Inadequacy__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CSS Design/ Test Torque Atuator Design 198 Failure mplete During maintenmce, testing it was deteimined that four contairnent spray MOVs wouldn't
Constructionl Switch Close evelop the required thrus The filures were attributed to an mproper spring pack

27 ManufacturJ installation and to an improper torque switch installation. The improper instalations were
Installation due to incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.

_ _ Inadequacy___ ___ ___

SS Desi/g Test orque ctuator Design 198 alure rtia During maintenance, testing it was detenined that four containment spray MOVs wouldn'Constmetion/ Switch Open lop the required ths The failures were attributed to an improper spring pack
28 Manufaeturel installation and to an iproper torque switch installation. The improper installations wereInstallation to incorrect engineering calculations of original design values.

Inadequacy
CSS Internal to Inspection Transmission ctuator Maintenance 198 Failure Pil leaks identified on handwheel of motor operaed actuator for containment spry header

29 Component Open isolation valves. hIternal seals md o-ring for mating surface of handwheel and gear box had
failed. Failure attributed to unexpected abnonnal wear.

CSS Internal to Test Breaker Actuator 199 Failure Patia The480 Vac cirmuit breakers for reciultion sunp to containment spray punp isolation30 Component oo_ open ivam would not trip on an instaneous trip test within specified current limits.
31 SS Intemal to Test motor ctuator ign 19a Falure Cmplese outine surveillance disclosed that the containment recirculation sump ID containment

31mptment o Open sray pump isolation valves wodd not open. The motor for valve operors burned up.
CSS Opemtiona/ Human Inspection Motor ctuator alntenance 193 Failure Partial 0ntainment spry MOVs were rendered inoperable by maintenance staff error.32 r _ o Open Luication for the pinion gear housings was put in the moor housings.
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Item ystem Proxinate Case Discovery PiecePart Sub- Coupling Year Failure Deg= re Descption
_______I_ProMethod ___ Component Factor Mode Failure _______________________

SS Operaional/ Hums Test LimitSwitch Actuatr Maintenance 1985 Failure Partial Redundant discharge valves on a contamnent spray pump would not open. Valve would
33 _ Error t lo open torque out before going open due to improperdy adjusted limit switch.

CSS Opeaonal/ Human Test Limit Switch Actuator Quality 1988 Failure Complete During re-testing, technicians found tht the containment sump isolation vaive operator
Error to Open inta limit switches were incorrectly set This prevented the containment spray suction

34 valve from repositioning as required. During a plant modification, technicians incorrectly
set the containment sump isolation valve operators iternalimit switch. The switch was
set to be open, though drawings called for it to be dosed. Due to inadequate functional

_______ verification, ~~~~~this ewor was not found during post modification testing.
SS OperationaV Human Test Stan Valve Maintenance 1984 Failure mplete During surveillance tests two recirculation spray pump suction vaives were inoperable.

Error to Open The valve position lights in the conuol room indicated the valve cycled normally. However,
35 the valve did not move from the closed position. Failure was caused by the shearing of the

coupling pin due to inadvertently leaving the incorrect pin, a mardin pin, (tapered pin
__________ possibly used for alignment), in the valve operator coupling.

CSS Maintenance orque Actuator Maintenance 1991 Falure Partial The as found available open aid close thmsts were below te recomnended minimum. It
36 Switch Close was determined that the MOVs were inoperable in the open direction, the saibty function of

the MOV, and operable in the dosed dkection under worst case design basis conditions as
_________ ____ _ found Suspect it was due to setpsoint drift and or cyclic loading.

CSS Other Maintenance Torque Actuator M tenance 1991 Failure Parti Whle mainining the containment sump isoation valve operators, it was noted that the as
Switch to Open found available open and dose thrusts were below the recommended minimum. It was

37 determined that the MOVs were inoperble in the open direction, the safety function of the
MOVs, and operable in the dosed direction under worst case design basis conditions as
found. Cause of valve thrusts below mninimum recommended was unknown. Suspect it was

- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _due to setpoint drift or a cydic loading.
C Externa est Motor Atuator vironmental 198 Failure Complete While testing the tonas suction valves, two MOVs failed when given an open signal. Both

38 Environment to Open tows suction valves had shorted out due to excessive condensation in the HCI room area.
HCI Internal to Demand Torque Actutor Quaity 1986 Failure Partial Afleranauempttoreposition aHCI MOV(the recirc looppumpsuction valve),The valve

Component Switch to Open failed to open upon a signal fiom the control room. An investigation into the cause of the
vaive's failure determined that a hydraulic lockup of the MOV's spring pack prevented the

39 torue switch from opening causing the motor to fail. This lock-up was due to: I) the
replacement of Iss viscous new grease, into the operator, which was recommended by the
manufacturer and 2) the failure of the manufacturer to provide information regarding the

_ l Inte_nal toneetdPacking alve ign I ai~ to instl a retrofit grease relief kit.
_ . HCI Inteal to Test Packing Valve Desip 1994 Faihre Panl igh Pressure Coolant valves failed to fully close. The cause of the failure appeared to be

40 Component to Close high packing load that caused mechanical binding preventing the operator from fully
4_________r c_ _________ ________nt_______ ________c_ losing the valves.

HPi Design/ Demand Torque Actatr Maintenance 1985 Failure Partial Motor torque switches were out of adjustment and did not allow full closure.
Construction/ Switch to Close

41 Manufactue/
Installation l.adonac

HPI DesignI Inpection Breaker Actuator Qlity 19 Failure Partial Power leads were found reversed to two safety injection valve operdors. Root cause was
Constrution/ to Open poor administrative control.

42 Manufacturet
Installation
Inaduacy ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Item System Proximate Cause DisMeod ' Sub- Coupling Y Failure D Ofescription
____________ Methd ___ Componet Factor Mode Failurem ____________________________

HPI Design/ Test Disk V Oality I ailure Partial While testing the high pressure injetion system, it was discovered that the flow ate was
oftJucttonto Open balanced and below the minimum allowed by the units technical specifications. The

43 Manufacture/ previous replacement of the plugs in the MOVs with a plug that had been manufactured to
nstalation the wrong dimensions, due to an error in a vendor dawing, caused unbalanced and low

_ _ .Inadequacy ______ ______ ______ _____ flow.
HPI Design/ Test Torque Actuator Maintenance 1991 Falure Partial Mm high pressure safety injection system flow control containment isolation valves failed

Construction/ Switch t Close to completely close because total close thrust was not sufficient to close valve under
44 Msnufacture/ dynamic stroke. A thrust value beyond the recommended maximum total close thrust would

Installation be needed to completely close the valve. Engineering evaluation determined a higher thrust
_ Inadequacy value would be acceptable.

HPI Design/ Test Torque ctuator Design 199 Fallure Partial HPI MOVs failed to fully close. Engineering determined that the recommended close thrust
5 onstction/ Switch to Close was insufficient to close valve diring worst case failure.

45 Manuhacture/
Installation

_ _ Inadequacy _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _

HPI Design est Transmission Actuator Quality 199 Failure Partial safety injection recirculation MOV failed to close. It was discovered that the valve had a
Constrclon/ lto Ciox ken anti-rotation device (key). This prompted an inspection of the emaining globe

46 Manufacture/ valves that found the safety injection to reactor coolant system cold leg injection valves
Installation also had a broken key.

_ _ _ Inadequacy __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HPI Desig/ Test ransmission Actuator Design 198, Failure Partia While testing the high pressure injection control valves, the motor operator ovethWsted
Construction/ Open while going in the open direction. Valve operator overtlimsted due to a design deciency in
Manufacture/ the torque switch spring pack that allowed a buildup of grease between the Belleville

47 Installation washer, which resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was opated. After discussion
Inadequacy with component manufcturer, a plant modification was perforned that machined notches

in the ends ofthe motor operatortorque limiting sleevc These notches will provide a better
_ Etrnl ean anmso ctaor vrom 99Filr grease relief path.

HPI Extemal Demand Transmission Actuator Environmental 199FailurePartid When a close signal was initiated from the control room, two Refueling Water Tank valves
Environment Clow failed to close. They only stroked 2 pct. and gave dual indication. Inspection of actuator

48 intemals found rust, corrosion, and water intrusion. The cause was due to water ingress
thmugh an actuor penetration in the stem protector resulting in rust and corrosion to

_ actuator parts.

HPI Extemal est Torque Actator Design 1991 allure Partial Compression springs in the HPI MOV torque switch assembly were weakened by vibration.
49Environment _ _ _ __ Switch __ _ to Close__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HPI Intemal to Inspection Tranmission Actuator Maintenance 198 Failure Partial During a special inspection, a limit switch terminal block was found cracked and a bevel
Component to Open gear stripped on safty injection system high pressure header shutoff valves. The cause of

failure has not been determined but inadequate maintenance is supected. The limit switch
terminai block and the bevel gear were replaced.

HPI Internal to Maintenance Torque Actuator Maintenance 199 ailure Partial fter completion of mechanical rework on HPI MOV actuator, technician was attempting
Component witch to Open to setup and stroke motor operated valves. While stroking valve electrically found the

51 switch would not open, resulting in valve travel not being stopped. Technkims
inetigated and found torque switch defective and rotor on limit switch to not be turning

______ fully to proper positon.
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Item system Proximate CSu Di y p Sub- coupling | Failure Degree of
ItemMethod component Fwwtr Mode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HPI ltemal to Maintenance Torque A _ ce 199 Failure Patial High Head Safety Injection System motor opeaed isolaion valves woutd not open fully.
52 Component Switch to Close Techniiam investigated and found gase on torque switch contacts, widch prevenltedtaco t f m dosing circuit Impr greasing resulted in excessive grese accumulaionr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~_____on torque switchcott.

HPI Inknal to Test Circuit 19g Failure Partial Dirty contacs and loose connections resulted in valves failing to open
53 Componen _ Open 

Internal to Tet Torque A w Mainteanc 1991 Faiure Parti fuse failed in the first event due to aging and washers in the spring pack of the second
54 C mponent Switch oOp_ Open valve came loose and gronded the motor. Rootcause was inadequate maineance

HPI Opeional/ Human Demand Body Valve Opatioa 198 Falure Patety ijection isolation motor operated valves sponded to an open signal from control
Error Open room only after the valves were cracked open manually. Tle valve operators themal

55 . o falled to trip at er the valve remained energized for 30 minutes. No proems
wtb the operator we discovered. It is suspected that the pratice of manually seating the

______ ye ~~~~~~~during refueling tagouts overtoqued the valve and prevented it from opening.
I OperaonaV Human Inspection Breaker Actatr Opeational 198 Failure Complete Th breakers for the high pressure iection suction valves from the BWST were

Error Open inadvertently left tagged open after the reactor coolant system had been heated up to greate
56 than 350F. The suction supply from the BWST to the HPI pumps was isolated and wouldnot have opened a tily upon engieered safeguards actuation. The root cause is

failure to perform an adequate review of te red tag logbook in accordance with the startup
___ _ ___ _ _ pocure.

57 HPI OpertonaV Human Inspection Breaker cuator anal 198 Falure cmplte Procedures allowed enty into operating mode where systen was rquird without
Error _ to Open direcing opators to energize HPI MOV valve operators.

HPI Ope ionaV Human Inspection Breaker Opertional 1981 Falure Complete Opertor went to the wrong unit and dee_ d a total offive SI valves.
58 Error _ t Open

HPI OperationaV Human Maintenance Limit Switch Design 1985 Fallure Complete Incorrect engineering calculations rcsulted in spring pack setting that would not open the
59 Error Open BIT isolation valves The third valve, SI pump to accunulators was discovered with the

_ ________________ ___________ ___________ _____ _ same failure.
HPI OpertionaU Human Tat Breaker Act Mainaence 199 Falure Prtial RWST to Charging Pump Suction Isolation Valve failed to open. Troubleshooting

or Open subsequently detennined that the MOV had two lifted leads. Further investigation revealed
60 that other Chagg Pump Suction Isolatin Valve also had two lifted leads. Te cause of

_____ ____ _ the event was personnel error.
HPI Human Test ircuit Acnawr Maienance 194 Failure Complete e performing a surveillance test during refueling shutdown, the open centactor for HPI

6 1 to Error _ Open lOp isolation valves did not dose. he contctors were out of adjustment
onaU Human Test Circuit Acutenance 196 Fallure Parti Two ECCS MOVs had wire grnded under valve qperator cover. Both failures were

62 to Oen__ aubuted to previous maintenance.

- PI Human Tat Torque Acwaw Maintenance 1981 Falure Partia Makeup pmp recirculatiodn valves did not fuldly ose due to low torque values. Tl torque
63 Sor Switch oc_ Close switch settings were set with no systen pressure.

HPI perationai Human Test Transmission Achia Mainance 1987 Falure Parial high pressure sfty injection header to loop in.jctin MOV opealor sprg packs
6 tr Open were found with excess grease during surveillance testing causing valve to torque out mid

64 stroke. Te spring pack was moperable due to excessive grease caused by improper
_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ nanac

6HPI 0thr Demand Limit Switch ctator 198: Falure Paid Close limitswitch out ofadjustmeant After adjustuent valve dosed correcty.65 ________ ___II_ to Close_
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item System Proximate Cse Discvery Piee pan Sub- oupling Year Failue Degee of Dcdption
__________ ~Method _ ___Comet Factr _ Mode Failurem _______________________

HPI Maintenance Breaker Actuator Maintenance 1992 alure Pad Te 480-volt circuit breakes for three safety injection to cold leg mbr opeated isolation
66 Open valves were found out specification high on two phases. The depaded component had no

significant effect on the system or the plant, but could have caused damage to the valve
_____or motors since the overcurrent protection was degraded.

6 HP er Maintenance reaker euator Mainenance 1988 Failue Parti A 480 Vaccifcwitbeaker for asafety injection control valve failed to trip within its set
t6 Open toleranee. The cause of the failure was attributed to a defective circuit breaker.

HPI rer Test Limit Switch Actuator Maintenance 1994 Failure Partial Limit switches beifg out of adjustment resulted in contained leakage. One had both open
68 to Close and closed nit switches out of adjustment The other valve had ot y the closed limit

switches out of adjustfmnt
69 HPI rter Test Limit Switch Actuator Design 1984 Failure Partial Pe HP[ header flow rate was not withn technical specification requirements. No direct

o Open - caSe could be found for the apparent drift of the valve operators.
HPI Other Test Limit Switch Actuator Maintsnance 1989 Failure Parti The high pressure safety injection pump long tefm coolirg containment isolation MOVs

70 t Open failed to achieve minimum flow requirements. The cause of failure was attributed to the
linit switch rotor being out of mechanical adjustment

FIPI Other Test orque Actutr Mantenance 1994 Falure Partial Motor Opaated Valve fr High Pressure Safety Injection would not stroke fully open.
7 1 Switch to pen Eletricians found oxidation on the open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stop

valve movement befow the valve was fuily open. Oxidation is an expected occurrence over
- - n_dime in this atmosphere.

FiP! Other Test Torque Actuator innace 1994 Failure High Pressure Safety Injection t Loop MOV would not stroke fully open. Electricians
72 switch to Close found oxidation on th open torque switch contacts, causing the motor to stop valve

movement before the valve was fully open. Oxidation is an expected occurrence over tine
______ in this tmphe

HP! Unknown Demd Circuit Atuator aintenance 1985 Failure Complete motor operators for 2 valve% which allow the chemical and volume control pumps to
73 to Open e suction from the refueling water storage tank when in the closed position or from the

olmne control tank when in the opened position burned up in the closed position and had
to be manualy ope

ISO Design/ Demand Disk ve Design 198 Failure Partial Isolaon condnser dc outlet MOVs failed to open. Both valve failures are attributed to
on5truction/ to Open therma binding, which is identfied as a recurring design condiion.

74 Manufacture/
installabon

_ Inadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ISO Ppational Human Dnd Stem Vave Maintenance 1981 Failure Pial The iolation condenser valves failed to property operate. he stemn nuts of the MOV
75 _Error o Close - perars were found to be damaged.

RCI Design/ Inspection Disk Valve Design 1998 Falure Partial RCI steam line isolation valves did not have the required seii/disk chamfer necessafy to
onstruction/ to Close ssure tht the valves wotid close under design basis conditions.

76 Manufacture/
Installation

C Internal to Maintenance maker ctuator Mainnance 1 Failure Partial Valve operations were not within specified time limits due to faulty contactors. Inadequate
77 _ Comnponent to Open _PA

S RCI perona/ Human Demand Circuit Acuator Maintenanc 200 Failure Partial insnuments that signal the RC[ steam supply valves to close in the event of a steam78 Error _ __O_ o Close line break were rendered inoperable due to hunn error and work package change errrs.
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Item System Proximate Cause Discoveiy Pi Pan Sub coutling Y Mode Failure DescriptionI I Method Component Factor Faolue Degreeuo
RCI OperationaV Human Demand Torque Atuator Design 1981 Failure Partial Anekctrical fire was discovered in an MCC. Tbe cause of this event was a personnel error,

Error Switch to Close which resulted in an incorrect field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. The eror was
79 complicated by unsuccessful detection of the eror during subsequent testing or inspections.

As corrective actions, the wiring error was conected. Additionally, all other motor
operators, which were replaced for environmental qualification purposes during this period

______ were modifled to preclude this failure.
RCI pationaV Human Test Breaker Actuator Operational 1989 Failure mplete Dingthe performance of a scheduled RCI system logic system functiona tes an

80 Error t Open overpressurization ofthe system's suction piping occurred. The operators incorrectly
positined and/or inaccurately verified the positons of 6 circuit breakers to motor operated

_____v valves prior to (and for) the tesL RCI system inoperable.
RCS Inteal to Demand Circuit Aetuar M a 1989 Failure plet he inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the control room. This

omponent Close failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has
__ _ encatic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.

RCS Internal to Demand Circuit Aetuator Mintenance 198 Failure Complete The inlet block MOVs for the PORVs failed to close or open from the control rom. This
82 omponent to pen failure was due to the main control room switch for opening and closing the valve has

ertic resistance reading as a result of wear and tear of the switch.
RCS Intemal to Maintenance Limit Switch Actuator Quality 193 Failure Partial Limitorque valve opeator for the pressurizer isolation valves found to have cracks on

83 __Component to Close ie geaed imit switch.
RCS OperatonaV Human Demand orque tuator Maintenance 1981 ailure Partial Te urizer PORV block valves did not fully shut on demand. The cause of this event
94 Error Switeh _ to Close was due to maintenance practices problems.

RCS Oprational/Human Test Limit Switch Actuator Maitenance 198 Failure Partial In perfonnance of swveillanc testng. pressurim power opeated reief valves, failed to
85 Error to Close lose properly. Loose connections within the Liumitorque operator. Long term measures to

85iminate this recuning problem include changes to mainenance procedures requiring
______ periodic examinations of all switch contacts within Limitorque operators.

RCS OpcrtonaV Human Test tem alve tenance 199 Failure Partial The pressurizers power operated reief valvds isolation valve opor's output thrust was
86 Error to Close below the minikn required to fully close the valve on demand. The valve's stem to stem

I ____________ _________ ________ _______Inut nick l based lubricant was the cause.
-B Dsign/ Dem ody Valve Dei 1991 Failure b d LCI valve failed to open due to failed actuator motor caused by sustained operation

Constuction/ to Open at locked-rotor eurrent due to hydraulic cking of the valve bannet Modifications
87 Manufatur/ perfomed on both LCI inboard valves and both core spray inboard valves.

tallation
Inadequacy _ _

RHR-B Design/ Demand ircuit Aetuator Design 198 Failure Complete Both LCI injec(ion MOVs would not open due to an error in the valve logic circuit
Construction/ Open diag and the removal of motor brakes for environmental qualification. This condition

88 Manufacture/ aused the valves to continuously y to close until both valve stems were damaged.
Installation

_ u_In cquacy _

RHR-B Design/ Demand ircuit Acuator Design 198 FaDure Complete Residual bestremovalilow pressure coolant injection discharge to suppression pool
onsuuction/ to Close flow conrol valves did not close propedy on demand. Incorrect logic design

89 Manu6cue/ evented valves fom closing completey on demand. The new design provided for a seal-
Installation in conact wilh the automatic isolation signal. The seal-in contact allows torque dosure of
__d_quscy _ the valve eve if the slector key lock switch Is in the locke position.
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Ite St po ximate Caus coy P= h S Sub- Coupling Y Failure Degree of Decrptbn____________ metodw Componn Factor Mode Failure ____ _________________________

RHR-B Desigl Demand Motor Actuator Desig 1937 Fail Partial Supprssion pool cooling valves (one in each loop) failed to open. As long as the RHR
Constuction/ Open pw was operating, the valves coud not be opened and the thefmal overloads would trip.

90 ManuftctJ/ Cause was an incorrectly sized motor.
Illation

Inadequacy
RHR-B Design/ Motor Achutor Degn 1991 Failure RHR test return valves failed to sea tightly due to friction related problans. ReplcedConstruction/ t Close vve operators.

91 Manuacurd
nstalation

-B Design] inspection Arn ission ctuator gn 199 Failure Ietigating failure of motor operated valve to achieve minimum required closing tst
Construction/lto Close Actuaor for inboard isolation valve not geared to supply specified 110% design thrust

92 anuffure Outboard isolation valve and 6 other motor operated valves (2 in RHR) had same actuator
nstalation pmblems due to failure to consider design capabilities prior to establishing diagnostic

___ riacy _______ _______ _ _tstg criteria.
_ -B esign] Inspection Transmission cttor Minteuance 1992 Flue Partial LCIMOV motorpinion key replacements we supposed to be performed in 192 to

Constnittion/ t Close change the keys to an appropriate naterial key. This replement was not performed and
93 atune/ was discovered In 199Z as 3 valve keys were found sheared or nearly sheared.Istallation

__ nadequacy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

RHR-B igl Maint_ce Disk Valve Design 1988 Falure Complete Contairnent spray mode of RHRALCI two MOV injection valve perator motors failed on
Consnuction/ to Open overload when stroking valves due to trapped pressurized fluid between discs of the gate94 Manufae. valve. Thb was caused by misinterpretation of valve purchase specifications by vendor.
Inntallabion

-B Desin] Maintenance ransmission ctuator Ouality 199 Falure Partil Normal mintennce on suppression chamber cooling Loop B throtde valve. Suppression
ollstructioft/ toOpen amber cooling Lop B throtte valve motor pinion key sheaed and Loop A throttle valve

95 anufacture/ motor pinion key defonmed. Keys were found to be of the wrong material due to vendorImtallaton ideqacies and utility programmatic deficiencies.
Inadequacy_______

_ -B isign/ Test Valve Design 1992 Falure Pttl Oginal cestruction design error resulted in pump minimum flow valves not being
Consuton/ to Close installed with the vav sta in the verticl, pointing upward orienation. Since these valvs

96 anufacturedo not have wedge springs they ha potential to pmaturely seat failing to filly close.

I-B Desig Test Disk alve Desig 1992 Failur Tee test valvs to the suppression pool fiiled to stroke full closed. Root cause analysis
Construction/ tCose vealed that the failure was the result ofa gate valve in a globe valve application.

97 Manufacture/
intallation
hudequacy

U-B Desp Test L i Switch Ictutor ainten e 1933 ailure Ding surveillance testing of the RHR shutdown cooling Isolation valves realed that
onstruction/ Cl aose loop injection valve failed to close as required. The failure was due to a wiring error

98 anu ac/ on the limit switches associated with RHR suction valves An incorrect limi switch was
lladon .used for both waves, whicn made a slight mis-opeation of the switches capable of

__ Inadequacy ________ ________ ______ affecting the close circuitty of the isolation valves.
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item ysten PreimateC upse ve iec Put Sub. coupling Y Failu Dcg ofscription
___________ __M__h_ Compo__t Fad"r _ Mode Failure ___ __________________________

-B Deg Test Motor Design I ailur Due to the original valve operaor selection criea using Ies conservative factors, the
ConlncUon t Clowe outboard primary containment spray isolaton valves had an adequate torque and thrust

99 Manucuri lapbhily. Dcsign requirement is 134 ft4bs; avaable is 100 ft-bs.
Instllation
Inadequacy

AtHR-B ne . Test Motor Dcsign 1985 Falure Paial Due to yJ sized operator the Torus cooling valves would not completely dose
C oon to Clo against fill differential pressu

100 Manulictw.
* laion.

Inadequacy
RHR-B Desig et Torque Ac r eign 1987 Failure Dung operability teat of RHR, a loop isolation valve would not close against system

C onsuc witch to Close opating pressure due to an undersized washer spdng pack in valve oprator, supplied to
101 Manufaur. the plant in actuators by the vendor not in accordancewithpurchase speifications Similar

Installation bOem found on the otber loop isolation valve.
_ dcuay

RHR-B Extenal Demand Valve Maintenance 19Sh Failure MOVs failed to open aflier being closed. Valves are the rsidual heat removal supreion
Envunment to pen pool suction valves. Toque switd prevented motor bumout. Valve disk was found struck

102 closed. Mud was found in te valve seat, whikh caused the disk to wedge into the seat upon
closing nd prevented it from openin. Mud in MOVs believed to be from cstuction
activities of plant

RHR-B Exteml Demand Disk Valve Maienance 19 Failure Partial suppression pool (residual best removal) pump suction valves failed to open
Environ t Open dectically. The motor was subjected to locked-rotor cunent for about 2 minutes, resulting

103 .n overheting. Sediment acma ulations (non-ferrous) that would squeeze out between the
disc and the seat and lock them together was the root cause. The suppression pool sediment

_ _________ ______ most likely occurred during consruction.
RHR-B Etenal, - Inpection alve viroEnmena 1981 alure Parial Motor oWated valves (chenwaste receiver tank isolation) and (Torus Ijection Isolation)

104 vironment Open oprats foiund with loose and broken cap screws anchorng motors to valves due to
vibation induced loosening of the hold-down bolts.

RHR-B Wnl Inspection Motor Actuator Environmental 1985 Failure Puti ECCS pump room was inadvertently flooded with water, inundating the RHR system
105 Environment Open miimum flow valve and a punp suction isolation valve. The valve opentor motor

windings were grounded as a result ofthe water intrusion.
RHR-B Exteal et Trnsmission tor vromental 1991 Fallure Partia One ofthe two pimary conaiment isolation valves in both residual heat removal low

Environment to Close peasue coolant injtim subsystems to be inopeable. One valve operator torque switch
tripped in both directions preventing both full cosure and ful opening. The other valve had

106 e essive seat leak The threads ofthe gate valvestem nut in the motor operator wereworn and broken causing the valve to lock in a pialy open position. Analysis determined
stem nut wear out may have been acclerated by mechanica ovedoad cased by high
dfferential pressure across the valve. Ib valve sla failed due to vibration causig cyclic

____ _____ fatigue.
-B nma to Dem Ci t Acator aitance 1993 Fallure PIa RHR MOVs failed when an aux rday open contactor faed to operate. Cause was

107 orponent to Close atibuted to inappropriae use of cramolin spry to dean relay, which caused itto become
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ sticky.

RHR-B ntenal to Dmand Circuit Actua 199 alure Partial RHR MOVa fald when an aux relay open contactor failed to operate. Cause was
108 omponent to Open a to inapprpriate use of cramolin spry to clean relay, which caused itto become

_______________ __________ _________ ___________ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ticky.
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It,, SysWn pnrimate Cause Dicovery Piec Pn Sub- Coupling Year Failue DegreeO Dsrio
____________ meow _ Comp__t Factor Mode Failure ____________________________

I RHR-B ntemal to D and Limit Switch ActuMor aince 19 Fallure Pitial ExtiTnguished valve inicating lights on RHR pump sucton valves MOVs would not109 Component _ to Open opeate due to broken limit switch rotrs caused by loose limit switch finger bases.

-B ntemal to Demand imit Swit Actuator Maintenance 199 alure sRHR ystm spprssion pool valves failed to opere n demand (open). Te limit switch
110 omponent Open onthe MOV fiailed to operate, thusnot allowing thevalveto cycle on comnumnd The cause

of the faihne was nomal wear and service conditions of the limit switch resulting in
_ or._ ilure

RHR-B Intemal to Demand Torque Ac r Quality 198 Falure Partial An electrical fire was discovered in an MCC. The cause ofthis event was a personnel error.
Componnt switch to pen hich resulted in an incorrect field wiring installation on HCI MOVs. The error was

11 complicated by unsuccessful detection of the error duing subsequent testing or inspections.
As crective actions, the wiring eor was corrected. Addionally, l othr motor
opers which were replaced for envirnmental qualification purposes during this period
w_m_ modified to preclude this fhilure.

IRH-B rtemal to Demand Tranmission Actuator Malntenance 1984 Failure Porus suction valves (Both ops) clutch lever would not engage.112 omponent _ _ toOpen
RHR-B ntemal to Inspection Body Valve D gn 1992 Failure Partial On 4V29/92 the Torus cooling injection motor-operated valve was found to have cracks in

113 Component to Open the vhe yoke. On 8/7/92, the Toms cooling injection MOV in the redundant loop was alsor_____ discovered with cracks in the yoke.
114 RHR-B Internal to Maintenance otor Actaor aintenance 19S Failure al Grounds were found on 2 of 4 LCI Injection valves. Probable cause was determined to be4 Component _ to Open insulation brakdown.

RHR-B nternal to Test Disk Valve intenance 199 Failure Partial RHR MOVs failed the surveillance test with gross seat leakage. Investigation revealed wes115 Component to_ _ Close on the disc guides and some scrtches onthe seat. The cause is normal wear and aging.

116 RHR-B tern to est Motor Actuator Maintenance 198 Failure Partial Burned out motors (one LCI and one Torus cooling) due to aging.
Conmwnet to pen

RHR-B Intenal to Test Transmission ctuar Maintenance 1983 Failure Partial RHR inboard injectin valve woUld not open due to a locking nut on the worm gear shaft
117 Component Open having backed off allowing the worm gear to back out of the bearing and the spring pack.

__._ _ ohe pposite train valve had ailed 2 months previously for the same cause.
RHR-B onaV Human Demand Circuit Actuator Design 198 ailure Complete Wben the contro room opetor proceeded to establish shutdown cooling, the suction

Er Open valves to the system would not open. Investigation revealed that while applying a
maintenance permit to the primary containment isolation system, a plant operator

li1 unknowingly removed the wrong flse. This electrically blocked the residual heat removalsystem shutdown cooling suction valves and head spray isolation valves in th closed
position. Investigation revealed at almongh the plant operator removed the fuse, which
was labeled 2 as the permit requied, this was not the correct fuse. Apparently, the label

______ ____ had slid down such that fu f3 appeared to be D.
RHR-B Operationaif Human Demand Torque ctuator Maintenance 1991 Failure Partial First faihure was a torque switch out ofadjustmenL Second failure was a mis-positioned

119 Error Switch _ to Close motor lead holding a torque switch open. Inadequate nintenance.
RHR-B Opeational Human Demand Torque Acator Maintenance 198 ailure Partial residual heat removal suppression pool full flow discharge isolation valve and the tons

120 Error Switch to Close spray Isolation valve would not fully close upon demand. The cause of te failure is
improper previous maintenance activities set the torque switch setting on the valve operator

______________ .___________ incorrectly low.
RHR-B OpetaionaU Human Maintenance orque ator ainteance 1983 Failure rtial Improper wiring and connections on torque switches and limit switches.121 Error _ Switch to______ I Open
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Item System Proximate Cause Discovy Pc Put Sub- Coupling Y Failudre Degree of Description
I ___I ___ Me"ho Compone t or Mode Failure

RHR-B OpertonalV Human Test Sten Valve 19 ailure Almost Whie testing the high pressw injection control valves the motor operor ovethsted
Esr Close Complete while going in the open direction. The valve operator overthrusted due to a design

dficiecy in the torque swich sping pack that allowed a buildup of grease between the
122 Believille washers which resulted in hydraulic lockup when the valve was operated After

discussion with compet manufactuer, a plant nodification was performed that
machined nolch in tbe ends of the motor operator torque limiting sleeve, These ntches

______ ______ w~~~~~~~I provide a better grase relief path.
RHR-B r Demand ircuit A r Deg 1987 Failure Failure of the auxiliay contact block assembly of valve motor dose conlactor (failed in

to open open position) prevented energizing valve moor open contactor. Occurred on Unit 211
123 ess-corsect isolation valve md on Unit I RHR isoltion injection valve. Tbe contcts

failed in the open position, thereby preventing energization ofthe valve mtor open
_ - contactor.

RHR-B br Deand orque r aince 194 Failure Partial Residual heat rmoval suction from suppressio pool and shutdown cooling inboard
124 Switch to Close isolation suction valve would trip temal overload when attempting to open from dosed

positio and failed to close conpletdy. Torque switch setting was to high and limit switch
- . -.- settings vere incorrect Reset limit and torque switches.

RHR-B er Demand Torque Acw&W Maitenance 194 ailure Partial Both LCI loop's full Dow test valves iled to go full closed due to a faulty torque switch.
125 Switch to Close

RH-B Other Demand Torque Acuator Maintenance 194 Falure Prtial Residual heat removal suction from suppression pool and shutdown cooling board
126 Switch to Open isolation suction valve would trip thermal overload whien attempting to open from closed

position and failed to close completely. Torque switch seting was to high and limit switch
__sotthgs were incorrect Reset limit and torque switches.

R-B Otr Tet Breaker Acuat 1986 Falure Partia LCI test valee and LCI torus suction valve would not open upon demand and would trip the
127 to pen breaker upon movement Found auxiliary contacts on breaker in open circuit not making

________________ ____________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~up.
_ -RR B Ocher Test Limit Switch Actuator Maintenance 1984 Falure Parta During a LCI operability test, full flow test valves were closed by position dication.

128 to Close However, the valves were not filly seated, and the LCI discharge piping drined. Valve
__I positW dication was out of adjustment
RHR-B Otha Test Torque Acuatr Maintenance 19S4 Failure Partial LLRT failures on Torus Suction valves due to torque switch misadjustment

129 Switch to Close

- R-P Design/ Demand Circuit Acuatr Design 1999 Falure mplete oveloads for two valves tripped due to design deficiency. Consequendy, the
Construction/ Open crmal dosure of the valve wil trip the thermal overlord heater some percentage of the

130 hbnufacture/
Installation
Inadequacy

RHR-P Design/ Demand Liit Switch Actuator Design 198 llure Partial Shutdown cooling system heat exchanger isolation valves were not filly closed. The
Constructionl tClos ndition resulted from premature actuation of valve motor operator position indication

131 Manufacture limit switches and control room indication of the valves being in the closed position. A11 mtallalion change is beig implemented for these valves to separate the torque switch bypass limit
Inadequacy switch and the valve position indicating linmit switch by rewiring the position indicating
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ tori.
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Item System Proxiate Cause Der'y Piece Ptn Sub- Cougor Year Failure Degree ofption
__________ Method ______ ~Component Factor M ode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

RHR-P Design/ Demand Transmission Actuator Design 1991 alure Partial The motor operator for cold leg isolation valve electricallyenpged while the valve was
Construction/ Open being manually stroked open during post-modificaltion testing. The motor operator
Manufacture/ lectricaly engaged and closed the valve (short stroking). Investigation determined that this

132 Installation lectrical short stroking of the valve caused the motor pinion key to shear. Other safety-
Inadequacy elated motor operators were inspected. The motor operators were identified as having

failed keys similar to the failed key identified eadier. Further investigation revealed small
crack emanating from both corners of the keyway on the motor shaf The root cause of the

_ _________ ______ ______ sheared motor pinion gear was that the key material was inadequate.
PHR-P Design/ Test Torque Actuator Design 1985 Failure Partial During maintenance testing it was detennined several residual heat removal MOVs

Constnrction/ Switch Open wouldnt develop the required thrust as specified by the motor opeated valve testing
133 Manuf cturel program. The failure was attributed to an improper torque switch installation due to

installadon incorrect engineering calculations of original design values. The appropriate torque switch
_ madequacy _ was installed, adjusted per the revised engineering values, tested, and retumed to service.
RR-P teal Demand Valve Maintenance 198 lureParia Shutdown cooling isolation valves woddnt fully open. One was attributed to boric acid

134 lEnvironment o_ Open buildup and the other cause is unknown.
RHR-P Extenal Dmand Torque Atuator Daign 1983 Falure Partia Two RHR MOVs were not giving remote indication in the full close position of valve.

135 Environment Switch Close Torque switch inopeaive not rotating on closing stroke. The torque switch setting screw
I__ __ __ __ __was found loose most likely due to valve vibration.

RHR-P Intemal to Test Torque Actuator Maintenance 1986 alure Partia hile die unit was in shutdown for refueling, the BWST oudet valve operator failed to
136 Component Switch lo_ Open open during motor operated valve actuation testing. The torque switch was outof balance.

RHR-P OpertionaV Human Demand Disk Vve Quity 198 Failure Partia residual heat renoval system safety injection to reactor coolant loop isolation MOVs
Error Close were leaking through while closed and could not be isolated. Valve split disks were

137 reversed dwing iniia installation and were I SO degrees out from the proper orientation.
_________ __ T_ his caused seat leakage due to lack of seating contact

RHR-P OpemtonaV Human Denand Torque c4uator Maintenance 1983 Failure Amost Shutdown coolirg system heat exchanger isolation valves could not be remotely opened
138 Error Switch Open Complete from the contrl room The inability of the valves to renotely open was attributed to

incorrect open sequence torque and limit switch settings. The incorrect settings caused the
motor n the valves t stop befbre the valves had come off their seats.

RHR-P Operational Human Demand Transmission Actuator Opertional 1995 Failure Partial Low Pressure Injection valves were overoqed open in error during manual badcsating
139 Error Close after past packing leaks. Excessive force was applied when disengaged from electric

I _ opeation, causing clutch ring to bind-up when electric operation was re-initiated.
RHR-P OronalV Human Maintenance Limit Switch Actuator Maintenance 198t alure Prtial Low pressure safety Injection flow control containment isolation valves' stroke travel was

140 Errr _ Close greaterthan allowable. The cause was open limit switches out of adjustment.
PHR-P pertionaV Human Test Limit Switch Actuaor Mdntac 1991 ailure Partal LPi MOVs failed to open. Incorrect setpoits of the valve operator limit switches. Root

141 Error t Cose cause was insufficient control of setpoints.
RHR-P Oe Demand Limit Switch Actuator Maintenance 1983 Failure Partial MOV motortorquedt onstart of open/close cycle. Limit switches out of adjustment

142 _ _ to Open

RHR-P Other Demand Limit Switch Actiator Mainttiance 197 Failure Partid Residual heat removal pump suctins from feedwater storage tank valve and containment
143 Open sump would not operate from control room. Cause of vaives failure to operate was limit

swh hes out of adjustnent
RHR-P Oer Demand Torque Actuator Maintenance 198 ailure Partia RHR pump suction MOV Isolation valves would not fully open on demand. The cause of

144 Switch Open ih faihre was due to both torque switches were out of adjustment Both valves could be
_________ I Ic_losed on repeat attempts but not reopened compete.
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Item System Proximate Cause Discovery _ Sub Coupling you Failure Dgrecp of
_________ ~Methodmow Factor Mode Failure _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

145 RHR-P Other Test Limit Switch a r Desin 199 Failure artial l tottle valves failed to stroke filly open. As a result, minimum flow for LPSI injection145 to Open legs were below the minimum design basis flow.
RHR-P r Test LimitSwich A Design 199 Failure Patial LPI throleaves over avied inthe open dtion by approximately 1/2 inch. This146_to Open resulted in LPI flow exceeding Tech spec limits.

147 RHR-P r eat t Switch ctuator 19e 1 Falure Parti Sten travel was excessive an low pressure sality injection flow control containment_______ to Open - isoltion valves. The opening travel was excessive, due to limit switch out ofadjusment
RHR-P Tst Torque Actuator M nance 198 Failure Partial While perfoming sump valve stroke test two MOVs failed to re-open afte being stroked

148 switch Open osed. The cause of the failures has been determined to be that the bypass circuit time wastoo short. his prevented the valves from opening untiL the cotrol switch had been
___ -elat sewedal times.

149 RR-P Unknown Demand ranamission tonce 1984 Failure iw pressure injection su bly from the borated water storage tank isoation valves would. I - _ to Close close due to broken worm shaR dutch gear on valve opertor.
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